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Abstract: We consider Dyson Brownian motion for classical values of β with deterministic initial
data V . We prove that the local eigenvalue statistics coincide with the GOE/GUE in the fixed
energy sense after time t Á 1{N if the density of states of V is bounded above and below down to
scales η ! t in a window of size L " ?t. Our results imply that fixed energy universality holds
for essentially any random matrix ensemble for which averaged energy universality was previously
known. Our methodology builds on the homogenization theory developed in [17] which reduces
the microscopic problem to a mesoscopic problem. As an auxiliary result we prove a mesoscopic
central limit theorem for linear statistics of various classes of test functions for classical Dyson
Brownian motion.
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1 Introduction
In the pioneering work [74], Wigner introduced what are known as the Wigner random matrix ensem-
bles. These ensembles consist of NˆN real symmetric (β “ 1) or complex Hermitian (β “ 2) random
matrices W “ pwijq whose entries are centered and independent (up to the symmetry constraint
W “W ˚) with variance
Erpwijq2s “ 1` δij
N
, β “ 1, Er|wij |2s “ 1
N
, β “ 2. (1.1)
If the wij ’s are independent real (resp., complex) Gaussians then the ensemble is called the Gaussian
Orthogonal Ensemble (resp., Gaussian Unitary Ensemble) (GOE/GUE). Wigner conjectured that in
the limit N Ñ8 the local eigenvalue statistics are universal in that they depend only on the symmetry
class of the matrix ensemble (real symmetric or complex Hermitian) and are otherwise independent
of the underlying distribution of the matrix entries. After Wigner’s seminal work, Gaudin, Dyson and
Mehta explicitly calculated the eigenvalue correlation functions in the Gaussian cases.
Mehta formalized the universality conjecture in the book [60] and stated that the correlation
functions of general Wigner matrices should coincide with the GOE/GUE in the limit N Ñ 8.
There are several possible topologies in which this convergence could hold. Perhaps the most natural
topology to consider is pointwise convergence of the correlation functions. However, this cannot hold
for random matrix ensembles with discrete entries. One suitable topology is that of vague convergence
of the correlation functions around an energy E, which we will call fixed energy universality. A weaker
topology can be constructed by averaging over energies in a small window near E and asking for
vague convergence of the energy-averaged quantities. We will call this averaged or unfixed energy
universality. Finally, one can also ask for the vague convergence of the eigenvalue gaps with a fixed
label (i.e., vague convergence of the random variable λN{2`1 ´ λN{2) which we call gap universality.
There has recently been spectacular progress in proving the Wigner-Dyson-Mehta conjecture for
a wide variety of random matrix ensembles. Bulk universality for Wigner matrices of all symmetry
classes was proven in the works [33–35, 37, 40, 42]. Parallel results were established in certain cases
in [68, 69], with the key result being a “four moment comparison theorem.” In this paper we are
interested in the robust three-step approach to universality formulated and developed in the works
[33–35,37,40,42]. This approach consists of:
1. A high probability estimate of the eigenvalue density down to the almost-optimal scale η „
N ε{N . This establishes eigenvalue rigidity; that is, the bulk eigenvalues are close to their
expectations
|λi ´ Erλis| ĺ N
ε
N
(1.2)
with overwhelming probability. Moreover, the expectations are determined by the quantiles of
the macroscopic eigenvalue density.
The work of B.L. is partially supported by NSERC. The work of H.-T. Y. is partially supported by NSF Grant
DMS-1307444, DMS-1606305 and a Simons Investigator award.
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2. Proving bulk universality for random matrix ensembles with a small additive Gaussian compo-
nent. This is usually established by studying the rate of convergence of Dyson Brownian motion
to local equilibrium.
3. A comparison or stability argument comparing a given random matrix ensemble to one with a
small Gaussian component.
For complex Hermitian ensembles, Step 2 can be established by using an explicit algebraic formula,
the Bre´zin-Hikami formula, to analyze the correlation functions. This idea was used by Johansson [49]
and Ben Arous-Peche [10] who established bulk universality for ensembles with an order 1 Gaussian
component, i.e., establishing that the time to equilibrium is at most order 1 in this case. The optimal
time to equilibrium in the second step, i.e., for t Á 1{N , was established in [35] where the Bre´zin-
Hikami formula and estimates from the local semicircle law were the key tools. In this special algebraic
case, the second step yields fixed energy universality and so the WDM conjecture was established for
complex Hermitian matrices in this strong sense [35,36,68].
An analogue of the Bre´zin-Hikami formula is unknown in the real symmetric case and therefore
the approach [35] could not be extended to real symmetric Wigner ensembles. A new approach based
on the local relaxation flow of Dyson Brownian motion (DBM) was developed in the works [37,38,41].
DBM is defined by applying an independent (up to the symmetry constraint H “ H˚) Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process to every matrix element; Dyson computed the flow on the eigenvalues and found
that they satisfy a closed system of stochastic differential equations. The approach of [37, 38, 41] is
based on this representation and applies to all symmetry classes as well as sample covariance matrices
and sparse ensembles. However, it yields only averaged energy universality, albeit with the averaging
taken over a very small window.
The second step was finally completed for real symmetric Wigner ensembles in the sense of fixed
energy in [17]. By developing a sophisticated homogenization theory for a discrete parabolic equation
derived from DBM, the authors proved that after a time t “ op1q, the local statistics of Dyson Brownian
motion started from a Wigner ensemble coincide with that of the GOE in the fixed energy sense. As
the third step in the three-step strategy described above is insensitive to the mode of convergence of
the correlation functions, this proved the Wigner-Dyson-Mehta conjecture in the fixed energy sense
for all symmetry classes.
The time to equilibrium proven in the work [17] is relatively long, t „ N´ε for a small ε ą 0,
which moreover depends on the choice of test function. This limits the applicability of the work [17]
in proving fixed energy universality for other ensembles. For example, it does not imply fixed energy
universality for sparse random graphs, for which averaged energy universality is known [1, 33, 34, 47].
Moreover, the approach relies on the fact that the global eigenvalue density of the initial data is given
by the semicircle law.
The analysis of DBM developed in the works [37,38,41] is in some sense global as it relies on the
fact that DBM with initial data a Wigner matrix will follow the semicircle law. In the work [40] the
correlation functions were expressed as time averages of random walks in a random environment. This
allows for a local analysis of the dynamics and various tools from PDE (such as Ho¨lder regularity via
the di-Giorgi-Nash-Moser method) and stochastic analysis can be applied.
In the work [55] the time to equilibrium of DBM for a wide class of initial data (going beyond the
Wigner class) was studied (see also [39] for related results). For random matrix ensembles that have
a local density down to scales η Á 1{N , it was proven that the time to local equilibrium is t Á 1{N ,
in the sense of both averaged energy and gap universality.
There have been several recent works extending the Wigner-Dyson-Mehta conjecture beyond the
class of Wigner matrices, such as to sparse random graphs [1,7,8,33,34,45,47], matrices with correlated
entries [2, 6, 23], deformed Wigner ensembles [56, 57], certain classes of band matrices [13] and the
general Wigner-type matrices of [3–5]. These works generally follow the three-step strategy outlined
above. In many of these cases, the works [39,55] essentially complete the second step of this approach.
As the results [39, 55] imply averaged energy universality, any work relying on [39, 55] for the second
step establishes the Wigner-Dyson-Mehta conjecture in only the averaged energy sense.
In the current work we establish that the time to local equilibrium for DBM is t Á N´1 for a wide
class of initial data, in the fixed energy sense. The main assumption on the initial data is that the
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density of states is bounded above and below down to scales η ! t in a window of size L " ?t. As
a consequence, fixed energy universality is established for essentially all random matrix ensembles for
which previously only averaged energy universality could be proven.
One of the key insights of [17] is that the difference of two coupled DBM flows obeys a discrete
nonlocal parabolic equation. One of the main results of [17] is a homogenization theory for this
parabolic equation. This theory shows that the solution of the discrete parabolic equation is given by
the discretization of the continuum limit, and this reduces the problem of microscopic statistics to an
easier mesoscopic problem.
Our approach follows the same high-level strategy in that we couple two DBM flows and develop a
homogenization theory for the resulting parabolic equation. The generator of the parabolic equation
of [17] is hard to control. To deal with this we modify the coupling of [17] and introduce a continuous
interpolation. This gives us a family of parabolic equations whose generators have better properties.
The homogenization theory of [17] was based around a Duhamel expansion and estimating the
coefficients of the generator. The short range part of the generator is quite singular and was controlled
using an energy estimate and the discrete Di-Giorgi-Nash-Moser theorem of [40]. This caused some
restriction on the time to equilibrium that could be proven.
Our method is based around the standard ℓ2-energy method and a discrete Sobolev inequality. The
energy method gives us an estimate on the time average of the discrete 9H1{2 norm of the difference
between the fundamental solution of the discrete equation and its continuum limit. This allows us to
get a time-averaged ℓ8 estimate on the fundamental solution of the discrete parabolic equation via a
discrete Sobolev inequality. We then use the semigroup property to remove the time average.
In order to carry this out one needs a good ansatz for comparison with the discrete fundamental
solution. We substitute the particle location coming from the DBM into the fundamental solution of
the continuum limit. With this approach a martingale term, as well as other errors of lower order,
arises in the energy method, but we are able to control them using heat kernel bounds for our process.
This ansatz first appeared in [18] and has been used independently in [12] to analyze extremal gap
statistics of Wigner ensembles.
We find that the limiting hydrodynamic equation is a fairly simple nonlocal parabolic equation
describing a symmetric jump process on R. The heat kernels of such processes have been studied
recently in, e.g., [24, 25] and we partially rely on their work in our analysis of the limiting equation.
Our homogenization theory has an advantage over [17] in that our estimates hold with overwhelm-
ing probability (i.e., ľ 1 ´ N´D for any large D ą 0). The homogenization theory [17] relied on
certain level repulsion estimates and as a consequence the main estimates were only known to hold
with polynomially high probability (i.e., ľ 1´N´ε for some small ε ą 0). While this is not significant
to the application of universality, we believe that this improvement is important for future applica-
tions. For example, if one wishes to study the maximal eigenvalue gap in the bulk of generalized
Wigner matrices, then one can use the homogenization result given here together with a union bound
over order N eigenvalues. This approach has been carried out in the work [54]. Note that the result
of [17] would not be sufficient to study this spectral statistic.
Moreover our method is robust in that it essentially relies only on rigidity; in many random matrix
ensembles optimal level repulsion estimates (on which the previous methods [17,39,55] relied) are not
known and can be hard to establish.
As mentioned above, the homogenization theory reduces the microscopic problem of fixed energy
universality to a problem involving linear mesoscopic statistics. Central limit theorems for mesoscopic
linear statistics of Wigner matrices were established first in certain scales in [21,22,59] and then down
to the almost-optimal scale η “ N ε{N in [44]. Mesoscopic statistics of compactly supported test
functions for the special case of β “ 2 for DBM with deterministic initial data was established in [31].
The analysis in [31] relied on the Bre´zin-Hikami formula special to the β “ 2 case and cannot be
applied here. Moreover the test function coming from the homogenization theorem is not of compact
support - only its derivative is - and has no spatial decay, which presents a serious complication. The
mesoscopic results [21,22,31,44,59] all apply only to functions with either compact support or at least
some spatial decay as |x| Ñ 8.
In the present work we establish a mesoscopic central limit theorem for DBM for a certain class
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of non-compactly supported test functions which have no spatial decay. As an aside, we remark that
if our methods are restricted to the compactly supported case, then we can prove that if the scale of
the function is less than t, then the linear statistic coincides with the GOE. Here, in the compactly
supported case one can remove the restrictions that we encounter in the non-compactly supported
case. This is an extension of some of the results of [31] to β “ 1. Our main interest in a mesoscopic
central limit theorem is to analyze the statistic coming from the homogenization theory, and so we
only settles for a few remarks concerning test functions of compact support - see Section 6.
The works [39,55] establishing averaged energy universality for DBM relied heavily on the discrete
Di-Giorgi-Nash-Moser theorem of [40]. As a consequence, the rate of convergence was somewhat non-
explicit. While in this work we do not attempt to derive optimal error bounds, our result improves
on [39,55] in the sense that our bounds can be quantified explicitly in terms of the parameters of the
model.
1.1 Applications
Our homogenization theory also allows us to establish universality of the space-time DBM process —
that is, up to an explicit deterministic shift in space and a re-scaling in space and time, the multitime
correlation functions of DBM coincide with the GOE/GUE.
Averaged energy universality for general one-cut β-ensembles was established first in [14–16, 40].
Further results for bulk universality for multi-cut potentials were established in [9, 65]. Fixed energy
universality for one-cut C4 potentials was announced in [32] and can be proven using the methods
of [17]. Previously, Shcherbina had established fixed energy universality for analytic potentials in the
multi-cut case in [65]. For completeness we sketch how our methods can be adapted to re-prove the
results of [17,32] and moreover establish a polynomial error estimate.
1.1.1 Fixed energy universality for general random matrix ensembles
Many of the recent works on universality of general random matrix ensembles have relied on the
aforementioned three-step strategy to proving universality. In the second step these works relied
on [39, 55] for universality for the Gaussian divisible ensembles. The works [39, 55] provided both
gap universality and averaged energy universality for the Gaussian divisible ensembles; consequently
this form of universality has been proven, for example, for the adjacency matrices of sparse random
graphs [1, 7, 8, 33, 34, 45, 47], matrices with correlated entries [2, 6, 23] and the general Wigner-type
matrices of [3–5]. By instead relying on the current work, fixed energy universality is established for
all of these ensembles.
1.1.2 Eigenvalue interval probabilities
Fixed energy universality has several other consequences which we now outline. It establishes the
existence of the local density of states on microscopic scales as well as the universality of the Jimbo-
Miwa-Mori-Sato formula for the gap probability. In addition, it implies universality of the distribution
of the smallest singular value of various random matrix ensembles, including the adjacency matrices
of a wide variety of sparse random graphs which is of interest in computer science.
1.1.3 Invertibility of symmetric random matrices
The invertibility problem in random matrix theory is typically divided into two components [71]. The
first is whether a random matrix is invertible with high probability, and the second is to determine
the typical size of the norm of the inverse, or size of the smallest singular value. A motivating problem
of the former type is the conjecture that an iid Bernoulli matrix is singular with probability less than
p2 ` op1qq´N . Komlos [52] first proved that the singularity probability is vanishing. An exponential
bound was first obtained in [50] and later improved in [20,66].
The size of the inverse is related to the condition number which plays a crucial role in applied
linear algebra. For example, the condition number controls the complexity or numerical accuracy in
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solving the linear equation Ax “ b. Von Neumann and his collaborators speculated [72] that the least
singular value satisfies sminpAq „ N´1 for matrices with iid entries.
By now a large literature has emerged on the invertibility problem for both symmetric and iid
ensembles. We refer to the surveys [61, 63, 73] and the references therein, and mention only a few
specific results placing the present work in context. The invertibility of dense Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs was
established in [27] and was later extended to the sparse regime in [28]. The first estimate of the form
sminpHq „ N´1 for symmetric matrices was first obtained in [71]. In the iid case, it is even known that
the distribution of the (properly rescaled) smallest singular value at the hard edge is universal [67].
However, in the sparse regime little is known about the size of the smallest singular value in the
symmetric case.
It is an open conjecture that the adjacency matrix of a random d-regular graph is invertible with
high probability for d ľ 3 [28,43,73]. This problem is of interest in universal packet recovery [30]. In
the case of random d-regular directed graphs, substantial progress has been made by [26,58]. It is also
conjectured that the adjacency matrices of more general sparse graphs outside the Erdos-Renyi class
should be invertible with high probability [28].
The invertibility of many classes of random matrices is in fact a corollary of previous works by
two of the current authors [47, 55] as well as others [1, 3, 6–8, 23]. These classes include, for example,
adjacency matices of random regular graphs, matrices with correlated entries and general sparse
random matrices. To fix ideas we consider the d-regular random graph with adjacency matrix A,
where
d ľ N ε. (1.3)
The invertibility of A `G where G is a small GOE component follows from Section 5 of [55] as well
as the local law of [8]. The comparison methods of [7,47] then allow the invertibility to be transferred
back to A. This proves the conjecture of [28, 43, 73] in the regime (1.3). This methodology extends
to the other random matrix ensembles considered in [47], as well as those considered in [1, 3, 6, 23] as
long as 0 lies in the bulk of the spectrum.
This strategy yields an additional effective estimate on the size of the inverse in all cases, which
was previously known only in the non-sparse regime. That is, there is a c ą 0 so that for all sufficiently
small ε ą 0,
Pr||A´1|| ľ N ε{N s ĺ CpεqN´cε. (1.4)
For example, one can take A to be the (properly rescaled so that the spectrum lies in a window of
order 1) adjacency matrix of a sparse d-regular or Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph.
The current work goes beyond this and establishes universality of the smallest singular value of
many random matrix ensembles. Our work implies, for example, that for each t P R,
lim
NÑ8
ˇˇ
Pr||A´1|| ľ tN s ´ Pr||H´1|| ľ tN sˇˇ “ 0, (1.5)
where A is the (again, properly rescaled) adjacency matrix of a random d-regular graph and H is a
GOE matrix (again for d in the regime (1.3)).
1.2 Overview
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce precisely our model and state our
main results, applications and auxilliary results. Section 3 contains the main part of the homogeniza-
tion results and Section 4 contains the proofs of certain a-priori bounds on the heat kernel. We study
and prove regularity of the limiting continuum equation in Section 5. In Section 6 we prove our results
on mesoscopic linear statistics for DBM. Section 7 contains the proof of fixed energy universality using
the homogenization theory and the central limit theorem for mesoscopic linear statistics. In Section 8
we sketch the proof of fixed energy universality for β-ensembles.
Acknowledgements. B.L. thanks Jiaoyang Huang for useful discussions.
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2 Model
Let V be a deterministic diagonal matrix and let W be a standard GOE matrix. We consider the
following model
Ht “ V `
?
tW. (2.1)
We make the following assumptions on V .
Definition 2.1. Let G “ GN and g “ gN be N -dependent parameters. For definiteness we assume
that there is a δ ą 0 s.t. N´δ ľ g ľ N δ{N and G ĺ N´δ. This δ will not be important in the method
or the main results. We say that V is pg,Gq-regular if
c ĺ Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ C (2.2)
for |E| ĺ G and g ĺ η ĺ 10, and if there is a CV ą 0 s.t.
||V || ĺ NCV . (2.3)
Remark. The assumption (2.3) is technical and can be removed with some minor work. We omit
this from the current paper.
We will be considering times satisfying gNσ ĺ t ĺ N´σG2. We also introduce here the frequently
used notation z “ E ` iη for E, η P R.
2.1 Free convolution
In this section we introduce the free convolution. The semicircle law is given by
ρscpEq :“ 1
2π
1t|E|ĺ2u
a
4´ E2. (2.4)
It describes the limiting eigenvalue density of the GOE. The eigenvalue density of Ht does not follow
the semicircle law and is given by a free convolution. We define the free convolution of V with the
semicircle law at time t via its Stieltjes transform which we denote by mfc,t. The function mfc,t is
defined as the unique solution to
mfc,tpzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
Vi ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq , Im rmfc,tpzqs, η ľ 0. (2.5)
The free convolution law is defined by
ρfc,tpEq :“ lim
ηÓ0
1
π
Im rmfc,tpE ` iηqs. (2.6)
The free convolution is well-studied. For example, it is known that a unique solution to (2.5) exists
and that ρfc,t is analytic on the interior of its support. We refer to [11] for further details. We will
also denote the free convolution law at time t by ρfc,tpEq :“ ρV ‘ ρsc,t.
2.2 Fixed energy universality
Let p
pNq
Ht
denote the symmetrized eigenvalue density of Ht. The k-point correlation functions are
defined by
p
pkq
Ht
pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λkq :“
ż
p
pNq
Ht
pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λN qdλk`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dλN . (2.7)
The corresponding objects for the GOE are denoted p
pNq
GOE and p
pkq
GOE. The following is our main result
which states that the k-point correlation functions of Ht converges to those of the GOE in the fixed
energy sense.
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Theorem 2.2. Let V be a deterministic pg,Gq-regular diagonal matrix. Let σ ą 0 and let
gNσ ĺ t ĺ N´σG2. (2.8)
Let 0 ă q ă 1 and let |E| ĺ qG. There is a constant κ ą 0 so that the following holds. For every k
and smooth test function O P C8c pRkq there is a constant C ą 0 such thatˇˇˇˇ ż
Opα1, ..., αkqppkqHt
ˆ
E ` α1
Nρfc,tpEq , ¨ ¨ ¨E `
αk
Nρfc,tpEq
˙
dα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dαk
´
ż
Opα1, ..., αkqppkqGOE
ˆ
E ` α1
NρscpEq , ¨ ¨ ¨E `
αk
NρscpEq
˙
dα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dαk
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ CN´κ (2.9)
2.2.1 Applications to other ensembles
Theorem 2.2 implies fixed energy universality for a wide variety of ensembles appearing in random
matrix theory. Recall the three-step strategy to proving universality for random matrix ensembles
outlined in the introduction. Many recent works in random matrix theory used the results of [39,55]
to complete the second step. The input of [39,55] is to provide universality of DBM started from the
chosen random matrix ensemble in either the fixed gap sense or averaged energy sense. The third step
is relatively insensitive to the type of universality proven in the second step. Therefore, if one uses
Theorem 2.2 instead of [39,55] one can prove fixed energy universality for following ensembles.
1. Sparse random matrix ensembles such as the adjacency matrices of random graphs [1, 7, 8, 33,
34,45,47]
2. The general Wigner-type matrices of [3–5].
3. Matrices with correlated entries [2, 6, 23].
4. Deformed Wigner ensembles [56,57].
Lastly, while fixed energy universality of generalized Wigner matrices was settled in [17], our methods
yield a polynomial rate of convergence which was previously unknown.
2.3 Further results
2.3.1 Multitime correlation functions
The eigenvalues λi of Ht at each fixed time are equal in distribution to the unique strong solution of
the system of the following system of SDEs, known as Dyson Brownian motion:
dλi “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
λi ´ λj dt (2.10)
with initial data λip0q “ Vi. Theorem 2.2 implies that at each fixed time, the correlation functions of
tλiptqui coincide with the GOE. Our methods also allow us to consider multitime correlation functions.
For simplicity we just state the result for two times ta ă tb. One can also consider any finite set of times
ta, ..., tk. Given two times ta ă tb let pta,tbpλ1ptaq, ¨ ¨ ¨ λN ptaq, λ1ptbq, ¨ ¨ ¨ λN ptbqq denote the symmetrized
density of tλiptaq, λjptbqui,j . The multitime k-point correlation function is defined by
p
pkq
ta,tb
pλ1ptaq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λkptaq, λ1ptbq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λkptbqq
:“
ż
pta,tbpλ1ptaq, ¨ ¨ ¨ λN ptaq, λ1ptbq, ¨ ¨ ¨λN ptbqqdλk`1ptaq ¨ ¨ ¨ dλN ptaqdλk`1ptbq ¨ ¨ ¨ dλN ptbq. (2.11)
Denote the analogous object for the GOE by p
pkq
ta,tb,GOE
(i.e., start the process λi from the GOE
ensemble). Fix an energy |Eptaq| ĺ qG and define Eptq for t ą ta by
BtE “ Rermfc,tpEqs (2.12)
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Theorem 2.3. Let V be as above and let gNσ ĺ ta ĺ N´σG2. Let O be a smooth compactly supported
test function. There is a constant κ ą 0 so that for any ta ĺ tb ĺ Nκ{N we haveˇˇˇˇ ż
Opα1, ¨ ¨ ¨αk, β1, ¨ ¨ ¨ βkqppkqta,tb
˜
Eptaq ` ~α
Nρfc,tapEptaqq
, Eptbq `
~β
Nρfc,tbpEptbqq
¸
d~αd~β
´
ż
Opα1, ¨ ¨ ¨αk, β1, ¨ ¨ ¨ βkqppkqta,cttb,GOE
˜
E1 ` ~α
NρscpE1q , E
1 `
~β
NρscpE1q
¸
d~αd~β
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ N´κ, (2.13)
for any fixed E1 P p´2, 2q. Above the constant ct is defined by ct :“ pρscp0q{ρfc,tbpEptbqqq2.
Remark. One can replace ρfc,tbpEptbqq by ρfc,tapEptaqq as the difference is op1q.
2.3.2 Jimbo-Miwa-Mori-Sato formula
Once one establishes fixed energy universality for a random matrix ensemble, it is a standard argument
to determine the distribution of the number of eigenvalues in a interval of size c{N . More precisely,
Theorem 2.2 implies that for intervals I1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ik and integers n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ nk the probability
P
„ˇˇˇˇ"
λi P E ` Ij
NρpEq
*ˇˇˇˇ
“ nj, 1 ĺ j ĺ k

(2.14)
converges to that of the GOE where ρpEq is the eigenvalue density of the ensemble under consideration.
For example, for the adjacency matrices of a class of sparse random graphs, we have
lim
NÑ8
P
„ˇˇˇˇ"
λi P r0, ts
Nπρscp0q
*ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0

“ E1p0, tq (2.15)
where E1 is an explicit function of a solution to Painleve´ equation.
2.3.3 Invertibility of symmetric random matrices
The result (2.15) provides explicit information on the distribution of the size of the inverse of various
random matrix ensembles. For example, (2.15) implies that for the adjacency matrices A of sparse
Erdo˝s-Re´nyi and d-regular graphs we have for every t ą 0,
lim
NÑ8
ˇˇ
P
“||A´1|| ľ Nt‰´ P “||H´1|| ľ Nt‰ˇˇ “ 0 (2.16)
where H is a GOE matrix. From previous results in the literature [7,8,47,55] it is easily deduced that
the adjacency matrix of a sparse Erdo˝s-Re´nyi or d-regular graph is invertible with high probability.
The result (2.16) is finer, in that it demonstrates that the limiting distribution of the size of the
inverse, or equivalently, the size of the smallest singular value of A, is universal.
2.3.4 Fixed energy universality for β-ensembles
Our methods also imply fixed energy universality for a class of β-ensembles. A β-ensemble is a measure
on the simplex λ1 ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ λN with probability density proportional to
e´βN
ř
k
1
2
V pλkq`β
ř
iăj log |λj´λi|. (2.17)
We assume that V is a C4 real function with second derivative bounded below and growth condition
V pxq ą p2` αq logp1` |x|q (2.18)
for all large x and an α ą 0. The averaged density of the empirical spectral measure converges weakly
to a continuous function ρV , the equilibrium density with compact support. We assume that ρV is
supported on a single interval rA,Bs and that V is regular in the sense of [53]. We denote the k-point
correlation functions by p
pkq
V and those for the Gaussian β-ensemble (for V pxq “ x2{2) by ppkqβ .
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Under these conditions fixed energy universality was announced in [32] and can be proven using
the methods of [17]. Previously, M. Shcherbina established fixed energy universality for multi-cut
analytic β-ensembles in [65]. The following result is an improved version of the result in [32] in that
it provides an error estimate N´κ to the fixed energy universality. Similarly to [32], our methodology
is based on the homogenization idea initiated in [17,32].
Theorem 2.4. Let V be as above and assume β ľ 1. Let E P pA,Bq and E1 P p´2, 2q. Let O be a
smooth test function. There is a κ ą 0 such thatˇˇˇˇ ż
Opα1, ..., αkqppkqV
ˆ
E ` α1
NρV pEq , ¨ ¨ ¨E `
αk
NρV pEq
˙
dα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dαk
´
ż
Opα1, ..., αkqppkqβ
ˆ
E1 ` α1
NρscpE1q , ¨ ¨ ¨E
1 ` αk
NρscpE1q
˙
dα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dαk
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ CN´κ (2.19)
Remark. It is also possible to deduce analogous results for multitime correlation functions in the
following sense. If one modifies (2.10) to
dλi “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
λi ´ λj dt´
V 1pλiq
2
dt (2.20)
then the β-ensemble with potential V is left invariant by this flow. One can prove that the multitime
correlation functions coincide with the process (2.10) started from a Gaussian β-ensemble.
2.3.5 Mesoscopic statistics for DBM
Our methodology of proving fixed energy universality reduces the microscopic problem to a problem
involving mesoscopic linear statistics. In order to complete the proof of fixed energy universality we are
forced to calculate mesoscopic statistics for DBM. Mesoscopic statistics have received some attention
in the literature recently and we therefore state our result as it may be of independent interest.
Theorem 2.5. Let ϕ be a smooth test function satisfying
ϕ1pxq “ 0, |x| ą Ct1, |ϕpkq| ĺ C{pt1qk, k “ 0, 1, 2, (2.21)
where t1 “ Nα{N . Let V be pg,Gq-regular and let |E| ĺ qG. Let t “ Nω{N satisfy gNσ ĺ t ĺ G2N´σ.
Assume that α ą 0 satisfies ω{2 ă α ă ω. Then the mesoscopic statisticÿ
i
ϕpλiq (2.22)
converges weakly to a Gaussian. If ϕ is not compactly supported, then the variance is bounded below
by c| logpt1{tq|.
Remark. Our results are more general — see Section 6. We calculate the characteristic function
with an explicit rate of convergence in a growing neighborhood of the origin.
If ϕ is compactly supported, then with some modifications of our methods one can remove the
unnatural restriction α ą ω{2. As the above theorem will suffice in our application to fixed energy
universality we do not provide the details.
2.4 Local law and rigidity
In this section we recall the local law for Ht. These a-priori estimates are the key technical input of
our methods. For times of order 1 the local law was established in [56,57]. The argument was adapted
to short times in [55]. The empirical Stieltjes transform of Ht will be denoted by
mN pzq :“ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
λi ´ z . (2.23)
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Under the above hypotheses we have the following rigidity and local law estimates. We need some
notation. For any 0 ă q ă 1 let
Iq :“ r´qG, qGs. (2.24)
Let ε ą 0 and 0 ă q ă 1. We consider the spectral domain
Dε,q “
 
z “ E ` iη : E P Iq, N10CV ľ η ľ N ε{N
(
Y  z : D ` iη : |E| ĺ N10CV , N10CV ľ η ľ c( (2.25)
We have
Theorem 2.6. Fix ε ą 0 and 0 ă q ă 1. Let σ ą 0 be such that gNσ ĺ t ĺ N´σG2. For any D ą 0
and δ ą 0 we have
P
„
sup
zPDε
|mN pzq ´mfc,tpzq| ľ N
δ
Nη

ĺ CN´D. (2.26)
We fix now a certain index set. Let 0 ă q ă 1. Let
Cq :“ ti : Vi P Iqu. (2.27)
2.4.1 Classical eigenvalue locations
Given a probability measure ρpxqdx and matrix size N , we define the classical eigenvalues γi “ γi,N
in the following manner. If N is even then
γi “ inf
"
x :
ż x
´8
ρpEqdE ľ i` 1
N
*
(2.28)
and if N is odd then
γi “ inf
"
x :
ż x
´8
ρpEqdE ľ i` 1{2
N
*
. (2.29)
We denote the classical eigenvalue locations of the free convolution law at times t by γiptq and the
classical eigenvalue locations of the semicircle law by γ
pscq
i . The above definition is slightly nonstandard,
but we take it so that
γ
pscq
rN{2s “ 0, (2.30)
which will turn out to be convenient later.
2.4.2 Rigidity estimates
We have the following rigidity result for the eigenvalues.
Theorem 2.7. Fix 0 ă q ă 1 and let t be as above. For any ε ą 0 and D ą 0 we have
P
«
sup
iPCq
|λiptq ´ γiptq| ľ N
ε
N
ff
ĺ N´D. (2.31)
We also have
P
«
sup
j
|λj ´ Vj | ľ 3
?
t
ff
ĺ N´D. (2.32)
From the above theorem we see that for any q1 with q ă q1 ă 1 we have for N large enough,
i P Cq ùñ γiptq P Iq1 . (2.33)
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2.5 Proof strategy
In this section we give an overview of the strategy of the proof of fixed energy universality. The DBM
flow starting from V is given by the SDE
dxi “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
xi ´ xj dt xip0q “ Vi, (2.34)
where the dBi are standard Brownian motions.
1. Regularization. In the next step we will couple the DBM (2.34) to an auxilliary process.
Before this coupling, we first allow the DBM (2.34) to run freely for an initial time interval of
length t0, where t0 satisfies the compatibility conditions g ! t0 ! G2. This is needed for several
reasons. Firstly, after t0, we can apply the results [55] which state that rigidity holds wrt the free
convolution law. Secondly, this regularizes the DBM flow in the sense that the free convolution
will be regular on this scale; for example |ρ1fcpEq| ĺ C{t0.
2. Matching and coupling. For times t ľ t0 we couple the DBM flow to another DBM flow
started from an independent GOE ensemble. That is, we define the process
dyiptq “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj dt (2.35)
where initially yipt0q is distributed as a GOE ensemble independent from txiui. The point is
that the Brownian motions in (2.34) and (2.35) are the same. This idea first appeared in [17].
Moreover, we re-scale and shift the DBM flow so that the classical eigenvalue locations match
those of the semicircle law near a chosen energy E. Due to the regularity of the free convolution
law, we can match up to
?
Nt0 eigenvalues. This matching implies that
xiptq ´ yiptq „ logpNq
N
, (2.36)
for eigenvalues that are near the spectral energy E. At this point we are now regarding t0 as
a fixed a-priori scale on which the DBM flow is regular. By running the coupling for times t
satisfying t0 ĺ t ĺ t0` t1 with t1 ! t0, the DBM flow will not see the non-matching eigenvalues.
3. Discrete parabolic equation. The difference wiptq :“ xiptq ´ yiptq satisfies the parabolic
equation
Btwi “ pLwqi (2.37)
where
pLwqi :“ 1
N
ÿ
j
wj ´ wi
pxi ´ xjqpyi ´ yjq . (2.38)
As N Ñ8, a natural limit for this equation is
Btfpxq “
ż
fpyq ´ fpxq
px´ yq2 ρfc,tpyqdy „
ż
fpyq ´ fpxq
px´ yq2 dy (2.39)
In order to justify the replacement of ρfc,t by a constant we will use its regularity on the scale
t0 and a short-range approximation of the DBM flow. We omit the details in this simple sketch.
4. Homogenization theory. We may now write
xipt0 ` tq ´ yipt0 ` tq “
ÿ
j
ULijpt0, t0 ` tqpxjpt0q ´ yjpt0qq, (2.40)
where UL is the semigroup for the equation (2.38). We need to develop a homogenization theory
in order to calculate the matrix elements ULij . We let ptpx, yq denote the fundamental solution
of (2.39). Let
fiptq :“ ptpxiptq, γaq (2.41)
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and
giptq :“ NULi,apt0 ` t, t0q. (2.42)
Our main calculation is
d||f ´ g||22 “ ´cxpf ´ gq,Lpf ´ gqydt` dMt `
op1q
t2
dt, (2.43)
where M is a martingale. Integrating this inequality in time (and dropping the time average for
simplicity) we will obtain
xpf ´ gq,Lpf ´ gqy ĺ op1q
t2
` 1
t
||gp0q ´ fp0q||22 (2.44)
The second term on the RHS is not well-defined, as fp0q is a delta function (as a distribution on
R) and gp0q is a discrete delta function. In order to make sense of this quantity, we introduce
an additional regularization to the initial data fp0q, gp0q. We omit the details from this sketch
but say that this roughly corresponds to convolving fp0q and gp0q with a mollifier which lives
on a regularization scale sr (we will only use this notation of sr in this sketch and it is absent
from the remainder of the paper). This mollification allows us to take ||gp0q ´ fp0q||22 “ opt´1q.
By choosing the regularization scale sr ! t, we will also see that the regularization does not
significantly affect the final value fptq and gptq (as the regularization/mollification scale sr is
shorter than the natural scale t of these functions).
We obtain
xpfptq ´ gptqq,Lpfptq ´ gptqqy ĺ op1q
t2
. (2.45)
Using a discrete 9H1{2 ´ ℓ8 Sobolev inequality, this inequality will imply
||giptq ´ fiptq||8 ĺ N
´b
t
, (2.46)
for some positive b ą 0,
5. Cut-offs. The natural size of gi “ NULiapt0, t0` tq is 1{t for indices i near a. Hence, the estimate
(2.46) determines the object ULia beyond its natural scale and we can use it to control the terms
in the sum (2.40) for j near i; that is, we can control approximately opNbNtq terms using (2.46)
and (2.36).
For terms satisfying NtNb{2 ă |i´ j| ă ?Nt0 we have the estimate (2.36) as well as the a-priori
upper bound for UL,
NULijpt0 ` t, t0q ĺ N εptpγi, γjq ĺ N ε
t
t2 ` pγi ´ γjq2 (2.47)
for any small ε ą 0. This allows us to control the contribution to the sum (2.40) for terms in
this range.
Finally we have to deal with the contribution of j so that |j ´ i| ą ?Nt0. Here, we do not
have the estimate (2.36) due to lack of sufficient regularity of the initial data xip0q, and the
fact that the decay (2.47) is not fast enough to counteract the growth of the LHS of (2.36) as j
moves further from i. Instead, we will modify the processes (2.34) and (2.35) and replace them
by certain short-range approximations. For the purposes of this sketch we will not define the
approximations precisely. We will just say that the local law and rigidity estimates allow us to
replace the long-range contribution in (2.34) and (2.35) of terms with |i ´ j| ą ℓ large with a
deterministic drift term. Here ℓ is an additional scale chosen larger than Nt. This modifies the
operator L to only allow jumping between sites |i ´ j| ă ℓ. The behavior of the kernal UL is
then modified to decay exponentially for |i´ j| ą ?Ntℓ (i.e., simple random walk behavior in 1
dimension with step-size ℓ). This latter property enables the cut-off of the non-matching terms
where the estimate (2.36) fails.
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6. Mesoscopic linear statistics. The homogenization theory proves that there is a smooth
function ζt : RÑ R so that (up to errors)
xipt0 ` tq ´ yipt0 ` tq “
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNt
ζtpγi ´ γjqpxjpt0q ´ yjpt0qq “: ζx ´ ζy. (2.48)
Roughly, ζtpγi ´ γjq „ ptpγi, γjq where pt is the fundamental solution introduced above (to
the PDE (2.39)). This reduces the microscopic problem to a simpler mesoscopic one. For this
mesoscopic observable, we calculate the characteristic function and prove that
|ψpλq| :“
ˇˇˇ
Ereiλζxs
ˇˇˇ
ĺ e´λ2cx logpNq `N´ε (2.49)
for some ε ą 0 and a constant cx ą 0.
We remark that we will use a slightly different convention for ζt in the full proof than in the
simple sketch given here. The precise definition of ζt is given Section 3. To differentiate the two
conventions we use ζpx, tq instead of ζtpxq in the rest of the paper.
7. Fourier cut-off. We now proceed similarly to [17]. It suffices to consider for smooth test
functions Q sums of terms of the form,
ErQpNpxi ´ Eq, Npxj ´ xiqqs. (2.50)
The homogenization theory shows that
ErQpNpxi ´ Eq, Npxj ´ xiqqs “ ErQpNpyi ´ E ` pζx ´ ζyqq, Npyj ´ yiqqs ` op1q. (2.51)
By Fourier duality we have
ErQpNpyi´E`pζx´ ζyqq, Npyj ´yiqqs “
ż
ErQˆpλ,Npyi´yjqqeiλNpyi´E`ζx´ζyqsψpλqdλ. (2.52)
Here Qˆ denotes the Fourier transform of Q in the first variable. By (2.49) we can cut off the
Fourier support of Qˆ in the range |λ| ľ δ for any small fixed δ ą 0. Therefore it suffices to
consider observables Q with Fourier support contained in |λ| ĺ δ.
8. Reverse heat-flow. Running the same argument with a third ensemble z distributed as the
GOE shows that
ErQpNpzi ´ Eq, Npzj ´ ziqqs “ ErQpNpyi ´ E ` pζz ´ ζyqq, Npyj ´ yiqqs ` op1q. (2.53)
As in [17] we see that from (2.51) and (2.53) that fixed energy universality will follow if we can
prove that the function
F paq :“ ErQpNpyi ´ E ` pa´ ζyqq, Npyj ´ yiqqs (2.54)
is approximately constant, for Q a function of small Fourier support. The argument to prove
this is the same as in [17]. What is new is that we have analyzed the mesoscopic statistic ζx and
used it to complete the Fourier cut-off in the previous step. In [17] a Fourier cut-off was also
used, but only for δ a large constant; here, δ is allowed to be any small constant. In [17] this
caused some restriction in the following argument on how small t can be in proving fixed energy
universality. Here this restriction is removed due to the Fourier cut-off δ.
We would like to prove that F paq is constant. Define Fhpaq :“ F pa` hq ´ F paq. By translation
invariance of the local GOE statistics we know that ErFhpζzqs “ op1q. We will prove that ζz is
close to a Gaussian with variance cz logpNq. In order to conclude that Fh is small we run the
reverse heat flow argument of [17]. We see thatˇˇˇ
Fˆhpλqe´cz logpNqλ2
ˇˇˇ
ĺ N´ε (2.55)
for some ε ą 0, independent of the δ chosen above. By the Fourier support restriction on Q we
see that |Fˆhpλq| ĺ N δ2czN´ε. Hence for δ small enough we get that Fˆh “ op1q and we conclude
that Fh is small. This proves fixed energy universality.
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2.6 Notation
We will use the following notion of overwhelming probability.
Definition 2.8. We say that an event F holds with overwhelming probability if for any D ą 0 we
have PrFcs ĺ N´D for large enough N . If we have a family of events tFpuquu then we will say that
tFpuquu holds with overwhelming probability if supu PrFcpuqs ĺ N´D for large enough N .
For two positive N -dependent quantities aN and bN we say that aN — bN if there are constants c
and C s.t. caN ĺ bN ĺ CaN .
In our work we use C to denote a positive constant that can change from line to line. The constant
C will typically only depend on the constants appearing in the assumptions on V .
For A,B P R we denote
rrA,Bss :“ rA,Bs X Z. (2.56)
3 Homogenization
In this section we prove a homogenization result for DBM. This reduces the problem of fixed energy
universality of the model Ht to a problem involving mesoscopic statistics. Given a real symmetric
matrix M with eigenvalues λ1pMq ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ λN pMq, we define Dyson Brownian motion with β “ 1 and
initial data M to be the process satisfying
dλi “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j‰i
1
λi ´ λj dt, λip0q “ λipMq (3.1)
At each fixed time t ľ 0, the particles tλiptqui are equal in distribution to the eigenvalues of the matrix
M ` ?tW , where W is a GOE matrix independent of M . It is well-known that there is a unique
strong solution to the above system of SDEs and the sample paths are continuous a.s. Recall that we
want to study the eigenvalues of the matrix Ht :“ V `
?
tW . We will do this by studying the DBM
flow for t in the regime
t0 ĺ t ĺ t0 ` t1. (3.2)
Here t0 and t1 are times defined by ti “ Nωi{N and ω1 ă ω0. The time t0 satisfies gNσ ĺ t0 ĺ N´σG2.
Our study requires the choice of an index i0 P Cq, with Cq defined in (2.27). We will compare
eigenvalues near i0 to the GOE. At time t0 the eigenvalue density ofHt0 is given by the free convolution
law ρfc,t0 as defined in Section 2.1. In this section we are going to assume that
γi0pt0q “ 0, ρfc,t0p0q “ ρscp0q. (3.3)
In applications of the homogenization theorem this will be implemented by a re-scaling and shift of V
and a re-scaling of time. For times t ľ t0 we define xiptq to be the solution of
dxiptq :“
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j‰i
1
xiptq ´ xjptqdt (3.4)
with initial data xipt0q “ λipHt0q.
We now introduce the coupled GOE process. For times t ľ t0 define yiptq as the solution to
dyiptq “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j‰i
1
yiptq ´ yjptqdt (3.5)
where the initial data yipt0q are the eigenvalues of a GOE matrix independent of txiptqui. Above, the
Brownian motions are the same as those appearing in (3.4). At times t ľ t0 the particles tyiptqui are
distributed as
tyiptqui d“
!
λi
´a
1` pt´ t0qW 1
¯)
i
. (3.6)
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At times t ľ t0 the yiptq satisfy a rigidity estimate with respect to the classical eigenvalue locationsa
1` pt´ t0qγpscqi where γpscqi denote the classical eigenvalue locations of the semicircle law ρsc. For
our purposes we adopt the convention N{2 :“ rN{2s as well as γpscq
N{2 “ 0.
In order to state the following theorem we introduce a function ζpx, tq : R2 Ñ R. It is defined in
terms of a fundamental solution ptpx, yq to a specific non-local integral equation that we will compare
our process to. This non-local integral equation is (3.88) below; its definition requires a cut-off which
will be introduced over the next part of the proof, so we defer the definition for now. For the time
being it will suffice to just assert the existence of this function ζpx, tq and summarize some of its
properties in Proposition 3.2 below. In terms of ptpx, yq we have,
ζpx, tq “ 1
N
ptp0, x{ρscp0qq (3.7)
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1. Fix t0 “ Nω0{N satisfying gNσ ĺ t0 ĺ N´σG2 for σ ą 0. Let t1 “ Nω1{N with
0 ă ω1 ă ω0{2. Let
t2 “ maxtN´ω1{15t1, N´4pω0{2´ω1q{3t1u. (3.8)
Let 0 ă εb ă mintpω0{2´ ω1q{3, ω1{60u. Let i0 P Cq. Assume that
γi0pt0q “ 0, ρfc,t0p0q “ ρscp0q. (3.9)
With overwhelming probability we have the following estimates. For every |u| ĺ t2 and |i| ĺ Nt1N εb
we have
pxi0`ipt0 ` t1 ` uq ´ γi0pt0 ` t1 ` uqq ´ yN{2`ipt0 ` t1 ` uq
“
ÿ
|j|ĺNω1`pω0{2´ω1q{3
ζ
ˆ
i´ j
N
, t1
˙“
xi0`jpt0q ´ yN{2`jpt0q
‰` N ε
N
O
˜
Nω1{3
Nω0{6
` 1
Nω1{60
¸
(3.10)
Theorem 3.1 will be a consequence of Theorem 3.7 below. For the mesoscopic statistic ζpx, t1q we
have the following properties.
Proposition 3.2. The function ζpx, tq satisfies for 0 ĺ t ĺ 1 and x P R the following. We have,ż
ζpx, tqdx “ 1, 0 ĺ ζpx, tq ĺ C t
x2 ` t2 (3.11)
and ˇˇˇ
pBxqkζpx, tq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C
tk
t
x2 ` t2 , k “ 1, 2, 3. (3.12)
3.1 Re-indexing
In this subsection we are going to make some assumptions which will greatly simplify notation. In
Appendix C we present an argument which reduces the general case to these assumptions.
Let i0 be as in Theorem 3.1. We assume that N is odd and that i0 “ pN ` 1q{2. Note that with
our convention, γ
pscq
i0
“ 0.
Presently the eigenvalues are labelled by the integers rr1, N ss. We re-label the eigenvalues so that
they are indexed by rr´pN ´ 1q{2, pN ´ 1q{2ss. The eigenvalues are then x´pN´1q{2 ĺ x´pN´3q{2 ĺ
¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ xpN´1q{2 and i0 “ 0. We furthermore have that γ0pt0q “ 0.
We adopt these assumptions for the remainder of Section 3, apart from Section 3.8 which is where
we prove Theorem 3.1 and must therefore unravel the re-labelling. We also adopt this convention for
Section 4. It will not be used in the other sections.
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3.2 Interpolation
In the work [17], the parabolic equation satisfied by the differences ui :“ xi´yi was directly considered.
The jump rates of the generator of this equation are hard to control as they involve both of the
differences pxi ´ xjq and pyi ´ yjq. In this paper we define a continuous interpolation which allows us
to consider a family of parabolic equations whose generators are easier to control.
We now introduce this interpolation. For 0 ĺ α ĺ 1, we define zipt, αq as the solution to
dzipt, αq “
c
2
N
dBi `
˜
1
N
ÿ
j
1
zipt, αq ´ zjpt, αq
¸
dt, zip0, αq “ αxipt0q ` p1´ αqyipt0q. (3.13)
Note that zipt, 0q “ yipt0` tq and zipt, 1q “ xipt0` tq. Note that we have effectively introduced a time
shift which sets t0 “ 0. In the remainder of Section 3 we will refer to tzipt, αqui as “particles,” instead
of using the terminology of eigenvalues. Below we will introduce some other processes with similar
notation that we will also refer to as particles.
We will soon see that like the xi and yi, the zipt, αq satisfy a rigidity estimate. However, we
have some freedom in choosing the measure with which to construct the classical particle (eigenvalue)
locations (note that here we are still referring to quantiles of a measure with which the empirical
density of the zipt, αq but in accordance with calling the zipt, αq particles we will call them classical
particle locations). One choice is the free convolution of the empirical measure of the initial data
zip0, αq with the semicircle law. However, this law is somewhat singular for short times t, and does
not reflect the fact that at time t0, the particles xipt0q satisfy a rigidity estimate wrt ρfcpt0q which has
some regularity properties (e.g., |ρ1fcpt0q| ĺ C{t0).
To compensate for this, we construct a measure νpdx, αq that has a density near 0 that is at least as
smooth as ρfcpt0q. The construction is described in detail in Appendix A, and for now we just sketch
its construction. This measure constructed is random but has good properties with overwhelming
probability.
We need νpdx, αq to satisfy two properties which motivate its construction. Firstly, we would like
it to have a smooth density near 0 which is at least as regular as ρfcpt0q. Secondly, we need the initial
data zip0, αq to be approximated by νpdx, αq down to the optimal scale η Á 1{N , so that at later
times t, the particles zipt, αq follow the free convolution of νpdx, αq with the semicircle distribution.
We now sketch the construction of the measure νpdx, αq; complete details are given in Appendix
A. The construction requires the choice of a parameter 0 ă q˚ ă 1 which we now fix. This q˚ is the
same as that which appears in Appendix A. In the interval r´q˚G, q˚Gs, one can construct, using the
inverse function theorem, a density whose quantiles (in this case defined by starting the integration
of the density from 0) equal αγipt0q ` p1 ´ αqγpscqi . This density has as good regularity properties
as ρfcpt0q. Since zip0, αq satisfy a rigidity estimate in the interval r´q˚G, q˚Gs, this density gives the
required approximation for zi in this interval. To approximate the zi outside the interval r´q˚G, q˚Gs
we can take νpdx, αq to consist of a Dirac delta mass at each zipt, αq such that |zipt, αq| ą q˚G. Since
the delta functions are outside of the interval r´q˚G, q˚Gs we do not affect the regularity inside this
interval. Clearly νpdx, αq gives a good approximation to zipt, αq.
We now record formally some of the needed properties of the measure νpdx, αq. Again, we mention
that the explicit construction appears in Appendix A. One of the key properties will be that, although
the measure νpdx, αq and its free convolution are random, for α “ 0, 1 the quantitative properties
inside |x| ĺ q˚G coincide with ρfc,t and ρsc and are deterministic. In particular, certain quantiles of
the measure at later times are deterministic up to an error term. This is summarized in Lemma 3.4
below.
Let k0 be the largest index so that
|γk0pt0q| ĺ q˚G, |γ´k0pt0q| ĺ q˚G, |γpscq´k0| “ |γ
pscq
k0
| ĺ q˚G. (3.14)
Note that k0 — NG. The measure νpdx, αq has a nonvanishing density on the interval
Gα :“ rαγ´k0pt0q ` p1´ αqγpscq´k0pt0q, αγk0pt0q ` p1´ αqγ
pscq
k0
s (3.15)
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but has a singular part which may overlap with an opGq portion of Gα at its boundary; for any
0 ă q ă 1, νpdx, αq is purely a.c. on qGα.
We now define ρpE, t, αq to be the free convolution of ρpE, 0, αqdE :“ νpdE,αq and the semicircle
distribution with Stieltjes transformmpz, t, αq. We have abused notation here slightly as at time t “ 0,
the measure νpdx, αq is the sum of an absolutely continuous part and a sum of delta functions and it
is only for times t ą 0 that it has a true density. However, this will not affect anything as whenever
we write ρpE, 0, αq we only be referring to E near 0 where the measure νpdx, αq is purely a.c.
The following holds for the free convolutions. We defer the proof to Appendix A.
Lemma 3.3. Let δ ą 0. All of the following holds for |E| ĺ N´δt0 and t ĺ N´δt0, and N δ{N ĺ η ĺ
10, and with overwhelming probability. For the Stieltjes transform we have
|mpt, E, αq ´mpt, 0, αq ´ pmpt, E, 0q ´mpt, 0, 0qq| ĺ C logpNq
ˆ |E|
t0
` t
t0
˙
(3.16)
We have
|Bzmpz, t, αq| ĺ C
t0
. (3.17)
For the free convolution laws we haveˇˇˇˇ
d
dE
ρpE, t, αq
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ C
t0
, ρp0, 0, αq “ ρp0, 0, 0q “ ρscp0q, (3.18)
and
|ρpE, t, αq ´ ρscp0q| ĺ C logpNq |E| ` t
t0
. (3.19)
Moreover, for 0 ă q ă 1 and E P qGα, N δ{N ĺ η ĺ 10,
|mpz, t, αq| ĺ C logpNq, c ĺ Im rmpt, z, αqs ĺ C. (3.20)
The classical particle locations of the measure ρpE, t, αq are denoted by γipt, αq and are defined by
1
2
` i
N
“
ż γipt,αq
´8
ρpE, t, αqdE. (3.21)
We have that γ0p0, αq “ 0 by the definition of ρpE, 0, αq. We will also need to relate γipt, 0q and γipt, 1q
back to γ
pscq
i and γiptq, respectively.
Lemma 3.4. We have for any ε ą 0 and ω1 ă ω0{2 with overwhelming probability,
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|γ0pt, 1q ´ γ0pt0 ` tq| ĺ N
ε
N
Nω1
Nω0{2
(3.22)
and
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|γ0pt, 0q ´ 0| ĺ N
ε
N
Nω1
Nω0{2
. (3.23)
For |j|, |k| ĺ Nω0{2 we have with overwhelming probability,
γkpt, αq ´ γjpt, αq “ 1
N
k ´ j
ρscp0q `O
ˆ
1
N
˙
, (3.24)
for any t ĺ 10t1, with ω1 ĺ ω0{2 and 0 ĺ α ĺ 1.
We again defer the proof to Appendix A.
We define the empirical Stieltjes transforms by
mN pz, t, αq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
zipt, αq ´ z . (3.25)
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The measures ρpE, t, αq are α dependent. We are eventually going to introduce some short-range and
long-range cut-offs, and differentiate certain objects in α. As the cut-offs are inherently discrete (they
involve the particle indices), we want to choose them independent of α to interact nicely with the
differentiation. This requires the introduction of the following index sets. Let k1 be the largest index
so that ď
0ĺαĺ1
rαγ´k1pt0q ` p1´ αqγpscq´k1pt0q, αγk1pt0q ` p1´ αqγ
pscq
k1
s Ď
č
0ĺαĺ1
Gα X t´Gαu (3.26)
where ´F :“ tx : ´x P Fu.
Finally, for any 0 ă q ă 1, we define
Cˆq “ tj : |j| ĺ qk1u. (3.27)
The cardinality Cˆq satisfies |Cˆq| — qGN . This definition is just so that particles zkpt, αq, for k P Cˆq
have nice qualitative properties uniformly in α (the constants degenerate as q Ñ 1). For example, the
optimal rigidity estimate holds for any k P Cˆq. Moreover, the classical particle locations γkpt, αq for
k P Cˆq will all be contained in a symmetric interval r´q1G, q1Gs for some q1 on which all the densities
ρpE, t, αq have good properties.
We will also use tacitly that for any q we have for j, k P Cˆq that
c
|j ´ k|
N
ĺ |γjpt, αq ´ γkpt, αq| ĺ C |j ´ k|
N
. (3.28)
We have the following rigidity and local law estimates.
Lemma 3.5. Let ε ą 0, δ ą 0, δ1 ą 0, D ą 0 and 0 ă q ă 1. We have
P
«
sup
0ĺtĺN´δ1 t0
sup
iPCˆq
sup
0ĺαĺ1
|zipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ľ N
ε
N
ff
ĺ N´D. (3.29)
We have also,
P
«
sup
Nδ{Nĺηĺ10
sup
0ĺtĺN´δ1 t0
sup
0ĺαĺ1
sup
EPqGα
|mN pz, t, αq ´mpz, t, αq| ľ N
ε
Nη
ff
ĺ N´D. (3.30)
We defer the proof to Appendix A.
3.2.1 Reformulation of homogenization
We have proven already a few estimates about the processes tzipt, αqui introduced above. In order to
clarify what properties of the processes we are using we are going to reformulate the relevent estimates
as hypotheses and use them to prove a theorem. This theorem will then be used to prove Theorem
3.1. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 imply that the hypotheses (i)-(iv) are satisfied by the processes tzipt, αqui
considered above.
The point of this is to give a black box result which can be applied to other DBM processes.
Essentially the two key inputs are the rigidity estimates and the regularity of the free convolution
measure that the particles are being compared to. Here, we have proven the rigidity estimates using
the fact that the process comes from a matrix model. In other settings, e.g., non-classical β, such
methods may not be available and the rigidity could be proven by other means. The regularity of
the measure ρfc,t0 describing the empirical eigenvalue distribution of xipt0q comes from the fact that
we were able to run the DBM for a regularization period before running the coupling; however, the
initial data under consideration in different contexts may obey this regularity condition due to other
reasons. In such cases, the following reformulation will apply.
Our starting point is that there are two processes zipt, 0q and zipt, 1q which satisfy (3.13) (for
α “ 0, 1, of course) with initial data which we denote by zip0, 0q and zip0, 1q. Given these two
processes, we then construct the interpolating processes zipt, αq by (3.13), except that the initial data
is zip0, αq “ αzip0, 1q ` p1´ αqzip0, 0q. We assume the following on the processes zipt, αq.
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(i) zip0, 0q is a GOE ensemble.
(ii) There is a law ρpEq with Stieltjes transform mpzq and parameters t0 “ Nω0{N and G with
t0 ĺ N´σG2 so that the following hold.
c ĺ ρpEq ĺ C,
ˇˇˇ
Bkzmpzq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C{pt0qk, |E| ĺ G, k “ 1, 2. (3.31)
The classical particle locations of ρpEq satisfy γ0 “ 0 and ρp0q “ ρscp0q.
(iii) We need also measures that give the empirical particle density of the zipt, αq. For this, we
proceed the same as in Section 3.2, with ρpEq from the previous assumption taking the place of
ρfc,t0 . That is, we fix a 0 ă q˚ ă 1, and first construct νpdE,αq as a density on r´q˚G, q˚Gs, add
to it some delta functions and then take the free convolution. We denote the resulting measure
by ρpE, t, αqdE. We then use much of the same notation as introduced in Section 3.2; we have
the classical particle locations γipt, αq, Stieltjes transformmpz, t, αq and index sets Cˆq and energy
windows Gα.
The assumption is then the following. We assume the following rigidity and local laws,
P
«
sup
0ĺtĺN´δ1 t0
sup
iPCˆq
sup
0ĺαĺ1
|zipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ľ N
ε
N
ff
ĺ CN´D (3.32)
and
P
«
sup
0ĺtĺN´δ1 t0
sup
Nδ´1ĺηĺ10
sup
0ĺαĺ1
sup
EPqGα
|mN pz, t, αq ´mpz, t, αq| ľ N
ε
Nη
ff
ĺ CN´D (3.33)
for any δ, ε, δ1,D ą 0 and 0 ă q ă 1.
(iv) There is a C ą 0 so that for any D ą 0,
P
„
sup
0ĺtĺt0
sup
i
|zipt, 1q| ľ NC

ĺ N´D. (3.34)
for large enough N .
Since the only properties of ρfc,t0 used in the proofs of Lemma 3.3 and (3.24) are those assumed in
(ii), the estimates hold for new measures ρpE, t, αqdE and their quantiles as introduced in (iii). We
record this in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Under the above set-up and assuming (i)-(iv), the estimates of Lemma 3.3 and the
estimate (3.24) hold for the measures ρpE, t, αq and the classical particle locations γipt, αq.
Under the above assumptions we will prove the following, from which Theorem 3.1 will be deduced.
Theorem 3.7. Let zipt, 0q and zipt, 1q be defined as at the start of Section 3.2.1. Suppose that as-
sumptions (i)-(iv) hold. Let 0 ă εb ă εa. Let t2 :“ t1N´ε2 with ω1 ´ ε1 ą 0. Let ε ą 0. There is a
parameter ℓ “ Nωℓ so that the following holds (see (3.41) below for its definition). There is an event
with overwhelming probability on which the following holds. For any |i| ĺ Nt1N εb and |u| ĺ t2 we
have
zipt1 ` u, 1q ´ zipt1 ` u, 0q “ pγ0pt1 ` u, 1q ´ γ0pt1 ` u, 0qq
`
ÿ
|j|ĺNt1Nεa
ζ
ˆ
i´ j
N
, t1
˙
pzjp0, 1q ´ zjp0, 0qq
`N
ε
N
O
ˆ
Nω1
ˆ
NωA
Nω0
` 1
Nωℓ
` 1?
NG
˙
` 1
N εa
`N ε2`εa
ˆpNt1q2
ℓ2
` 1pNt1q1{10
˙
`N εa´ε2{2
˙
(3.35)
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Remark. In the set-up considered here, there is no assumption about whether or not the initial data
zip0, 1q satisfy the local law with respect to ρpEq. In the case that this is true, the analog of (3.22)
holds. That is, consider the free convolution of ρpEq with the semicircle distribution at time t and its
quantiles γiptq. Note that this is in general different than ρpE, t, 1q and γipt, 1q. Under the assumption
that the local law holds for zip0, 1q with respect to ρpEq and the regularity assumption (ii) we see
that the estimate (3.22) for the new quantities γ0pt, 1q and γ0ptq. On the other hand, the estimate
(3.23) holds for the new quantity γ0pt, 0q as zip0, 0q obey a local law with respect to the semicircle
distribution. Hence, the classical particle locations appearing above can be replaced by deterministic
counterparts which do not depend on the realization of the initial data zip0, 1q, under the assumption
of a local law for the initial data zip0, 1q.
3.3 Short-range DBM
The centered z˜i’s are given by
z˜ipt, αq :“ zipt, αq ´ γ0pt, αq. (3.36)
We also define the classical locations of the centered z˜ipt, αq by
γ˜ipt, αq “ γipt, αq ´ γ0pt, αq. (3.37)
Note that γipt, αq satisfies (see [57])
Btγipt, αq “ ´Rermpγipt, αq, t, αqs (3.38)
and so for i P Cˆq we have
|Btγipt, αq| ĺ C logpNq (3.39)
by Lemma 3.6. The z˜ipt, αq satisfy the equations
dz˜ipt, αq “ dBi?
N
`
˜
1
N
ÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq ` Rermpγ0pt, αq, t, αqs
¸
dt (3.40)
We introduce the following cut-off dynamics for the tziui. Its definition will use the parameters
ωℓ ą 0, ωA ą 0, 0 ă q˚ ă 1. (3.41)
Before defining the short-range approximation we outline the role of each of these parameters in the
definition. The parameter ℓ “ Nωℓ is the most fundamental. It is the “range” of the short-range
approximation. In our short-range dynamics we allow particles i and j to interact iff |i ´ j| ĺ ℓ. In
order for this approximation to be effective we need ℓ " Nt1; that is ℓ must exceed the “range” of
DBM which is t1.
For particles i near 0 we can use the rigidity estimates to replace the long-range part of the
dynamics (i.e., the force coming from particles j s.t. |i ´ j| ą ℓ) by a deterministic quantity. Since
the free convolution law is regular the dependence of this deterministic quantity on the particle index
i is smooth; we can therefore replace it by something independent of the particle index i if |i| ĺ NωA ,
as long as we choose ωA to be smaller than the regularity scale of the free convolution law which is
governed by t0.
Finally, since the rigidity estimates only hold for particles near 0 we need to make a different cut-off
for particles away from 0; this is the role of q˚. We will not make a short range cut-off for particles
i R Cˆq˚ .
We now turn to the definition of the short-range approximation. We first introduce some notation.
Let ωℓ ą 0 be as above. For each 0 ă q ă 1, define the short range index set Aq by
Aq :“ tpi, jq : |i´ j| ĺ Nωℓu Y tpi, jq : ij ą 0, i R Cˆq, j R Cˆqu. (3.42)
We introduce the following notation. Let
Aq ,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
j:pi,jqPAq
,
Acq ,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
j:pi,jqRAq
. (3.43)
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For a fixed i let jĺ,i be the smallest index s.t. pi, jĺ,iq P Aq˚ and jľ,i be the largest index s.t.
pi, jľ,iq P Aq˚ . Then define the interval
Iipα, tq “ rγjĺ,ipα, tq, γjľ,ipα, tqs. (3.44)
The interval Iipα, tq corresponds to the classical spatial locations of the particles j that are allowed
to interact with particle i.
Let ωA ą 0 be as above. We define the short-range approximation zˆipt, αq as the solution to the
following system of SDEs. For |i| ĺ NωA let
dzˆipt, αq “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
1
zˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αqdt (3.45)
and for |i| ą NωA let
dzˆipt, αq “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
1
zˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αqdt`
1
N
Acq˚
,piqÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αqdt
` Rermpt, γ0pα, tq, αqsdtdt. (3.46)
The initial condition is zˆip0, αq “ z˜ip0, αq. Like the z˜ipt, αq, the zˆipt, αq retain the ordering zˆipt, αq ă
zˆi`1pt, αq for all positive times. The above parameters are chosen so that
0 ă ω1 ă ωℓ ă ωA ă ω0{2. (3.47)
The following lemma shows that the zˆi’s are a good approximation for the zi’s - that is zˆi “ z˜i`op1{Nq
with overwhelming probability.
Lemma 3.8. Let zˆipt, αq be defined as in (3.45)-(3.46) and z˜ipt, αq be defined as in (3.40). Let ε ą 0
and D ą 0. Then we have
P
„
sup
0ĺtĺt1
sup
i
sup
0ĺαĺ1
|zˆipt, αq ´ z˜ipt, αq| ľ N εt1
ˆ
NωA
Nω0
` 1
Nωℓ
` 1?
NG
˙
ĺ N´D, (3.48)
for large enough N .
Proof. Define wipt, αq :“ zˆipt, αq ´ z˜ipt, αq. The wi satisfy the equations
Btwi “
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
Bˆijpwj ´ wiq `Ai (3.49)
where
Bˆij “ 1
N
1
pzˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αqqpz˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αqq . (3.50)
The error term Ai satisfies Ai “ 0 for |i| ą NωA , and for |i| ĺ NωA it is given by
Ai “ 1
N
Acq˚
,piqÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq ` Rermpγ0pt, αq, t, αqs
“
¨˝
1
N
Acq˚
,piqÿ
j
1
zipt, αq ´ zjpt, αq ´
ż
Ici pt,αq
ρpx, t, αqdx
zipt, αq ´ x
‚˛
`
˜ż
Ici pt,αq
ρpx, t, αqdx
zipt, αq ´ x ´
ż
Ici pt,αq
ρpx, t, αqdx
γipt, αq ´ x
¸
` pRermpγ0pt, αq, t, αqs ´ Rermpγipt, αq, t, αqsq `
ˆż
Ii
ρpx, t, αqdx
γipt, αq ´ x
˙
“: E1 ` E2 `E3 ` E4 (3.51)
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The proof of the lemma is as follows. Since both z˜i and zˆi are ordered the kernel Bˆij are the coefficients
of a jump process on rr´pN ´ 1q{2, pN ´ 1q{2ss. Hence the semigroup U Bˆ is a contraction on every
ℓp space. Since at time t “ 0 we have zˆip0, αq “ z˜ip0, αq, we have wptq “
şt
0
U Bˆps, tqApsqds by the
Duhamel formula. Therefore,
||wptq||8 ĺ t sup
0ĺsĺt
||Apsq||8. (3.52)
The remainder of the proof consists of estimating Ai using the rigidity estimates.
Let ε ą 0. For the remainder of the proof we work on the event that the estimates (3.32) and
(3.33) of Section 3.2.1 (iii) hold with this ε and a q satisfying q˚ ă q ă 1, and a small δ ą 0 to be
determined and large D ą 0. We take δ1 to satisfy ω0 ´ δ1 ą ω1.
We fix η ą N2δ{N satisfying η ! G. We write the term E1 as
E1 “ 1
N
Acq˚
,piqÿ
j
1
zipt, αq ´ zjpt, αq ´
ż
Ici pt,αq
ρpx, t, αqdx
zipt, αq ´ x (3.53)
“
˜
1
N
Acq˚ ,piqÿ
jPCˆq
1
zi ´ zj ´
ż
Iˆ1
ρpx, t, αqdx
zi ´ x
¸
`
˜
1
N
Acq˚ ,piqÿ
jRCˆq
ˆ
1
zi ´ zj ´
1
zi ´ zj ´ iη
˙¸
`
ˆż
Iˆ2
ˆ
1
zi ´ x´ iη ´
1
zi ´ x
˙
ρpx, t, αqdx
˙
` pmN pzi ` iηq ´mpzi ` iη, t, αqq
`
˜ż
Iˆ3
ρpx, t, αq
zi ´ x´ iη ´
1
N
ÿ
jPCˆq
1
zi ´ zj ` iη
¸
“: F1 ` F2 ` F3 ` F4 ` F5. (3.54)
Above, the intervals Iˆ1, Iˆ2 and Iˆ3 are defined as follows. They depend on i, α and t but we suppress this
for notational simplicity. Let a ą 0 be the first index not in Cˆq. Define Iˆ1 :“ rγ´apt, αq, γapt, αqszIipt, αq.
We define Iˆ3 :“ rγ´apt, αq, γapt, αqs. Lastly, Iˆ2 :“ Iˆc3. Before estimating each of the Fk let us explain
the motivation for the above decomposition. First we remark that since |i| ĺ NωA the interval Iipt, αq
has length |Iipt, αq| — ℓ{N and is contained in rγ´apt, αq, γapt, αqs. Moreover, |γ˘apt, αq´γipt, αq| — G.
We want to use rigidity to estimate (3.53). However, we only know that rigidity holds for the particles
in Cˆq. Hence we break up the terms in (3.53) into two parts. The first is F1 which is estimated using
rigidity. The remaining particles are distance at least G from zˆipt, αq and we can use the local law
(3.33) on a scale η ! G to estimate this contribution. The terms F2 ´ F5 just correspond to some
gymnastics to rewrite these particles in a form that can be estimated by the local law (3.33).
The term F1 is estimated using rigidity; using (3.32) we easily see that |F1| ĺ CN ε{Nωℓ . For F2
we use the fact that the restriction |i| ĺ NωA and j R Cˆq enforces that |zi ´ zj | ľ cG. Since η ! G we
may bound F2 by
|F2| ĺ ηC
ÿ
j
1
pzi ´ zjq2 ` cG2 ĺ C
η
G
Im rmN pzi ` icGqs ĺ C η
G
. (3.55)
By similar reasoning we get |F3| ĺ Cη{G. For F4 we use the local law estimate (3.33) and get
|F4| ĺ N ε{pNηq. Lastly for F5 we use the optimal rigidity estimate (3.32) and get
|F5| ĺ N
ε
Nη
C pIm rmpzi ` iη, t, αqs ` Im rmN pzi ` iηqsq ĺ C N
ε
Nη
. (3.56)
Hence,
|E1| ĺ CN ε
ˆ
1
Nωℓ
` η
G
` 1
Nη
˙
ĺ CN ε
ˆ
1
Nωℓ
` 1?
NG
˙
(3.57)
where we optimized and chose η “ pG{Nq1{2 (and chose δ ą 0 small enough to allow this choice).
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We can bound
|E2| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ici pt,αq
ρpx, t, αqdx
zi ´ x ´
ż
Ici pt,αq
ρpx, t, αqdx
γi ´ x
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C N εNωℓ Im rmpγi ` icNωℓ{N, t, αqs ĺ C N εNωℓ .
(3.58)
For E3 we use (3.17) and get |E3| ĺ CNωA{Nω0 . We now have to bound E4. Note that Ii is almost
symmetric about γipt, αq. We have
|γi`k ´ γi| “ |γi´k ´ γi|
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
k
Nt0
˙˙
, (3.59)
and so
|E4| ĺ
ˇˇˇˇż
Ii
ρpx, t, αq ´ ρpγi, t, αq
γi ´ x dx
ˇˇˇˇ
` CN
ωℓ
Nt0
ĺ CN
ωℓ
Nt0
. (3.60)
This proves that with overwhelming probability we have
||A||8 ĺ CN ε
ˆ
NωA
Nω0
` 1
Nωℓ
` 1?
NG
˙
. (3.61)
This yields the claim via Duhamel’s formula (3.52).
3.4 Derivation of parabolic equation
Define now
ui :“ Bαzˆipt, αq. (3.62)
The ui satisfy the equation
Btui “
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
Bijpuj ´ uiq ` ξi “: ´pBuqi ` ξi (3.63)
where
Bij “ 1
N
1
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 (3.64)
and ξi “ 0 for |i| ĺ NωA and for |i| ą NωA ,
ξi “ 1
N
Ac,piqÿ
j
Bαz˜i ´ Bαz˜j
pz˜i ´ z˜jq2 ` Bα pRermpt, γ0pα, tq, αqsq . (3.65)
Moreover, the initial data is
uip0, αq “ αzip0, 1q ` p1´ αqzip0, 0q “ αzˆip0, 1q ` p1´ αqzˆip0, 0q. (3.66)
Note that for α1 and α2, the differences u˜i :“ z˜ipα1q ´ z˜ipα2q satisfy
Btu˜i “ 1
N
ÿ
j
u˜j ´ u˜i
pz˜ipα1q ´ z˜jpα1qqpz˜ipα2q ´ z˜jpα2qq (3.67)
with u˜ip0q “ pzip0, 1q ´ zip0, 0qqpα1 ´ α2q. Since |zip0, 0q| ` |zip0, 1q| ĺ NC with overwhelming proba-
bility for some C ą 0 by (3.34) we see that
||Bαz˜pα, tq||8 ĺ NC (3.68)
for 0 ĺ t ĺ 1 with overwhelming probability. It is not hard to see that
|ξi| ĺ 1t|i|ąNωAuNC (3.69)
for some C ą 0 with overwhelming probability.
The parabolic equation (3.63) is the key starting point. We will treat ξi as an error term. Since it
vanishes for indices |i| ĺ NωA and the operator B involves jumps only for particles distance Nωℓ ! NωA
apart we expect that ξi will have a negligible contribution near 0. This is in fact true as we will see
below.
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3.5 The kernel UB
At this point essentially the entire remainder of Section 3 and all of Section 4 are concerned only with
properties of the semigroup UB of the kernel B. The semigroup UB depends on the zˆipt, αq. The
method that we are going to present for analyzing the semigroup UB is more general and works for
any semigroup whose kernel consists of random coefficients satisfying a system of SDEs with certain
properties and certain a-priori bounds.
In this section we will pass to a more general set-up involving the hypotheses (I)-(III) below. The
set-up consists of a semigroup UB and kernel B with coefficients Bij “ N´1pzˆipt, αq´ zˆipt, αqq´2. Here
we are abusing notation slightly and re-using zˆi, B, U
B , etc. In the next few subsections and in Section
4 we will then use these hypotheses to derive various facts about UB . The main result about UB is
Theorem 3.11 which will be proven at the end of Section 3.6. After proving Theorem 3.11, we will
return to the previous set-up and use Theorem 3.11 to prove Theorem 3.7 in Section 3.7.
We let zˆipt, αq (we will leave in the α notation even though it is unnecessary - for the next few
sections α should be regarded as fixed) be the solution to
dzˆipt, αq “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
1
zˆi ´ zˆj dt` 1t|i|ĺN
ωAuFidt` 1t|i|ąNωAuJidt (3.70)
where Fi and Ji are adapted bounded processes. The parameters ωA, ωℓ and q˚ are the same as
before, and Aq˚ is defined as above. Previously we also introduced the index k0 in the definition of
Cˆq :“ ti : |i| ĺ qk0u. Here, we take k0 as a given parameter in the set-up and assume that k0 — NG.
Let ρpE, t, αqdE be measures with densities on |E| ĺ qG for any 0 ă q ă 1 (here, we just sent GÑ cG
in order to simplify notation). Suppose that the following hold.
(I) We have ρp0, 0, αq “ ρscp0q and γ0p0, αq “ 0 and
c ĺ ρpE, t, αq ĺ C, |BEρpE, t, αq| ĺ Cpt0q , |BtρpE, t, αq| ĺ
C
t0
|E| ĺ qG, 0 ĺ t ĺ 10t1.
(3.71)
Moreover, G2 ľ Nσt0 “ Nω0{N for some σ ą 0 and ω0 ą 0. We assume that the classical
particle locations γipα, tq satisfy
i P Cˆq ùñ γipα, 0q P r´Gq1, Gq1s (3.72)
for some 0 ă q1 ă 1 depending on q. We also assume
|Btγipt, αq| ĺ C logpNq (3.73)
for i P Cˆq.
(II) We have the rigidity estimate
P
«
sup
iPCˆq
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|zˆipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ľ N
ε
N
ff
ĺ N´D (3.74)
for any ε,D ą 0 and 0 ă q ă 1.
(III) For the terms Fi and Ji we have for some fixed CJ ą 0 and ωF ą 0 and every 0 ă q ă 1,
P
«
sup
iPCˆq
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|Ji| ľ CJ logpNq
ff
ĺ N´D (3.75)
and
P
„
sup
i
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|Ji| ľ NCJ

ĺ N´D (3.76)
and
P
„
sup
i
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|Fi| ľ N
ε
NωF

ĺ N´D (3.77)
for any ε,D ą 0.
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Remark. In our case Fi “ 0 but we have added it for the following reason. In our set-up we have
Fi “ 0 because we differentiated the short-range approximation to arrive at the parabolic equation
(3.63). In other applications it is conceivable that one would like a homogenization result for the full
process dz˜i. This is covered by the above set-up by rigidity - in this case ωF “ ωℓ (i.e., the long-range
zi ´ zj terms cancel with Btγ “ ´Rermpγqs). Finally, while the ωℓ appearing in the definition of the
zˆi and B are the same, this is not crucial as extra terms can just be absorbed into the Fi term using
rigidity and the smoothness of the density ρpE, t, αq.
With zˆi satisfying (I)-(III) we will consider the operator
pBuqi :“
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
Bijpui ´ ujq (3.78)
with semigroup UB. Before we write down the main result about the semigroup UB we record some
estimates on it. First, we have the following finite speed of propogation estimate.
Lemma 3.9. Let 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ t1. Let q˚ and ωℓ be in the definition of the short-range set Aq˚ for B.
Suppose that (I)-(III) hold. Let 0 ă q1 ă q2 ă q˚ be given. Let D ą 0 and ε ą 0. For each α there is
an event Fα with probability PrFαs ľ 1 ´N´D on which the following estimates hold. If i P Cˆq2 and
0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1, then
|UBji ps, t, αq| ĺ
1
ND
, |i´ j| ą Nωℓ`ε. (3.79)
If i R Cˆq2 and j P Cˆq1 and 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1 then
|UBji ps, t, αq| ĺ
1
ND
. (3.80)
Lemma 3.9 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1. Similar estimates appeared earlier in [18]
and our proof follows closely the one appearing there.
Lemma 3.9 contains two estimates. The first (3.79) is almost-optimal in that the kernel decays
quickly when |i´j| Á ℓ, where ℓ is the range of the jump kernel. Its proof requires the optimal rigidity
estimate. We also need the second estimate (3.80) which is weaker but holds for particles i for which
rigidity does not hold.
We also have the following estimate for the kernel UB which says that for the purposes of upper
bounds we can think of UB „ t{px2 ` t2q.
Lemma 3.10. Let q˚ be from the definition of Aq˚ in the definition of B. Suppose that (I)-(III) hold.
Let 0 ă q1 ă q˚, D ą 0 and ε ą 0. For each α there is an event with PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on which the
following estimates hold. For i, j P Cˆq1 and 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1 we haveˇˇ
UBij ps, tq
ˇˇ ĺ N ε
N
|t´ s| _N´1
ppi´ jq{Nq2 ` p|t´ s| _N´1q2 (3.81)
Remark. Note that the above estimate will not hold for UB if ps´ tq " Nωℓ{N .
The proof of the above estimate is deferred to the next section and is stated there as Theorem 4.7.
Roughly, the proof consists of the following steps. First we derive the general estimate
|UBij p0, tq| ĺ
C
Nt
(3.82)
using the Nash method. This argument is similar to that in [40] - it is slightly different as we only have
a short range operator B living on the scale Nωℓ , but this does not affect things as long as t ! Nωℓ{N .
Then we decompose
B “ S `R (3.83)
where S is a short-range operator on the scale ℓ2 „ Nt. (Although B is already a short-range operator,
we are interested in time scales Nt ! ℓ, where ℓ is the scale that B lives on - hence we must make a
further long range/short range decomposition of B). We then prove finite speed estimates for S and
use this together with a Duhamel expansion to derive the estimate.
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3.6 Homogenization of UB
In this section we will prove that UB is given by a deterministic quantity, plus random corrections of
lower order. This is the main calculation of Section 3. Fix εB ą 0 s.t.
ωA ´ εB ą ωℓ, (3.84)
and let
|a| ĺ NωA´εB . (3.85)
We consider a solution w of the equation
Btwi “ ´pBwqi, wip0q “ Nδapiq. (3.86)
Let µ be the counting measure on rr´pN ´ 1q{2, pN ´ 1q{2ss normalized to have mass 1. We introduce
the ℓp-norms
||u||pp :“
ż
|ui|pdµpiq, ||u||8 “ sup
i
|ui|. (3.87)
The particle density is smooth on the scale t0. Our operator B instead lives on the scale N
ωℓ{N !
t0, and we are working with times t ! ℓ{N ! t0, and so our solutions wi will never see the density
fluctuations. Hence it makes sense to compare w with the solution (on R) of
Btfpxq “
ż
|x´y|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpxq
px´ yq2 ρscp0qdy (3.88)
where
ηℓ :“ N
ωℓ
Nρscp0q . (3.89)
Let ptpx, yq be the kernel of the above equation. We define the “flat” classical eigenvalue/particle
locations by
γ
pfq
j :“
j
Nρscp0q . (3.90)
Note that for |j| ĺ Nω0{2 we have
|γpfqj ´ γ˜jpt, αq| ĺ
C
N
. (3.91)
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose that (I)-(III) of Section 3.5 hold. Fix an index |a| ĺ NωA´εB . Let i satisfy
|i´ a| ĺ ℓ{10. Let t1 be as above and let
t2 :“ N´ε2t1 (3.92)
for ω1 ´ ε2 ą 0. Let ε ą 0 and D ą 0. There is an event Fα with PrFαs ľ 1 ´ N´D on which the
following estimate holds. For every u with |u| ĺ t2 we haveˇˇˇˇ
UBiap0, t1 ` uq ´
1
N
pt1pγpfqi , γpfqa q
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ N εN
ε2
Nt1
"pNt1q2
ℓ2
` 1pNt1q1{10
` 1
NωF {3
*
`N εN
´ε2{2
Nt1
. (3.93)
In the remainder of Section 3.6 we will work under the assumption that (I)-(III) hold. The proof
of the following lemma is deferred to Section 5.
Lemma 3.12. Let ε1 ą 0 and D1 ą 0. We have for N´D1 ĺ t ĺ N´ε1ηℓ,
ptpx, yq ĺ C tpx´ yq2 ` t2 . (3.94)
For any ε2 ą 0 if |x´ y| ą N ε2ηℓ and N´D1 ĺ t ĺ N´ε1ηℓ,
ptpx, yq ĺ 1
ND2
(3.95)
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for any D2 ą 0.
For spatial derivatives we have, for N´D1 ĺ t ĺ N´ε1ηℓ,
p
pkq
t px, yq ĺ
C
tk
ptpx, yq ` 1
ND2
, (3.96)
and
p
pkq
t px, yq ĺ
1
ND
(3.97)
for any D2 if |x´ y| ą N ε2ηℓ.
For the time derivative we have for N´D1 ĺ t ĺ N´ε1ηℓ,
|Btptpx, yq| ĺ C
x2 ` y2 `N
´D2 . (3.98)
Remark. The short time cut-off t ľ N´D1 is technical. In our application we will only take pt with
t ľ N´1.
We need to introduce two auxilliary scales s0 and s1. They will satisfy
N´1 ! s0 ! s1 ! t1 ! t0. (3.99)
Define now
fpx, tq “
ÿ
j
1
N
ps0`t´s1px, γpfqj qwjps1q, (3.100)
and
fiptq :“ fpzˆipt, αq, tq. (3.101)
We are going to compare wiptq to fiptq. A more natural choice would perhaps be fiptq “ ptpzˆi, γpfqa q.
We explain here the motivation for the above choice of fi and the introduction of the scales s1 and s0.
Our method relies on differentiating the ℓ2 norm of the difference wi´fi, and then integrating it back.
We therefore require an estimate on the ℓ2 norm of the difference at the beginning endpoint of the
time interval over which the integration occurs. One choice could be t “ 0 for the start point of this
interval. However, wi is quite singular at this point so we allow it to evolve for a short time s1 before
comparing fi to wi. At this point one might want to take fptq “ pt´s1 ‹ wps1q. However at t “ s1,
the kernel pt´s1 is a δ-function and so this convolution operation does not make sense. We therefore
introduce the regularizing scale s0. By the standard energy estimate wps1q has some smoothness on
the scale s1. This allows us to control the ℓ
2 distance between wps1q and its convolution with the
approximate δ-function ps0 .
An additional technical complication is that the standard energy estimate involves a time average
and so we will have to average the startpoint s1 over the interval rs1, 2s1s.
We have the normalization conditionÿ
j
1
N
ptpzˆi, γpfqj q “ 1`OppNtq´1q (3.102)
and also for ℓ1 " Nt, ÿ
|i´j|ĺℓ1
1
N
ptpzˆi, γpfqj q “ 1`OppNtq´1q `OppNtq{ℓ1q (3.103)
and ÿ
|i´j|ąℓ1
1
N
ptpzˆi, γpfqj q ĺ C
Nt
ℓ1
(3.104)
The following lemma provides an estimate on the ℓ2 norm of the difference w ´ f . The error is in
terms of the scales s0, ℓ and s1 as well as a quantity which can be controlled via the standard energy
estimate for w.
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Lemma 3.13. Let w be as in (3.86) and f as in (3.100). For any ε1 ą 0 and ε2 ą 0 and D ą 0 there
is for each α an event Fα with PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on which the following holds,
||wps1q ´ fps1q||22
ĺs0C
ÿ
|i|ĺNωA´εB`Nωℓ`ε2
ÿ
|i´j|ĺℓ
pwips1q ´ wjps1qq2
pi´ jq2 `N
ε1
ˆ
1
pNs0q2 `
pNs0q2
ℓ2
˙
1
s1
. (3.105)
Proof. For notational simplicity let ÿ
i
1
:“
ÿ
|i|ĺNωA´εB`Nωℓ`ε1
. (3.106)
We also drop the argument s1 and write wi “ wips1q, fi “ fips1q. With overwhelming probability we
have,
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq2 “ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
˜
wi ´
ÿ
j
ps0pzˆi, γpfqj q
N
wj
¸2
`OpN´Dq
ĺ C
N
ÿ
i
1
¨˝ ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
ps0pzˆi, γpfqj q
N
pwi ´wjq‚˛
2
` C
ˆ
1
pNs0q2 `
pNs0q2
ℓ2
˙
||w||22 (3.107)
In the first line we used the decay estimates from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.12 to change the sum from
ř
toř1. In the inequality we used the normalization condition (3.103), as well as (3.104) which together
with Young’s inequality shows that
1
N
ÿ
i
¨˝ ÿ
|j´i|ąℓ
1
N
ptpzˆi, γpfqj qwj‚˛
2
ĺ C pNtq
2
ℓ2
||w||22. (3.108)
We then bound the first term in (3.107) by
1
N
ÿ
i
1
¨˝ ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
ps0pzˆi, γpfqj q
N
pwi ´ wjq‚˛
2
ĺ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
¨˝ ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
p2s0pzˆi, γ
pfq
j q|i´ j|2
N2
‚˛¨˝ ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
pwi ´ wjq2
|i´ j|2
‚˛.
(3.109)
We have
ÿ
j:|j´i|ĺℓ
p2s0pxi, γ
pfq
j q|i´ j|2
N2
ĺ CN
ż ps0q2x2
px2 ` ps0q2q2dx ĺ CNs0. (3.110)
Lastly we can estimate the ℓ2 norm of w using Lemma 3.10 by
||w||22 ĺ
N ε1
N
ÿ
i
ps1q2
ppi´ aq{Nq2 ` ps1q2q2 ĺ
N ε1
s1
. (3.111)
These inequalities yield the claim.
The main calculation of the homogenization theorem is the following. We use the Ito lemma to
differentiate ||w ´ f ||22. Roughly what we find is that
d||w ´ f ||22 “ ´||w ´ f ||29H1{2dt` lower order (3.112)
where the lower order terms contains a martingale term as well as other errors12. Integrating this
back gives us control over the homogeneous 9H1{2 norm of w ´ f .
21 A similar idea was independently discovered in a forthcoming work by Jun Yin and Antti Knowles [51].
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Lemma 3.14. Let w be as in (3.86) and f as in (3.100) with parameters s1 and s0. For t ľ s1 we
can write the Ito differential of ||wptq ´ fptq||22 in the form
d
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq2 “ ´xwptq ´ fptq,Bpwptq ´ fptqqydt`Xtdt` dMt (3.113)
where Mt is a martingale and Xt is a process implicitly defined by the above equality. We have the
following estimates for Xt and Mt. Let ε ą 0 and D ą 0 be given. For each α there is an event Fα
with PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on which the following estimates hold. For s1 ĺ t ĺ 9t1 we have for Xt
|Xt| ĺ 1
5
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqy
` C
t` s1
N ε
pt´ s1 ` s0q
"
1a
Npt´ s1 ` s0q
` 1
NωF
*
. (3.114)
For any u1 and u2 with 9t1 ą u2 ą u1 ľ s1 we haveˇˇˇˇż u2
u1
dMt
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ N
ε
N
1
pu1 ` s1q3{2
1
pu1 ´ s1 ` s0q1{2
. (3.115)
Proof. The estimates
f 1pt, zˆiq ĺ Cpt´ s1 ` s0qfpt, zˆiq `N
´D f2pt, zˆiq ĺ Cpt´ s1 ` s0q2 fpt, zˆiq `N
´D (3.116)
and
fpt, zˆiq ĺ Cpt´ s1 ` s0q (3.117)
are immediate corollaries of Lemma 3.12. Since ||wps1q||8 ĺ Cps1q´1 we obtain
fpt, zˆiq ĺ C
t` s1 (3.118)
In the calculations below we implicitly use that for any ε1 ą 0,
|fi| ĺ 1
ND
, wi ĺ 1
ND
, if |i| ľ |a| `Nωℓ`ε1 (3.119)
with overwhelming probability by the finite speed estimates of Lemma 3.9 above. For example by our
assumption on a this holds for
|i| ą NωA´εB `Nωℓ`ε1 , or |i| ą NωA . (3.120)
It will be convenient to use the notation f
pkq
i :“ f pkqpzˆiq. It is clear that similar estimates to (3.119)
hold for the derivatives f 1i and f
2
i and pBtfqi.
We calculate by the Ito formula,
d
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq2
“ 2
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
„
Btwidt´ pBtfqpt, zˆiqdt´ f 1pt, zˆiqdzˆi ´ f2pt, zˆiq dt
2N

` pf 1pt, ziqq2 dt
2N
. (3.121)
Let us start with the Ito terms. Using (3.116) and (3.118) we obtainˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N2 ÿ
i
pf 1iq2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CNpt` s0 ´ s1q2 1t` s1 1N ÿi fi ĺ CNpt` s0 ´ s1q2 1t` s1 (3.122)
and similarly,ˇˇˇ 1
N2
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf2i
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C
Npt` s0 ´ s1q2
1
t` s1
1
N
ÿ
i
wi ` fi ĺ C
Npt` s0 ´ s1q2
1
t` s1 . (3.123)
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We write
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqpBtwi ´ pBtfqiq “ 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
´ 1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
wj ´ wi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2
¯
(3.124)
` 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
˜
1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
|zˆi´y|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
¸
(3.125)
The term (3.124) equals
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
˜
1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
wj ´wi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2
¸
“ ´1
2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqy. (3.126)
Note that this term is negative and is the first term appearing on the RHS of (3.113). It will be used
to account for terms on which we cannot use rigidity. For 0 ă ωℓ,2 ă ωℓ define
A2 :“ tpi, jq : |i´ j| ĺ Nωℓ,2u Y tpi, jq : ij ą 0, i, j R Cˆq˚u. (3.127)
We write the term (3.125) as
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
1
N
Aq˚ ,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
|zˆi´y|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛
“ 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2
‚˛ (3.128)
` 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
1
N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
|zˆi´y|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛ (3.129)
We first deal with (3.128). We will later use rigidity to deal with (3.129). Write
vi :“ wi ´ fi. (3.130)
Using a second order Taylor expansion for fi we have for |i| ĺ NωA ,
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆj ´ zˆiq2 “
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
zˆj ´ zˆi `O
ˆ
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
pt` s1q
˙
. (3.131)
To estimate the remainder term we used the fact that ||f2||8 ĺ Cpt´ s1 ` s0q´2pt` s1q´1 as well as
the fact that since |i| ĺ NωA , the cardinality of tj : pj, iq P A2u is less than CNωℓ,2 . For |i| ą NωA we
just use
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆj ´ zˆiq2 “
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
zˆj ´ zˆi `OpN
8q. (3.132)
Using (3.131) and (3.132) and the estimate (3.119) we can write the term (3.128) as
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2
‚˛“ 1
N2
ÿ
i
vi
A2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
zˆi ´ zˆj `O
ˆ
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
t` s1
˙
.
(3.133)
We then write the first term on the RHS of (3.133) as
1
N2
ÿ
i
vi
A2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
zˆi ´ zˆj “
1
2
1
N2
ÿ
pi,jqPA2
pvi ´ vjqf 1i ` vjpf 1i ´ f 1jq
zˆj ´ zˆi . (3.134)
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Using again the estimates (3.119) we bound the second term byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 1N2 ÿpi,jqPA2
vjpf 1i ´ f 1jq
zˆj ´ zˆi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 1N2 ÿ|i´j|ĺNωℓ,2 ,|j|ĺ2NωA
vjpf 1i ´ f 1jq
zˆj ´ zˆi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ`N´D
ĺ C N
ωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
t` s1 . (3.135)
The second inequality used (3.116). We bound the first term on the RHS of (3.134) using Schwarz byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 1N2 ÿpi,jqPA2
pvi ´ vjqf 1i
zˆj ´ zˆi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ 110 1N2 ÿpi,jqPA2
pvi ´ vjq2
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 `
C
N2
ÿ
i
pf 1iq2
A2,piqÿ
j
1
ĺ 1
10
1
N2
ÿ
pi,jqPA2
pvi ´ vjq2
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ` C
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
t` s1 (3.136)
where we used again the decay estimate (3.119), the estimate for f 1i and the fact that the cardinality
of the set tj : pi, jq P A2u is bounded by CNωℓ,2 for |i| ĺ NωA . The first term will be absorbed into
the xpw ´ fq,Bpw ´ fqy term.
In summary, the estimates (3.133)-(3.136) prove that for the term (3.128) we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2
‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ĺ 1
10
1
N2
ÿ
pi,jqPA2
pvi ´ vjq2
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ` C
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
t` s1 . (3.137)
In order to complete the bound of (3.125) we need to estimate (3.129). This term will be estimated
by rigidity. Due to the decay estimates (3.119) we can safely ignore the terms with |i| ą NωA ; i.e., for
|i| ą NωA the term inside the brackets is estimated byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
|zˆi´y|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N10. (3.138)
For the terms with |i| ĺ NωA we use the rigidity estimates (3.74) of Section 3.5 (II). We write¨˝
1
N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛
“
¨˝
1
N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
ηℓ,2ĺ|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛ (3.139)
´
˜ż
|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ,2
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
¸
, (3.140)
where ηℓ,2 “ Nωℓ,2{pNρscp0qq. The term (3.139) is estimated using rigidity byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
ηℓ,2ĺ|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ CN εNωℓ,2 1t´ s1 ` s0 1t` s1 . (3.141)
The term (3.140) is estimated using a second order Taylor expansion. We write it asż
|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ,2
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy “
ż
|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ,2
f 1pzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yqρscp0qdy `O
ˆ
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
t` s1
˙
.
(3.142)
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We then have that ż
|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ,2
f 1pzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yqρscp0qdy “ 0. (3.143)
Combining (3.119) with (3.138) for the terms with |i| ą NωA and then (3.141) and (3.142) for the
remaining terms yields the following estimate for (3.129).ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
1
N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
fj ´ fi
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2 ´
ż
|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpzˆiq
pzˆi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ĺCN
ε
Nωℓ,2
1
t´ s1 ` s0
1
t` s1 ` C
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
t` s1 . (3.144)
In summary, we see that (3.126) and the estimates (3.137) and (3.144) imply
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqpBtwi ´ pBtfqiq “ ´1
2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqy ` Yt (3.145)
where
|Yt| ĺ 1
10
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqy ` CN
ε
Nωℓ,2
1
t´ s1 ` s0
1
t` s1 ` C
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2
1
t` s1 . (3.146)
The remaining term to deal with is
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1idzˆi “ dMt `
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
"
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
1
zˆi ´ zˆj `
1
N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
1
zˆi ´ zˆj
` 1t|i|ĺNωAuFi ` 1t|i|ąNωAuJi
*
dt. (3.147)
The martingale term is
dMt “ 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
c
2
N
dBi (3.148)
which we estimate later. The first non-martingale term appearing on the RHS of (3.147) is identical
to (3.134) (we comment here that they actually appear with the same sign and so do not cancel as
one might hope) and so we have, proceeding as above,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
1
N
A2,piqÿ
j
1
zˆi ´ zˆj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ 110xpw ´ fq,Bpw ´ fqy `C Nωℓ,2Npt´ s1 ` s0q2 1t` s1 . (3.149)
Using (3.119) and (3.76) we can drop all terms in (3.147) with |i| ą NωA ; i.e., we have with over-
whelming probability ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|i|ąNωA
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
"
1
N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
1
zˆi ´ zˆj ` Ji
*ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ 1
ND
. (3.150)
For the Fi terms we have by (3.77) with overwhelming probability,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
|i|ĺNωA
pwi ´ fiqf 1iFi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ C N εNωF pt´ s1 ` s0qpt` s1q (3.151)
For |i| ĺ NωA , since
0 “
ż
ηℓ,2ĺ|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ
1
zˆi ´ yρscp0qdy, (3.152)
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we have by the rigidity estimate (3.74)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
1
zˆi ´ zˆj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N
Aq˚ zA2,piqÿ
j
1
zˆi ´ zˆj ´
ż
ηℓ,2ĺ|y´zˆi|ĺηℓ
1
zˆi ´ yρscp0qdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ C N εNωℓ,2 . (3.153)
Hence, ignoring the martingale term (and slightly abusing notation) we have obtained the following
bound for (3.147).ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1idzˆi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ xpw ´ fq,Bpw ´ fqy10 ` Ct` s1 N
ε
pt´ s1 ` s0q
ˆ
Nωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q `
1
Nωℓ,2
` 1
NωF
˙
(3.154)
for any ε ą 0. The equality (3.113) and estimate (3.114) follow from (3.122), (3.123), (3.145), (3.146)
and (3.154), after optimizing and choosing Nωℓ,2 —aNpt´ s1 ` s0q.
The quadratic variation of the martingale term satisfies
dxMyt “ 1
N3
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq2pf 1iq2dt ĺ
C
N2
1
pt` s1q3
1
pt´ s1 ´ s0q2dt (3.155)
with overwhelming probability. Hence by the BDG inequality,
E
„
sup
u2:9t1ľu2ľu1
ˇˇˇˇż u2
u1
dMt
ˇˇˇˇp
ĺ Cp 1
Np
1
pu1 ` s1q3p{2
1
pu1 ´ s1 ` s0qp{2
(3.156)
and so
sup
u2:9t1ľu2ľu1
ˇˇˇˇż u2
u1
dMt
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ N
ε
N
1
pu1 ` s1q3{2
1
pu1 ´ s1 ` s0q1{2
(3.157)
with overwhelming probability. A simple argument using a union bound over u1 in a set of cardinality
at most N2 extends this estimate to all s1 ă u1 ă u2 ă 9t1. This yields (3.115).
Lemma 3.14 yields the following corollary, after integration in t. Note that the boundary term at
2t1 appears with a negative sign so we can drop it from the RHS of (3.158) below.
Corollary 3.15. Let w be as in (3.86) and f as in (3.100) with parameters s1 and s0. Let ε ą 0 and
D ą 0. For each α there is an event Fα with PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on which the following holds.ż 2t1
s1
xpw ´ fq,Bpw ´ fqdsy ĺ ||pw ´ fqps1q||22 `
N ε
s1
"
1
pNs0q1{2
` 1
NωF
*
(3.158)
Putting together the last two lemmas yields the following homogenization theorem. It is essentially
Theorem 3.11 but with a time average. In the next subsection we will remove the time average.
Theorem 3.16. Let a and i satisfy
|a| ĺ NωA´εB , |i´ a| ĺ ℓ{10. (3.159)
For any ε ą 0 and D ą 0 there is an event Fα with PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on which
1
t1
ż t1
0
ˆ
UBiap0, t1 ` uq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q
˙2
du ĺ N
ε
pNt1q2
"pNt1q4
ℓ4
` s
2
1
t21
` t1
s1
ˆ
1
pNs0q1{2
` 1
NωF
` s0
s1
˙*
(3.160)
Proof. Define w and f as in (3.86) and (3.100), except replace s1 by an auxilliary s
1
1 P rs1, 2s1s. The
reason for doing this is that will eventually have to average s11 over rs1, 2s1s
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We estimate for 0 ĺ u ĺ t1,ˆ
UBiap0, t1 ` uq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q
˙2
ĺ C
ˆ
1
N
wt1`upiq ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2
(3.161)
` C
ˆ
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q ´
1
N
pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γpfqa q
˙2
(3.162)
` C
ˆ
1
N
pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γpfqa q ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2
(3.163)
The terms (3.162) and (3.163) are estimated using essentially the regularity of ptpx, yq. The remaining
term (3.161) is estimated using the last corollary.
We can estimate the term (3.162) using the results from Lemma 3.12 and the optimal rigidity
estimate (3.74) from Section 3.5 (II). We obtain,ˆ
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q ´
1
N
pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γ
pfq
a q
˙2
ĺ C
ˆ
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q ´
1
N
pt1`upzˆi, γpfqa q
˙2
`C
ˆ
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q ´
1
N
pt1`u´s11`s0pγ
pfq
i , γ
pfq
a q
˙2
ĺ N
ε
pNt1q4 `
C
pNt1q2
s21
t21
. (3.164)
For (3.163) we have, using the normalization N´1
ř
wpjq “ 1, the profile from Lemma 3.10, and the
estimates from Lemma 3.12,ˆ
1
N
pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γ
pfq
a q ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2
“
˜
1
N2
ÿ
j
ws1
1
pjq
´
pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γpfqa q ´ pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γ
pfq
j q
¯¸2
ĺN ε
˜
1
N2
ÿ
j
s1
p|j ´ a|{Nq2 ` s21
1
t1
„ˆ |j ´ a|
Nt1
˙
^ 1
¸2
ĺCN ε
˜
1
Nt1
1
t1
ż
|x|ĺt1
s1|x|
x2 ` s21
dx
¸2
` CN ε
˜
1
Nt1
ż
|x|ąt1
s1
s21 ` x2
dx
¸2
ĺ CN
2ε
pNt1q2
s21
t21
. (3.165)
Above, we used the fact thatˇˇˇ
pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γpfqa q ´ pt1`u´s11`s0pzˆi, γ
pfq
j q
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C
t1
min
" |j ´ a|
Nt1
, 1
*
. (3.166)
We now deal with (3.161). We estimateˆ
1
N
wt1`upiq ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2
ĺC
¨˝
1
N
wt1`upiq ´
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
wt1`upjq ´
1
N
ft1`upiq `
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
ft1`upjq‚˛
2
`C
¨˝
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
wt1`upjq ´
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
ft1`upjq‚˛
2
(3.167)
We apply the Sobolev inequality of Lemma D.1 to the difference of the sequences on tk : |i´ k| ĺ ℓu
(with the N in Lemma D.1 being ℓ)$&%wt1`upkq ´ 1N 1ℓ ÿ|j´i|ĺℓwt1`upjq
,.-
k
,
$&%ft1`upkq ´ 1N 1ℓ ÿ|j´i|ĺℓft1`upjq
,.-
k
(3.168)
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which now have mean 0. We find,ˆ
1
N
wt1`upiq ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2
ĺN
ε
N2
xpw ´ fqpt1 ` uq,Bpw ´ fqpt1 ` uqy
`C
¨˝
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
wt1`upjq ´
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
ft1`upjq‚˛
2
. (3.169)
We used the fact that |zi ´ zj | ľ N´ε{4|i´ j|{N . We have
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
wt1`upjq “
1
ℓ
`O
ˆ
Nt1
ℓ2
˙
. (3.170)
Similarly, (using (3.102)) we have
1
N
1
ℓ
ÿ
|j´i|ĺℓ
ft1`upjq “
1
ℓ
`O
ˆ
1
ℓNt1
` Nt1
ℓ2
˙
. (3.171)
Hence,ˆ
1
N
wt1`upiq ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2
ĺN
ε
N2
xpw ´ fqpt1 ` uq,Bpw ´ fqpt1 ` uqy ` C 1
ℓ2pNt1q2 ` C
pNt1q2
ℓ4
We now apply Corollary 3.15 to obtain that there is an event with overwhelming probability (which
depends on the choice of s11), such thatż 2t1
s1
1
xpw ´ fq,Bpw ´ fqyds ĺ N
ε
s1
ˆ
1
pNs0q1{2
` 1
NωF
˙
` ||pw ´ fqps11q||22. (3.172)
We can average over s11 P rs1, 2s1s (even though the event described above is s11-dependent, since each
holds with overwhelming probability and UB and pt are bounded, we can apply Lemma E.1) and
obtain that with overwhelming probability,
1
t1
ż t1
0
ˆ
UBt1`upi, aq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q
˙2
du ĺ 1
N2t1s1
ż s1
0
||pw ´ fqps1 ` uq||22du
` CN
ε
pNt1q2
ˆ
1
pNt1q2 `
s21
t21
` 1
ℓ2
` pNt1q
4
ℓ4
` t1
s1pNs0q1{2
` t1
s1NωF
˙
. (3.173)
Note that on the RHS the choice of f itself has an s1 ` u dependence. By Lemma 3.13 we haveż s1
0
||pw ´ fqps1 ` uq||22du ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
pNs0q2 `
pNs0q2
ℓ2
˙
`Cs0
ż s1
0
ÿ
|i|ĺNωA
ÿ
|i´j|ĺℓ
pwips1 ` uq ´ wjps1 ` uqq2
pi´ jq2 du. (3.174)
With overwhelming probability we haveż s1
0
ÿ
|i|ĺNωA
|i´j|ĺℓ
pwips1 ` uq ´ wjps1 ` uqq2
pi´ jq2 du ĺ N
ε
ż s1
0
xw,Bwps1 ` uqydu ĺ N ε||wps1q||22 ĺ
CN2ε
s1
(3.175)
where in the second inequality we used the standard energy estimate Bt||w||22 “ ´xw,Bwy. The claim
now follows after simplifying the errors. In particular we use,
1
ℓ2
ĺ pNs0q
2
ℓ2
ĺ s0
s1
,
1
pNt1q2 ĺ
t1
s1
1
pNs0q1{2
(3.176)
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3.6.1 Removal of time average
Let ε2 ą 0 and let
t2 :“ t1N´ε2 . (3.177)
In this section we show how to remove the time average in Theorem 3.16. More precisely, we prove
the following theorem. It is deduced from Theorem 3.16 using only the fact that UB is a semigroup,
the decay properties of UB given by Lemma 3.10 and the regularity of ptpx, yq.
Theorem 3.17. Let a satisfy
|a| ĺ NωA´εB{2 (3.178)
and i satisfy
|i´ a| ĺ ℓ
20
. (3.179)
For any ε ą 0 and D ą 0 there is an event Fα with PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on whichˇˇˇˇ
UBiap0, t1 ` 2t2q ´
1
N
pt1pγpfqi , γpfqa q
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺCN εN
ε2
Nt1
"
s21
t21
` pNt1q
4
ℓ4
` t1
s1
ˆ
1
pNs0q1{2
` 1
NωF
` s0
s1
˙*1{2
` N
ε
Nt1
N´ε2{2. (3.180)
Proof. Theorem 3.16 implies that we have with overwhelming probability
1
t2
ż t2
0
ˇˇˇˇ
UBjkp0, t1 ` uq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqk q
ˇˇˇˇ
du
ĺN εN
ε2
Nt1
"
s21
t21
` pNt1q
4
ℓ4
` t1
s1
ˆ
1
pNs0q1{2
` 1
NωF
` s0
s1
˙*1{2
, (3.181)
for k ĺ NωA´εB and |j ´ k| ĺ ℓ{10. For notational simplicity let us denote
Φ :“ N ε2
"
s21
t21
` pNt1q
4
ℓ4
` t1
s1
ˆ
1
pNs0q1{2
` 1
NωF
` s0
s1
˙*1{2
(3.182)
By the semigroup property we can write for any 0 ĺ u ĺ t2,
UBaip0, t1 ` 2t2q “
ÿ
j
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2qUBji p0, t1 ` uq (3.183)
and so we can take an average over u and obtain
UBaip0, t1 ` 2t2q “
ÿ
j
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2qUBji p0, t1 ` uqdu. (3.184)
We now rewrite the RHS as
UBaip0, t1 ` 2t2q “
ÿ
j
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
ˆ
UBji p0, t1 ` uq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqi q
˙
du (3.185)
`
ÿ
j
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
1
N
´
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqi q ´ pt1`upγpfqa , γpfqi q
¯
du (3.186)
`
ÿ
j
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
ˆ
1
N
pt1`upγpfqa , γpfqi q
˙
du (3.187)
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From Lemma 3.10, we have the estimate
|UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q| ĺ
1
N
N εt2
ppa´ jq{Nq2 ` t22
(3.188)
from which we see that for any δ ą 0,ÿ
j:|j´a|ąNt2Nδ
|UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q| ĺ
N ε
N δ
(3.189)
and also ÿ
j:|j´a|ĺNt2Nδ
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q “ 1`N εO
ˆ
1
N δ
˙
. (3.190)
Fix a δ ą 0 s.t. δ ă ε2. We also have the estimateˇˇ
UBji p0, t1 ` uq
ˇˇ` ˇˇˇˇ 1
N
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqi q
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ N
ε
Nt1
. (3.191)
We use these to estimate the term (3.185) byˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
j
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
ˆ
UBji p0, t1 ` uq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqi q
˙
du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ĺ
ÿ
j:|j´a|ąNt2Nδ
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
N ε
Nt1
du
`
ÿ
j:|j´a|ĺNt2Nδ
1
N
N εt2
ppj ´ aq{Nq2 ` t22
1
t2
ż t2
0
ˇˇˇˇ
UBji p0, t1 ` uq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqi q
ˇˇˇˇ
du
ĺ N
2ε
Nt1N δ
` N
2ε
Nt1
Φ. (3.192)
Note that we are allowed to apply the estimate (3.181) because |j ´ a| ĺ Nt2N δ ! ℓ which implies
|j ´ i| ă ℓ{10. For |j ´ a| ĺ N δpNt2q we have the estimate
1
N
ˇˇˇ
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqi q ´ pt1`upγpfqa , γpfqi q
ˇˇˇ
ĺ N ε 1
Nt1
Nt2N
δ
Nt1
. (3.193)
Therefore we can estimate (3.186) byˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
j
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
1
N
´
pt1`upγpfqj , γpfqi q ´ pt1`upγpfqa , γpfqi q
¯
du
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ĺ
ÿ
j:|j´a|ąNt2Nδ
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
N ε
Nt1
du
`
ÿ
j:|j´a|ĺNt2Nδ
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2qN ε
1
Nt1
Nt2N
δ
Nt1
du
ĺ N2ε 1
Nt1
ˆ
1
N δ
` N
δ
N ε2
˙
. (3.194)
Lastly, since
ř
j U
B
ajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q “ 1 we getÿ
j
1
t2
ż t2
0
UBajpt1 ` u, t1 ` 2t2q
ˆ
1
N
pt1`upγpfqa , γpfqi q
˙
du “ 1
t2
ż t2
0
ˆ
1
N
pt1`upγpfqa , γpfqi q
˙
“ 1
N
pt1`2t2pγpfqa , γpfqi q `
1
Nt1
O
`
N´ε2
˘
.
(3.195)
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Here we used
1
N
ˇˇˇ
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q ´ pt1pγpfqi , γpfqa q
ˇˇˇ
ĺ CN
´ε2
Nt1
. (3.196)
This yields the claim after taking δ “ ε2{2.
At this point we just have to choose the parameters s0 and s1 to conclude the homogenization
result for UB.
Proof of Theorem 3.11. We use the result of Theorem 3.17 and just make a choice of s0 and s1.
First we optimize over s0 and take
pNs0q “ pNs1q2{3. (3.197)
The error then simplifies to
N ε
N ε2
Nt1
"
s21
t21
` pNt1q
4
ℓ4
` t1
s1
ˆ
1
NωF
` 1pNs1q1{3
˙*1{2
`N εN
´ε2{2
Nt1
. (3.198)
To optimize over s1 we have two cases. If ωF ľ ω13{10 then we take Ns1 “ pNt1q9{10. If ωF ĺ ω13{10
then we take Ns1 “ Nt1N´ωF {3. The error simplifies to
N ε
N ε2
Nt1
"pNt1q4
ℓ4
` 1pNt1q1{5
` 1
NωF 2{3
*1{2
`N εN
´ε2{2
Nt1
. (3.199)
This is the claim.
3.7 Completion of proof of Theorem 3.7
First of all we see by the definitions of z˜i and zˆi (see (3.40) for the former and (3.45)-(3.46) for the
latter) and Lemma 3.8 that with overwhelming probability,
zipt1 ` u, 1q ´ zipt1 ` u, 0q “ pz˜ipt1 ` u, 1q ´ z˜ipt1 ` u, 0qq ` pγ0pt1 ` u, 1q ´ γ0pt1 ` u, 0qq
“ pzˆipt1 ` u, 1q ´ zˆipt1 ` u, 0qq ` pγ0pt1 ` u, 1q ´ γ0pt1 ` u, 0qq
`O
ˆ
N εt1
ˆ
NωA
Nω0
` 1
Nωℓ
` 1?
NG
˙˙
. (3.200)
Note that the first equation is just by definition - the classical particle locations are defined together
with z˜i at the start of Section 3.3.
With ui “ Bαzˆi we have
pzˆipt1 ` u, 1q ´ zˆipt1 ` u, 0qq “
ż 1
0
uipt1 ` u, αqdα. (3.201)
Recall u satisfies Btupαq “ Bpαqupαq ` ξpαq with ξpαq defined as in Section 3.4, and initial data
uip0, αq “ αzˆip0, 1q ` p1´ αqzˆip0, 0q. (3.202)
By the bound (3.69), the assumption (3.34) and Lemma 3.9 we see that for any small δB ą 0
sup
|i|ĺNωA´δB ,|u|ĺt1
|uipt1 ` u, αq ´ vipt1 ` u, αq| ĺ 1
N10
(3.203)
with overwhelming probability where vipαq is defined by
Btvpt, αq “ Bpαqvpt, αq, vip0, αqq “ 1t|i|ĺNωAuuip0, αq. (3.204)
Fix an εa ą 0 and consider the solution
Btwpαq “ Bpαqwpαq, wip0, αqq “ 1t|i|ĺpNt1qNεa uuip0, αq. (3.205)
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Since |uip0, αq| ĺ N ε{N for any |i| ĺ Nω0{2 with overwhelming probability, we see by Lemma 3.10
that for |i| ĺ Nt1N εb with εb ă εa,
|vipt1 ` u, αq ´ wipt1 ` u, αq| ĺ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
Nω1`εaă|j|ĺNωA
UBij p0, t1 ` u, αqujp0, αq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ĺ N
ε
N
Nt1
ÿ
|j|ąNω1`εa
1
pi´ jq2 ĺ C
N ε
NN εa
. (3.206)
Therefore,
zipt1 ` u, 1q ´ zipt1 ` u, 0q “ pγ0pt1 ` u, 1q ´ γ0pt1 ` u, 0qq
`
ż 1
0
ÿ
|j|ĺNt1Nεa
UBij p0, t1 ` u, αqpzjp0, 1q ´ zjp0, 0qqdα
` N
ε
N
O
ˆ
Nω1
ˆ
NωA
Nω0
` 1
Nωℓ
` 1?
NG
˙
` 1
N εa
˙
(3.207)
with overwhelming probability for |i| ĺ Nt1N εb . Note that we used Lemma E.1, and that upαq, vpαq, wpαq
are all bounded by NC on an α-independent event of overwhelming probability. Theorem 3.7 now
follows from an application of Theorem 3.11 with ωF “ 8.
3.8 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Theorem 3.7 implies, after re-writing zipt, 1q in terms of xi, that with overwhelming probability we
have,
pxi0`ipt0 ` t1 ` uq ´ γi0pt0 ` t1 ` uqq ´ yN{2`ipt0 ` t1 ` uq
“
ÿ
|j|ĺNt1Nεa
ζpN´1pi´ jq, t1q
“pxi0`jpt0 ` t1q ´ γi0pt0 ` t1qq ´ yN{2`jpt0 ` t1q‰
`N
ε
N
O
ˆ
Nω1
ˆ
NωA
Nω0
` 1
Nωℓ
` 1?
NG
˙
` 1
N εa
`N ε2`εa
ˆpNt1q2
ℓ2
` 1pNt1q1{10
˙
`N εa´ε2{2 ` N
ω1
Nω0{2
˙
,
(3.208)
for any |i| ĺ Nt1N εb and |u| ĺ t2. Recall that ζ was defined in (3.7) (and then pt as the fundamental
solution to (3.88)). We also used Lemma 3.4 to replace the classical particle locations from the
interpolating measures with those coming from the original free convolution ρfc,t and the semicircle
law. We choose ωA “ pωℓ ` ω0{2q{2. The error simplifies to
N2ε
N
O
ˆ
Nω1
ˆ
1
Nωℓ
˙
` 1
N εa
`N ε2`εa
ˆpNt1q2
ℓ2
` 1pNt1q1{10
˙
`N εa´ε2{2
˙
. (3.209)
There are two cases. First if ω1 ľ 10ω0{21 then the error simplifies to
N2ε
N
O
ˆ
Nω1
ˆ
1
Nωℓ
˙
` 1
N εa
`N ε2`εa
ˆpNt1q2
ℓ2
˙
`N εa´ε2{2
˙
. (3.210)
In this case we then take ε2 “ 4pωℓ ´ ω1q{3 and then εa “ pωℓ ´ ω1q{3. The error simplifies to
N3ε
N
O
˜
Nω1{3
Nωℓ{3
¸
. (3.211)
We then take ωℓ “ ω0{2´ ε and so the error is
N4ε
N
O
˜
Nω1{3
Nω0{6
¸
ĺ N
4ε
N
O
˜
Nω1{3
Nω0{6
` 1
Nω1{60
¸
(3.212)
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In the case ω1 ă 10ω0{21 we take ωℓ “ 21ω1{20 ă ω0{2. The error simplifies to
N2ε
N
O
ˆ
1
Nω1{20
` 1
N εa
`N ε2`εa 1
Nω1{10
`N εa´ε2{2
˙
(3.213)
Choose ε2 “ ω1{15 and εa “ ω1{60. The error then simplifies to
N3ε
N
O
ˆ
1
Nω1{60
˙
ĺ N
4ε
N
O
˜
1
Nω1{60
` N
ω1{3
Nω0{6
¸
. (3.214)
4 Finite speed estimates
4.1 Estimate for short-range operator
In this section we work in the set-up of Section 3.5 and assume that (I)-(III) hold. Let zˆi be defined
as in that section. Fix a parameter ℓ3 “ Nωℓ,3 satisfying
0 ă ωℓ,3 ĺ ωℓ. (4.1)
For the current Section 4.1 we fix a 0 ă q ă 1 and let A3 be the set
A3 :“ tpi, jq : |i´ j| ĺ Nωℓ,3u Y tpi, jq : ij ą 0, i R Cˆq, j R Cˆqu. (4.2)
Define the operator
pB3uqi :“
A3,piqÿ
j
1
N
uj ´ ui
pzˆj ´ zˆiq2 . (4.3)
We want to prove the following theorem. Lemma 3.9 is an immediate consequence. The method
is based on that appearing in [18].
Theorem 4.1. Let ℓ3 as above. Let D1,D2 ą 0, and let ε ą 0. Let 0 ă q3 ă q. We assume that
Section 3.5 (I)-(III) hold. Fix a time u ĺ 10t1. There is an event Fpα, uq s.t. PrFpα, uqs ľ 1´N´D1
for N large enough (independent of α) such that all of the following estimates hold. For every u ĺ
s ĺ t ĺ pu` 2ℓ3{Nq ^ 10t1 we have the estimate
U
B3
ba ps, tq ĺ
1
ND2
. (4.4)
provided one of the following three criteria holds.
(i) a P Cˆq3 and |a´ b| ą Nωℓ3`ε.
(ii) b P Cˆq3 and |a´ b| ą Nωℓ,3`ε.
(iii) a R Cˆq3, b R Cˆq3 and ab ă 0.
Hence, the same estimate holds for any 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1 that satisfy t´ s ĺ ℓ3{N , with overwhelming
probability.
In the proof of Theorem 4.1 we take u “ 0 for notational simplicity. The first step in proving
Theorem 4.1 is to establish the estimate for s “ 0, which is the content of the following lemma. We
then use the semigroup property to extend the estimate to all s.
Lemma 4.2. Fix 0 ă q3 ă q. Let ε ą 0 and D1,D2 ą 0. Assume that Section 3.5 (I)-(III) hold.
There is an event Fα with PrFαs ľ 1 ´ N´D1 on which the following estimates hold. For every
0 ĺ t ĺ ℓ3{N ^ 10t1 we have the estimate
U
B3
ba p0, tq ĺ
1
ND2
. (4.5)
provided one of the following three criteria holds.
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(i) a P Cˆq3 and |a´ b| ą Nωℓ3`ε.
(ii) b P Cˆq3 and |a´ b| ą Nωℓ,3`ε.
(iii) a R Cˆq3, b R Cˆq3 and ab ă 0.
Proof. Define for t ľ 0, fiptq :“ UBiap0, tq; i.e., fi satisfies the equation
Btfi “ pB3fqi, fip0q “ δa. (4.6)
WLOG, take ε ą 0 s.t. ωℓ,3 ` ε ă ω0{2. We can assume a ľ 0. Fix q4 satisfying q3 ă q4 ă q. It then
suffices to prove the statement for the following two cases.
1. a P Cˆq4 , |a´ b| ą Nωℓ,3`ε.
2. a R Cˆq4 , b P Cˆq3 or b ă 0.
Let us first consider the case a P Cˆq4 . Let ν ą 0 and define
φk :“ eνψpzˆkpt,αq´γ˜apt,αqq{2 (4.7)
where ψ is the following smooth function. Fix a scale ℓ4 “ Nωℓ,4 ą 0 and a δ1 ą 0 s.t.
δ1 ` ωℓ ă ω0, 0 ă ωℓ,4 ĺ ωℓ,3. (4.8)
Assume 0 ă ε ă δ1. We choose ψ s.t.
ψpxq “ ´x, |x| ĺ N
δ1`ωℓ
N
, (4.9)
and
ψpxq “ ¯
ˆ
N δ1`ωℓ
N
` ℓ4
2N
˙
, ˘x ą N
δ1`ωℓ
N
` ℓ4
N
(4.10)
We can choose ψ so that |ψ1| ĺ 1 and |ψ2| ĺ CN{ℓ4.
Our proof is based around a Gronwall argument and we will need to take an expectation of a
martingale. For this we need to introduce the following stopping time τr. Let q ă qr ă 1 and εr ą 0
with εr ă ε{100. Let τi, i “ 1, 2, 3 be the stopping time
τ1 :“ inftt ą 0 : Di P Cˆqr : |zˆiptq ´ γiptq| ą N εr{Nu
τ2 :“ inftt ą 0 : Di P Cˆqr : |Ji| ą CJ logpNqu
τ3 :“ inftt ą 0 : Di : |Fi| ľ logpNqu. (4.11)
We set τr :“ τ1 ^ τ2 ^ τ3 ^ p10t1q. We know that τr “ 10t1 with overwhelming probability by the
assumptions (II) and (III) of Section 3.5.
Define now vkptq “ φkfk and F “
ř
k v
2
kptq1tτrą0u. By the same calculation as in [18] we obtain
dF ptq “ ´1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPA3
1
N
pvk ´ vjq2
pzˆk ´ zˆjq2 dt (4.12)
´
ÿ
pj,kqPA3
1
N
1
pzˆj ´ zˆkq2
„
φk
φj
` φj
φk
´ 2

vkvjdt (4.13)
`
ÿ
k
νv2kψ
1
kdpzˆk ´ γ˜aq (4.14)
`
ÿ
k
v2k
`
ν2pψ1kq2 ` νψ2k
˘ dt
N
. (4.15)
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We now deal with each term individually, applying Gronwall at the end of the proof. In the remainder
of the argument we work on times t ă τr. We start with (4.13). Fix q5 satisfying q4 ă q5 ă q. By
rigidity and choice of ψ we have that the term
φk
φj
` φj
φk
´ 2, pj, kq P A3 (4.16)
vanishes unless j, k P Cˆq5 . In this case by rigidity and the fact that |ψ1| ĺ 1 we have thatˇˇˇˇ
φk
φj
` φj
φk
´ 2
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ Cν2|zˆj ´ zˆk|2 (4.17)
as long as we choose ν so that νℓ3 ĺ CN . Hence,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
pj,kqPA3
1
N
1
pzˆj ´ zˆkq2
„
φk
φj
` φj
φk
´ 2

vkvj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ Cν2N ℓ3ÿ
k
v2k. (4.18)
Above we used the fact that the cardinality of the set tj : pj, kq P A3u is bounded by Cℓ3 if k P Cˆq5 .
The Ito terms (4.15) are bounded byˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
k
v2k
`
ν2pψ1kq2 ` νψ2k
˘ dt
N
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C
ˆ
ν2
N
` ν
ℓ4
˙ÿ
k
v2k. (4.19)
We now deal with the terms (4.14). By rigidity we have ψ1k “ 0 if k R Cˆq5 . We can therefore assume
k P Cˆq5 . We fix a δ2 ą 0 s.t.
δ2 ă ωℓ,3. (4.20)
From the definition of the zˆk process and the definition of τr we see that we can write for k P Cˆq5 ,
dpzˆk ´ γ˜aq “
ÿ
|j´k|ĺNδ2
1
N
1
zˆk ´ zˆj dt`Xtdt`
c
2
N
dBk (4.21)
where we have the bound |Xt| ĺ C logN. The first term on the RHS of (4.21) corresponds to
ν
ÿ
k
v2kψ
1
k
ÿ
|j´k|ĺNδ2
1
N
1
zˆk ´ zˆj “
ν
2
ÿ
|j´k|ĺNδ2
ψ1k
N
v2k ´ v2j
zˆk ´ zˆj `
ν
2
ÿ
|j´k|ĺNδ2
v2k
N
ψ1j ´ ψ1k
zˆk ´ zˆj (4.22)
The second term of (4.22) is bounded byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇν2 ÿ|j´k|ĺNδ2
v2k
N
ψ1j ´ ψ1k
zˆk ´ zˆj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ CνN δ2ℓ4 ÿk v2k. (4.23)
We use the Schwarz inequality to bound the first term of (4.22) byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇν2 ÿ|j´k|ĺNδ2
ψ1k
N
v2k ´ v2j
zˆk ´ zˆj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ 1100 ÿ|j´k|ĺNδ2
pvk ´ vjq2
Npzˆk ´ zˆjq2 `
Cν2
N
N δ2
ÿ
k
v2k. (4.24)
The first term on the RHS is absorbed into the term (4.12). Collecting everything we have proven
that under the assumption νℓ3 ĺ CN , we have
BtErF ptqs ĺ C
ˆ
ν2ℓ3
N
` νN
δ2
ℓ4
` ν logpNq
˙
ErF ptqs. (4.25)
We can take ℓ4 “ ℓ3 and ν “ N{pℓ3N ε{2q. Then by Gronwall we see that for t ĺ ℓ3{N we get
ErF ptqs ĺ CErF p0qs ĺ C (4.26)
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where the second inequality follows from rigidity, the definition of τ and the initial condition fkp0q “
δak. By construction, for any ε ą 0 we have that if j ĺ a´Nωℓ,3`ε,
ψpzˆj ´ γ˜aq ą c
N
mintNωℓ,3`ε, Nωℓ,3`δ1u “ c
N
Nωℓ,3`ε (4.27)
and hence
νψpzˆj ´ γ˜aq ą cN ε{2. (4.28)
We conclude the claim for b ĺ a´Nωℓ,3´ε and a P Cˆq4 from Markov’s inequality. For b ą a`Nωℓ`ε
the argument is similar; one just replaces ψ by ´ψ.
We now consider the case a R Cˆq4 . Recall that we assumed a ľ 0. The argument is identical except
one considers, instead of ψ above,
ϕpxq :“ ψpx´ γ˜dpt, αqq (4.29)
where d is an index chosen in the following way. If d1 ą 0 is the largest index in Cˆq3 and d2 ą 0 is the
largest index in Cˆq4 (recall q3 ă q4) then d “ pd1 ` d2q{2. One then defines
ϕk :“ ϕpzˆkq, φk :“ eνϕk{2, vk “ eνϕk{2fk, F ptq “
ÿ
k
v2k. (4.30)
With this choice rigidity implies that ϕ1k “ 0 for k R Cˆq4 . Rigidity also implies that the term
φk
φj
` φj
φk
´ 2, pj, kq P A3 (4.31)
vanishes unless both j, k P Cˆq4 . With these considerations the argument can proceed exactly as above.
We again arrive at (4.25) and choose ℓ4 “ ℓ3 and ν “ N{pℓ3N ε{2q. We see that for k P Cˆq3 we have
ψpzˆk ´ γ˜dq ľ cN δ1`ωℓ{N (4.32)
and so νψpzˆk ´ γ˜dq ľ cN ε{2. We conclude as before. Note that now we only need that ψpzˆa ´ γ˜dq ă 0
which follows by the ordering of particles and rigidity to satisfy
ErF p0qs ĺ C. (4.33)
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For notational simplicity we set u “ 0. Let ε and q3 be as in the statement
of Theorem 4.1. Wlog, we can assume that ωℓ,3 ` ε ă ω0{2. We can assume that the estimates of
Lemma 4.2 hold for q4 satisfying q3 ă q4 ă q and ε1 “ ε{2. For any i we can write
U
B3
bi p0, tq “
ÿ
j
U
B3
bj ps, tqUB3ji p0, sq ľ UB3ba ps, tqUB3ai p0, sq. (4.34)
We just need to find an i s.t. the LHS is bounded above and UB3ai p0, sq is bounded below. Fix q5
satisfying q3 ă q5 ă q4. As before, it suffices to assume a ľ 0 and to consider the following two cases.
1. a P Cˆq5 , and |b´ a| ą Nωℓ,3`ε.
2. a R Cˆq5 and b P Cˆq3 or b ă 0.
Let us first consider the case a P Cˆq5 . Since the estimates of Lemma 4.2 hold, and a P Cˆq5 , we have
that
U
B3
ai p0, sq ĺ
1
ND2
, |i´ a| ą Nωℓ3`ε{2. (4.35)
Since ÿ
i
U
B3
ai p0, sq “ 1, (4.36)
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this implies that there is an i0 s.t. |i0´a| ĺ Nωℓ,3`ε{2 and UBai0p0, sq ľ N´1. Moreover, i0 P Cˆq4 . Then
since |a´ b| ą Nωℓ,3`ε we see that |i0 ´ b| ą Nωℓ,3`ε{2. Hence,
U
B3
bi0
p0, tq ĺ 1
ND2
. (4.37)
Therefore,
U
B3
ba ps, tq ĺ
1
ND2´1
. (4.38)
Let us now consider the case a R Cˆq5 and b P Cˆq3 or b ă 0. Wlog we can take a ą 0. Fix q6 s.t.
q3 ă q6 ă q5. If i is such that either i P Cˆq6 or i ĺ 0, then UB3ai p0, sq ĺ N´D2 . Hence, there is an i0 s.t.
U
B3
ai0
ľ N´1 and i0 ą 0 and i0 R Cˆq6 . But then since b P Cˆq3 or b ă 0 we get that
U
B3
bi0
p0, tq ĺ 1
ND2
(4.39)
and this yields the claim as before.
4.2 Kernel estimate
In this section we prove Lemma 3.10. It is split into two parts, an energy estimate and a Duhamel
expansion.
4.2.1 Energy estimate
Let B be as in Section 3.3. In this subsection our goal is to prove the following energy estimate for
UB . The argument is very similar to that in [40]. The major difference is that in the duality part of
Nash’s argument we have to be a little careful with the support of the functions, as we do not know
that rigidity holds for all particles i. To compensate for this we use the finite speed estimates from
the previous section.
We recall the semigroup UB for the short-range operator B associated with in short-range set Aq˚
with parameters q˚ and ωℓ from Section 3.5.
Lemma 4.3. Fix 0 ă q3 ă q˚. Let a P Cˆq3. Let ε ą 0,D ą 0. Assume that Section 3.5 (I)-(III) hold.
There is an event Fα which holds with probability PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on which the following estimates
hold. For every 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1 and every i,
UBiaps, tq ĺ
N ε
Npt´ sq . (4.40)
Proof. Recall from [40] the inequality
||u||44||u||´22 ĺ C
ÿ
i,jPZ
pui ´ ujq2
pi´ jq2 (4.41)
which holds for sequences u : Z Ñ R. Fix q3 ă q5 ă q˚. Let gpuq “ UBps, uqgpsq where gpsq has
support only in the indices i P Cˆq5 and
||gpsq||1 “ 1. (4.42)
Extending gpuq by 0 to all of Z we apply the above inequality to gpuq and obtain, with overwhelming
probability,
||gpuq||44||gpuq||´22 ĺ C
ÿ
i,jPZ
pgipuq ´ gjpuqq2
pi´ jq2 ĺ C
ÿ
|i´j|ĺℓ,i,jPCˆq˚
pgipuq ´ gjpuqq2
pi´ jq2 ` C
N
ℓ
||gpuq||22 `
1
ND
ĺ N εxgpuq,Bgpuqy ` C||gpuq||22
N
ℓ
` 1
ND
. (4.43)
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We used the fact that for 0 ĺ u1 ĺ u2 ĺ t1,
|UBij pu1, u2q| ĺ
1
ND
, for pi, jq P ti, j : i P Cˆq5 , j R Cˆq˚u Y ti, j : j P Cˆq5 , i R Cˆq˚u, (4.44)
which holds due to Theorem 4.1, with overwhelming probability. Therefore
Bt||gpuq||22 “ ´xgpuq,Bgpuqy ĺ ´N´ε||gpuq||42 ` C||gpuq||22
N
ℓ
` 1
ND
. (4.45)
Above, we used the Holder inequality ||gpuq||2 ĺ ||gpuq||1{31 ||gpuq||2{34 ĺ ||gpsq||1{31 ||gpuq||2{34 “ ||gpuq||2{34
for u ľ s. Since t1N{ℓ ! 1 we see that this implies
||gptq||2 ĺ CN εpt´ sq´1{2. (4.46)
We have therefore proven that
||UBps, tqg||2 ĺ pt´ sq´1{2N ε||g||1 (4.47)
for every g supported in i P Cˆq5 .
The above argument clearly also applies to pUBps, tqqT (in particular note that the bound (4.44)
is symmetric in i and j).
Fix now q4 satisfying q3 ă q4 ă q5. Let now f be supported in i P Cˆq4 and have ||f ||2 “ 1. Then
we have with overwhelming probability,
||UBps, tqf ||8 “ sup
||g||1“1
xUBps, tqf, gy ĺ sup
||g||1“1,gi“0,iRCˆq5
xUBps, tqf, gy ` 1
ND
(4.48)
where we used the fact that |pUBps, tqfqi| ĺ N´D for any D ą 0 for i R Cˆq5 which holds due to
Theorem 4.1. For g as in the RHS of (4.48) we have,
xUBps, tqf, gy “ xf, pUBps, tqqT gy ĺ ||f ||2||pUBps, tqqT g||2 ĺ N εpt´ sq´1{2. (4.49)
This proves that for f supported in i P Cˆq4 we have
||UBps, tqf ||8 ĺ N εpt´ sq´1{2||f ||2. (4.50)
Lastly, let f have support in Cˆq3 and ||f ||1 “ 1. Applying what we have proved above we have with
overwhelming probability, with u “ s` pt´ sq{2,
||UBps, tqf ||8 “ ||UBpu, tqUBps, uqf ||8 ĺ ||UBpu, tq1Cˆq4U
Bps, uqf ||8 ` 1
ND
ĺ C N
ε
pt´ sq1{2 ||1Cˆq4U
Bps, uqf ||2 ` 1
ND
ĺ C N
ε
pt´ sq1{2 ||U
Bps, uqf ||2 ` 1
ND
ĺ C N
2ε
t´ s ||f ||1. (4.51)
This yields the claim.
4.2.2 Duhamel expansion
We want to prove the following.
Lemma 4.4. Let D ą 0 and ε1, ε2, ε3 ą 0 and 0 ă q3 ă q˚. Assume that Section 3.5 (I) - (III) hold.
Let ℓ3 be a scale satisfying
N ε3 ĺ ℓ3 ĺ N. (4.52)
There exists an event Fα “ Fαpℓ3q with probability PrFαs ľ 1´N´D on which the following estimates
hold. For every 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1 which satisfy Npt ´ sq ĺ N´ε1ℓ3 and indices a and p satisfying
a, p P Cˆq3 and
|a´ p| ľ N ε1ℓ3 (4.53)
we have
UBapps, tq ĺ N ε2
Npt´ sq ` 1
pa´ pq2 . (4.54)
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By taking a sequence of at most N scales ℓ3 “ N ε, N ε`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ we easily see that Lemma 4.4 implies
the following estimate.
Lemma 4.5. Let D ą 0 and ε1, ε2 and 0 ă q3 ă q˚. There is an event Fα with probability PrFαs ľ
1 ´N´D on which the following holds. For every 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1 and pair of indices a, p satisfying
a, p P Cˆq3 and
|a´ p| ľ N ε1 r1_ pNpt´ sqqs (4.55)
we have
UBapps, tq ĺ N ε2
Npt´ sq ` 1
pa´ pq2 . (4.56)
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We can work under the assumption that the estimates of Lemma 3.5 hold.
We assume a ă p. The proof for a ą p is identical. Write
B “ S `R (4.57)
where S “ B3 is defined as at the start of Section 4.1 with ℓ3 as in the statement of Lemma 4.4, and
R is defined implicitly by the above equality. For notational simplicity we set s “ 0, but this has no
effect on the proof. For each M we have
UBp0, tq “ USp0, tq `
Mÿ
i“1
ż
0ĺs1ĺ¨¨¨siĺt
USpsi, tqRUSpsi´1, siq ¨ ¨ ¨RUSp0, s1qds1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dsi
`
ż
0ĺs1¨¨¨ĺsM`1ĺt
UBpsM`1, tqRUSpsM , sM`1q ¨ ¨ ¨RUSp0, s1qds1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dsM`1
“: USp0, tq `
Mÿ
i“1
ż
0ĺs1¨¨¨ĺt
Aids1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dsi `BM`1. (4.58)
By Theorem 4.1 we have USapp0, tq ĺ N´100. We next deal with the term BM`1. Using the estimates
of Lemma 3.5, it is easy to check that for every i we haveÿ
j
|Rpi, jq| ĺ CN
ℓ3
(4.59)
and so
||R||ℓpÑℓp ĺ CN
ℓ3
(4.60)
for every p. Hence,
|BM`1pi, jq| ĺ CMN2
ˆ
Nt
ℓ3
˙M
ĺ 1
N100
(4.61)
for M a large constant depending only on ε1. By Lemma 4.6 below we see thatˇˇˇˇż
0ĺs1¨¨¨ĺt
Aipa, pqds1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dsi
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ C Ntpa´ pq2
ˆ
Nt
ℓ3
˙i´1
(4.62)
Note that we used that i ĺ M and so a ĺ Li. To estimate the integral we used the bound (4.64) on
the integrand and that the region of integration has size Cti. This concludes the proof.
Lemma 4.6. Let Ai, R, etc. be as above. Let a ă p, M be as above. Define Li as
Li :“ p´ i p´ a
100M
. (4.63)
Then for j ĺ Li we have
Aipj, pq ĺ CM N
i
pp´ aq2ℓi´13
. (4.64)
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Remark. The proof will be by induction on i, using the estimate from the case i ´ 1. We rewrite
Ai`1pj, pq in terms of a sum which involes matrix elements Aipl, pq. If j ĺ Li`1 and l ľ Li then by
definition |l ´ j| ľ c|p ´ a| and so we can apply Theorem 4.1 to simplify the sum. In the case that
l ĺ Li we can use the induction assumption. Proof. The proof is by induction on i. Define
R :“ N ε1{4ℓ3. (4.65)
Fix q3 ă q5 ă q˚. Theorem 4.1 implies that for pa, bq s.t. |a´ b| ą R and either a or b P Cˆq5 , we have
with overwhelming probability
|USabps, tq| ĺ
1
ND
(4.66)
for any D ą 0, and 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ ℓ3. We have that
A1pj, pq “
ÿ
k,l
USjkRklU
S
lp. (4.67)
Since the matrix elements of R are bounded by (say) N2, it suffices by (4.66) to consider only terms
in (4.67) that satisfy |l´ p| ĺ R. Since j ĺ L1 we can apply Theorem 4.1 and ignore terms satisfying
k ľ L1 `R. (4.68)
For such l and k, using the fact that j ĺ L1 and R ! |p´ a| we see that |l ´ k| ľ cpp´ aq and so
|A1pj, pq| ĺ
ÿ
k,l
USj,k
N
pp´ aq2U
S
l,p ĺ
N
pp´ aq2 , (4.69)
where in the second inequality we used the ℓp Ñ ℓp boundedness of US . For R we used in the first
inequality that for |l ´ k| ľ cpp ´ aq,
Rpk, lq “ 1
N
1
pzˆk ´ zˆlq2 ĺ
CN
pp ´ aq2 (4.70)
with overwhelming probability. Now for Ai`1 and j ĺ Li`1 we write
Ai`1pj, pq “
ÿ
k
ÿ
lľLi
USpj, kqRpk, lqAipl, pq `
ÿ
k
ÿ
lĺLi
USpj, kqRpk, lqAipl, pq (4.71)
We start with estimating the first sum. By Theorem 4.1 we can restrict the k summation to terms
satisfying
k ĺ Li`1 `R. (4.72)
Then since l ľ Li we get that |k ´ l| ľ c|p ´ a| and soˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
k
ÿ
lľLi
USpj, kqRpk, lqAipl, pq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C Npp´ aq2 ÿ
k,l
USpj, kqAipl, pq ĺ C Npp ´ aq2 ||U
S ||8Ñ8||Ai´1||1Ñ1
ĺ C Npp´ aq2
N i
ℓi3
. (4.73)
For the second sum in (4.71) we apply the induction assumption and obtainˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
k
ÿ
lĺLi
USpj, kqRpk, lqAipl, pq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺÿ
k
ÿ
lĺLi
USpj, kqRpk, lqC N
i
ℓi´1pp´ aq2 ĺ C||U
SR||8Ñ8 N
i
ℓi´13 pp´ aq2
ĺ CN
ℓ3
N i
ℓi´13 pp ´ aq2
. (4.74)
This completes the proof.
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4.3 Profile of random kernel
Combining Lemma 4.3 and 4.5 we easily obtain the following.
Theorem 4.7. Fix 0 ă q3 ă q˚. Let D and ε ą 0. Assume that Section 3.5 (I)-(III) hold. There is
an event Fα with probability PrFαs ľ 1 ´ N´D on which the following estimate holds. We have for
every 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ t1 and j, k P Cˆq3,
UBij ps, tq ĺ N ε
|t´ s| _N´1
ppi´ jq{Nq2 ` ppt´ sq ^N´1q2 (4.75)
5 Regularity of hydrodynamic equation
In this section we analyze the limiting equation (3.88), deriving in particular the estimates in Lemma
3.12. We introduce the kernel
Kη1fpxq :“
ż
|x´y|ďη1
fpxq ´ fpyq
px´ yq2 dy. (5.1)
The integral is understood in a principal value sense.
By [25, Theorem 1.4], for the heat kernel corresponding to K1, we have the estimates:
p1pt, x, yq — 1
t
^ t|x´ y|2 , 0 ă t ď 1, (5.2)
for |x´ y| ă 1 and
p1pt, x, yq — e´c|x´y| log
|x´y|
t , 0 ă t ď 1, (5.3)
for |x´ y| ě 1.
If fpt, xq satisfies Btfpt, xq “ K1fpt, xq, then gpt, xq “ fpt{ηℓ, x{ηℓq satisfies Btgpt, xq “ Kηℓgpt, xq,
so from (5.2), (5.3) we obtain:
pηℓpt, x, yq “ p1{ηℓqp1pt{ηℓ, x{ηℓ, y{ηℓq —
1
t
^ t|x´ y|2 , 0 ď t ď ηℓ, (5.4)
when |x´ y| ă η1 and
pηℓpt, x, yq —
1
ηℓ
e´c|x´y|{ηℓ log
|x´y|
t , (5.5)
for t ď ηℓ and |x´ y| ě ηℓ. (3.94) and (3.95) follow directly from this. In the rest of the proof, we will
also use that the upper bound in (5.4) remains true for all x, y, t ď ηℓ (See [24, Proposition 2.2, i)].):
pηℓpt, x, yq ď
C
t
^ t|x´ y|2 , 0 ă t ď ηℓ. (5.6)
We will first estimate the spatial derivatives of pηℓpt, x, yq. Letting Λ “ p´∆q1{2 be the half-
Laplacian with kernel ż
fpxq ´ fpyq
px´ yq2 dy.
The corresponding heat kernel is
pΛpt, x, yq :“ petΛδqpxq “ 1
π
t
t2 ` px´ yq2 . (5.7)
We have the Duhamel formula
pηℓpt, x, yq “ petKηℓ δyqpxq “ pΛpt, x, yq `
ż t
0
ept´sqΛpKηℓ ´ Λqfηℓpsqds. (5.8)
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Here we have denoted for simplicity
fηℓpx, sq :“ pηℓps, x, yq.
Since etΛ is smoothing, the equality (5.8) shows in particular that pηpt, ¨, yq is in C8pRq.
We will estimate the first spatial derivative by differentiating (5.8). The operators Λ, Kηℓ are
translation invariant, so for general k we have
Bkx
ż t
0
ept´sqΛpKηℓ ´ Λqfηℓpsqds “
ż t
0
ept´sqΛBkxpKηℓ ´ Λqfηℓpsqds.
By direct computation we have
pKηℓ ´ Λqfpxq “
2
ηℓ
fpxq ´
ż
|x´z|ěηℓ
fpzq
px´ zq2 dz.
Differentiating, we find,
BkxpKηℓ ´ Λqfpxq “
2
ηℓ
f pkqpxq ` p´1qk`1pk!q
ż
|x´z|ěηℓ
fpzqpx´ zq´k´2 dz. (5.9)
We will first derive an estimate on the second term. In order to estimate the first we later derive a
Ho¨lder estimate for pηℓpt, x, yq.
We first derive the following estimate.
Lemma 5.1. We have,ż
|x´z|ľηℓ
|fηℓpzq|
|x´ z|k`2dz ĺ
C
ηk`1ℓ
ˆ
s
s2 ` px´ yq2 `
ηℓ
η2ℓ ` px´ yq2
˙
. (5.10)
for 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ ηℓ.
Proof. By (5.6) we can estimateż
|x´z|ľηℓ
|fηℓpzq|
|x´ z|k`2dz| ĺ C
ż
|z|ľηℓ,|z|ĺ 12 |x´y|
1
|z|k`2
s
s2 ` pz ´ px´ yqq2dz
` C
ż
|z|ľηℓ,|z|ľ 12 |x´y|
1
|z|k`2
s
s2 ` pz ´ px´ yqq2dz (5.11)
For the first term we haveż
|z|ľηℓ,|z|ĺ 12 |x´y|
1
|z|k`2
s
s2 ` pz ´ px´ yqq2dz ĺ C
s
s2 ` px´ yq2
ż
|z|ľηℓ
1
|z|k`2 ĺ
C
ηk`1ℓ
s
s2 ` px´ yq2 .
(5.12)
For the second term we first consider the case |x´ y| ľ ηℓ{2. We have,ż
|z|ľηℓ,|z|ľ 12 |x´y|
1
|z|k`2
s
s2 ` pz ´ px´ yqq2dz ĺ
C
|x´ y|k`2
ż
s
s2 ` z2dz ĺ
C
|x´ y|k`2 ĺ
C
ηk`1ℓ
ηℓ
η2ℓ ` px´ yq2
.
(5.13)
In the case |x´ y| ĺ ηℓ{2 we have |z ´ px´ yq| ľ c|z| for |z| ľ ηℓ and soż
|z|ľηℓ,|z|ľ 12 |x´y|
1
|z|k`2
s
s2 ` pz ´ px´ yqq2dz ĺ
Cs
ηk`1ℓ
ż
|z|ľηℓ
1
|z|3 dz ĺ C
s
ηk`3ℓ
ĺ C
ηk`1ℓ
s
s2 ` px´ yq2
(5.14)
because ηℓ ľ s and ηℓ ľ c|x´ y|.
We now derive the following Ho¨lder estimate for pηℓ .
Lemma 5.2. For any 0 ĺ α ă 1 and 0 ĺ t ĺ ηℓ we have
|pηℓpt, x, yq ´ pηℓpt, z, yq| ĺ
C|x´ z|α
t1`α
. (5.15)
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Proof. We have
pηℓpt, x, yq “ pΛpt, x, yq `
ż t
0
pept´sqΛgpsqqpxqds (5.16)
where we denoted gps,wq “ rpK ´ Λqfηℓpsqs pwq. The first term satifies the desired bound so we nned
only estimate the second term. From (5.6) and (5.10) we have the estimate
|gps,wq| ĺ C
ηℓ
ˆ
s
s2 ` w2 `
ηℓ
η2ℓ ` w2
˙
. (5.17)
We estimate ˇˇˇ
pept´sqΛgpsqqpxq ´ pept´sqΛgpsqqpzq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ 1
π
ż ˇˇˇˇ
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` px´wq2 ´
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pz ´ wq2
ˇˇˇˇ
gps,wqdw
ĺCpt´ sq
ż |x´ z|αp|x´ w|2´α ` |z ´ w|2´αq
ppt´ sq2 ` px´ wq2qppt´ sq2 ` pz ´ wq2q |gps,wq|dw
ĺC|x´ z|
α
pt´ sqα
ż
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` px´ wq2 |gps,wq|dw
`C|x´ z|
α
pt´ sqα
ż
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pz ´ wq2 |gps,wq|dw (5.18)
Using (5.17) and the bound ż
a
a2 ` w2
b
b2 ` pw ´ cq2dw ĺ C
b_ a
pb_ aq2 ` c2 (5.19)
we get ˇˇˇ
pept´sqΛgpsqqpxq ´ pept´sqΛgpsqqpzq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C|x´ z|
α
pt´ sqα
1
t
. (5.20)
The claim follows after integrating in s.
We now prove the following.
Lemma 5.3. Let 0 ă α ă 1. We have,
|Bxpηℓpt, x, yq| ĺ C
ˆ
1` | log δ|t{ηℓ
t2 ` px´ yq2 `
δα
t
˙
(5.21)
for any t ĺ ηℓ and 0 ă δ ă 1.
Proof. We have
Bxpηℓpt, x, yq “ BxpΛpt, x, yq ´
ż t
0
ept´sqΛBxrpK ´ λqfηℓspxqds. (5.22)
We write
ept´sqΛBxrpK ´ λqfηℓspxq “ ´
ż ˆ
Bw t´ spt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2
˙
fηℓpwqdw (5.23)
`
ż
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2 g1ps,wqdw (5.24)
where
g1ps,wq :“
ż
|w´z|ľηℓ
1
pw ´ zq3 fηℓpzqdz. (5.25)
From (5.10) we have
|g1ps,wq| ĺ C
η2ℓ
ˆ
s
s2 ` pw ´ yq2 `
ηℓ
η2ℓ ` pw ´ yq2
˙
. (5.26)
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For (5.24) we haveˇˇˇˇż
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2 g1ps,wqdw
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ C
η2ℓ
ż
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pw ´ px´ yqq2
ˆ
s
s2 ` w2 `
ηℓ
η2ℓ ` w2
˙
dw.
(5.27)
Using (5.19) and t ĺ ηℓ one easily concludes
C
η2ℓ
ż
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pw ´ px´ yqq2
ˆ
s
s2 ` w2 `
ηℓ
η2ℓ ` w2
˙
dw ĺ C
t
1
t2 ` px´ yq2 . (5.28)
For the term (5.23) we first note thatż
Bw t´ spt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2 fηℓps,wqdw “
ż
Bw t´ spt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2 pfηℓps,wq ´ fηℓps, xqqdw.
Hence, using (5.6) and Lemma 5.2 we can estimateˇˇˇˇż t
0
ż
Bw t´ spt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2 fηℓps,wqdwds
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ C
ż tp1´δq
0
ż pt´ sq|x´ w|
ppt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2q2
s
s2 ` pw ´ yq2 dwds
(5.29)
` C
ż t
tp1´δq
ż pt´ sq|x´ w|1`α
ppt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2q2 s
´1´α dwds (5.30)
For (5.29), we use (5.19) to obtainż tp1´δq
0
ż pt´ sq|x´ w|
ppt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2q2
s
s2 ` pw ´ yq2 dwds ĺ
ż tp1´δq
0
1
t´ s
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2
s
s2 ` pw ´ yq2 dwds
ĺ C t
t2 ` px´ yq2
ż tp1´δq
0
1
t´ s ĺ C| log δ| ¨
t
t2 ` px´ yq2 .
For (5.30), we use
|w ´ x|1`α
pt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2 ď
1
pt´ sq1´α
to obtainż t
tp1´δq
ż pt´ sq|x´ w|1`α
ppt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2q2 s
´1´α dwds ď
ż t
tp1´δq
pt´ sq´1`α
ż
t´ s
pt´ sq2 ` pw ´ xq2 s
´1´α dwds
ď C
1´ α
δα
t
.
This yields the claim.
We now can conclude with estimates of the spatial derivatives of pηℓpt, x, yq.
Theorem 5.4. Fix D1 ą 0 and D2 ą 0 and δ ą 0. Let ηℓ “ Nωℓ{N for each k we haveˇˇˇ
Bkxpηℓpt, x, yq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C
tk
t
t2 ` px´ yq2 `N
´D2 , (5.31)
for N´D1 ĺ t ĺ N´δηℓ. For |x´ y| ą N εηℓ we haveˇˇˇ
Bkxpηℓpt, x, yq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ N´D2 . (5.32)
Proof. The bound (5.31) for k “ 1 follows by taking δ “ N´D in (5.21). For k ľ 2 we have by the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and translation invariance:
Bpk´1qx pηℓpt, x, yq “
ż
ppt{2, x, wqppk´1qpt{2, w, yqdy.
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Differentiating once more, we have
Bpkqx pηℓpt, x, yq “
ż
Bxppt{2, x, wqppk´1qpt{2, w, yqdy. (5.33)
The bounds (5.31) for higher k then follow by strong induction and (5.19).
For (5.32) we use translation invariance and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation to write for x ą 0,
Bxpηℓpt, x, 0q “
ż
Bwpηℓpt{2, x, wqpηℓpt{2, w, 0qdw
“
ż
wĺx{2
Bwpηℓpt{2, x, wqpηℓpt{2, w, 0qdw `
ż
wąx{2
Bwpηℓpt{2, x, wqpηℓ pt{2, w, 0qdw
“ ´
ż
wĺx{2
pηℓpt{2, x, wqBwpηℓpt{2, w, 0qdw `
ż
wąx{2
Bwpηℓpt{2, x, wqpηℓ pt{2, w, 0qdw
` pηℓpt{2, x, x{2qpηℓpt{2, x{2, 0q. (5.34)
If |x| ą N εηℓ we see that each term is OpN´Dq using (5.32). The higher order derivatives can be
handled similarly.
Finally we handle the time derivative.
Theorem 5.5. Fix D1,D2 ą 0 and δ ą 0. For N´D1 ĺ t ĺ N´δηℓ we have
|Btpηℓpt, x, yq| ĺ
C
t2 ` px´ yq2 `N
´D2 . (5.35)
Proof. We write
Btpηℓpt, x, 0q “
ż
|x´z|ĺηℓ
pηℓpt, x, 0q ´ pηℓpt, z, 0q
px´ zq2 dz “
ż
|x´z|ĺt
pηℓpt, x, 0q ´ pηℓpt, z, 0q
px´ zq2 dz (5.36)
`
ż
ηℓą|x´z|ąt
pηℓpt, x, 0q ´ pηℓpt, z, 0q
px´ zq2 dz (5.37)
An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1 yieldsˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
ηℓą|x´z|ąt
pηℓpt, x, 0q ´ pηℓpt, z, 0q
px´ zq2 dz
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C
ż
|x´z|ąt
1
px´ zq2
ˆ
t
t2 ` x2 `
t
t2 ` z2
˙
dz ĺ C
t2 ` x2 .
(5.38)
We now turn to (5.36). Note that
sup
|u´x|ĺt
1
t2 ` u2 ĺ
C
t2 ` x2 . (5.39)
Hence by a second order Taylor expansion,ż
|x´z|ĺt
pηℓpt, x, 0q ´ pηℓpt, z, 0q
px´ zq2 dz
“
ż
|x´z|ĺt
Bxpηℓpt, x, 0q
px´ zq `O
ˆ
1
t
1
t2 ` x2 `N
´D
˙
dz “ O
ˆ
1
t2 ` x2 `N
´D
˙
. (5.40)
This yields the claim.
6 Mesoscopic linear statistics
Let ϕN be a sequence of twice differentiable functions such that:
}ϕN}L8 , }ϕ1N }L1 ď C, (6.1)
suppϕ1N pxq X r´t1{4, t1{4s Ă p´t1N r, t1N rq, (6.2)
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for some 0 ă r ă ω1{100.
We will assume throughout that t1 “ Nω1{N . As for the parameter t, we assume t1N r ! t ! 1,
and we will denote t “ Nω0{N .
Finally, since the spectrum of Ht is contained in ´NCV ´1, NCV `1 with overwhelming probability,
there is no loss of generality in making the following assumption on the support of ϕN :
suppϕN Ă r´NCV ´ 2, NCV ` 2s. (6.3)
We can now state the main result of this section. After introducing some notation in Section 6.1
we give an outline of the proof in Section 6.2. The majority of the remainder of Section 6 is concerned
with the proof.
Theorem 6.1. Let ϕN be a sequence of real-valued C
2pRq functions satisfying (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) in
addition to the following growth conditions on the derivatives:
}ϕpkqN }L8 ď Ct´k`11 , k “ 1, 2, (6.4)
and ż ż ˆ
ϕN pxq ´ ϕN pyq
x´ y
˙2
dxdy ě c. (6.5)
Let the parameters t “ Nω0{N and t1 “ Nω1{N satisfy
ω0 ą ω1 ą ω0{2 (6.6)
Then, uniformly in |x| ď Nω1{8´ω0{16,
EreixrptrϕN qpHtq´EtrϕN pHtqss “ exp
ˆ
´x
2
2
V pϕN q
˙
`OăpNω0{4´ω1{2q. (6.7)
Here V pϕN q is a quadratic functional in ϕN such that
V pϕN q “ ´ 1
π2
ż Ct
´Ct
ϕN pτqpHϕ1N qpτqdsdτ `Op1q
“ 1
2π2
ż Ct
´Ct
ż Ct
´Ct
ˆ
ϕN pτq ´ ϕN psq
τ ´ s
˙2
dsdτ `Op1q.
(6.8)
Here C ą 0 is some (small) constant, and H denotes the Hilbert transform (see 6.130). In particular,
V pϕN q ě c log t{t1 `Op1q
if ϕN “
şx
0
χpy{pt1Nαqqpt1p0, yqdy.
If suppϕN Ă p´N rt1, N rt1q, then we have the more precise evaluation:
V pϕN q “ ´ 1
π2
ż
ϕN pτqpHϕ1N qpτqdτ `OpNω0{2´ω1N2rq
“ 1
2π2
ż ż ˆ
ϕN pτq ´ ϕN psq
τ ´ s
˙2
dsdτ `OpNω0{2´ω1N2rq.
(6.9)
Remark. We make several comments concerning Theorem 6.1 and the many conditions in the
statement.
1. The first inequality of (6.6) ensures that the scale of the function is smaller than the time scale
of DBM. See the remark after the statement of Theorem 2.5.
2. The second inequality of (6.6) is technical, but removing it requires substantial modification of
some of the estimates below. It is used in particular to simplify the handling of some error terms
in the proof of Proposition 6.5, which is key in deriving the theorem.
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3. The condition (6.5) ensures the limiting random variable is non-degenerate, that is, its variance
is bounded below. It is used only in the final integration at (6.55). Our method can be extended
to cover the case of vanishing variance, but we will have no need for such an extension.
4. A typical situation in which Theorem 6.1 holds with the approximation (6.9) is when
ϕN pxq “ ϕpx{t1q,
where ϕ is some smooth function either compactly supported or vanishing as |x| Ñ 8. This
setting has been studied extensively in the random matrix theory literature (see for example
[31], [59], [44]), and is typically what is being referred to when one speaks of “linear statistics
of mesoscopic observables”. The more general theorem above is essential for the main result of
this paper.
5. If the functions ϕN do not have spatial decay, the variance of the linear statistics grows loga-
rithmically. This should be compared to the well-known fact that the variance of the number
of eigenvalues in an interval grows like logN . See [29, 62]. A function ϕN with “large” (com-
pared to t) support, but whose derivative is supported in a region of size t1 is, up to a linear
transformation, an approximation on scale t1 of an indicator function.
Concerning the last remark above, we note that the fact that we allow for non-compactly supported
functions (which is required for the proof) causes substantial technical difficulties. Many alternative
approaches would be viable if it sufficed to consider compactly supported ϕ.
6.1 Notation for resolvents
A central role will be played by the resolvent matrix
Gpzq “ pHt ´ zq´1, (6.10)
where z “ τ ` iη P C. The normalized trace of G is denoted by mN pzq:
mN pzq “ 1
N
trGpzq. (6.11)
The latter quantity closely approximates the Stieltjes transform mfc,tpzq of the deformed semicircle
law.
Let Hpjq be the pj, jq-submatrix of Ht, that is, the pN ´ 1q ˆ pN ´ 1q matrix obtained from the
Wigner matrix H by removing the jth row and column. We introduce the following notation for the
resolvent of Hpjq and its normalized trace:
Gpjqpzq :“ pHpjqt ´ zq´1, mpjqN pzq :“
1
N
trpHpjqt ´ zq´1. (6.12)
Following [64], we reserve special symbols for two quantities involving G and Gpjq which will play a
role in the computations to come. First, we denote, for j “ 1, . . . , N ,
Aj “ Ajpzq :“ ´ 1
Gjjpzq . (6.13)
Next, we let hpjq :“ phjiq1ďiďN , and then define
Bj “ Bjpzq :“ xpGpjqpzqq2hpjq, hpjqy, (6.14)
where xu,vy denotes the inner product of the vectors u,v P CN . The importance of these quantities
for us comes mainly through the identity (6.34).
Following [55], we also define
gipzq “ 1
Vi ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq , (6.15)
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so that
mfc,tpzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gipzq.
Finally, we define
R2pzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gipzq2, R˜2pzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
ErAjpzqs2 .
We will often deal with centered random variables. For a random variable X with E|X| ă 8, we
denote by
X˝ :“ X ´ ErXs, (6.16)
the corresponding centered random variable.
6.2 Outline of the proof
Let us now outline the strategy of proof and provide a guide for the reader. The main idea is to
compute the derivative of the characteristic function of the random variable
Z :“ trϕN pHq ´ EtrϕN pHq.
This approach has been previously applied to linear statistics of random matrices by Shcherbina [64].
Denoting ψpxq “ EreixZs, we have
ψ1pxq “ ´iErZeixZs, (6.17)
If we can show that the left side is close to ´xV pϕN q ˆ ψpxq, then it follows by direct integration in
x that Z is approximately normal.
Next, the problem of computing ErZeixZs is reduced to computations involving the matrix H
(more precisely, the resolvent Gpzq) through the Helffer-Sjo¨strand representation (6.40):
ErZeixZs “
ż
C
ErtrGpτ ` iηqepxq˝sBzϕ˜pzqdz.
Here
e˝pxq “ exppixZq ´ ErexppixZqs, (6.18)
and the function ϕ˜N pzq is a quasi-analytic extension of ϕN to the complex plane C,
ϕ˜N px` iηq “ χpηqpϕN pxq ` iηϕ1N pxqq (6.19)
where χpηq is a smooth compactly supported cut-off function equal to 1 in neighborhood of 0. The
quantity ErZeixZs is then decomposed into two pieces:ż
C
ErtrGpτ ` iηqe˝sBzϕ˜N pzqdz “
ż
Bzϕ˜N pzqpT1pzq ` T2pzqqdz,
T1pτ, ηq :“ E
Nÿ
j“1
“
G˝jjpτ ` iηqe˝j
‰
,
T2pτ, ηq :“ E
Nÿ
j“1
“
G˝jjpτ ` iηqpe ´ ejq
‰
.
Above, ej is the same as e, but with the minorH
pjq replacingH. Through careful resolvent expansions,
it will be found that the integral involving T1 is close to a multiple of ErZeixZs itself:ż
Bzϕ˜N pzqT1pzqdz “ t
ż
Bzϕ˜N pzqR˜2pzq ¨ ErtrGpτ ` iηqepxq˝sdz ` error.
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This relatively straightforward computation appears in Section 6.5. The main input here is that
the dominant contribution to the fluctuations of Gjj are caused by the jth row and column of H.
Since ej is independent of these matrix entries, a resolvent expansion based on the Schur complement
formula allows for the calculation of the expectation over the jth row and column (i.e, the expectation
conditional on Hpjq), ultimately leading to the above expression.
The computation of T2 is more involved. It results in the appearance of a deterministic kernel
depending on mfc,t which will ultimately generate the covariance kernel
?´∆ (the square root of the
Laplacian having integral kernel p¨ ´ yq´2) appearing in the statement of the theorem. Part of this is
the statement of Proposition 6.5, which is:ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq T2pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz (6.20)
“´ 2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,1pz, z
1qdzdz1 (6.21)
` 2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzq pS2,2pz, z
1q ` S2,3pz, z1qqdzdz1 ` error. (6.22)
The kernels S2,1, S2,2, S2,3 are defined in (6.51), (6.52), (6.53). They are deterministic functions
of the initial data V and mfc,t. We remark that the transition between Gaussian statistics with a
universal variance profile when t " t1 and a distribution depending on V when t ! t1 alluded to in the
introduction to this paper can essentially be understood by looking at the behavior of the quantities
S1,2, S2,2 appearing in (6.51) and (6.52) when t depends on N . The computation of T2 appears in
Sections 6.6-6.8.
We now summarize the proof of Proposition 6.5. In the initial step, we Taylor expand the difference
e ´ ej in powers of ixptrϕN pHq ´ trϕN pHpjqqq˝. Already, the quadratic term will be negligible. We
will use the Helffer-Sjo¨strand formula to evaluate the linear term. This is the source of the second
integration over C and the term Bz1ϕN pz1q in (6.20) above, as well as the prefactor x which must
appear on the RHS of (6.17) in order to conclude the Gaussian statistics. A resolvent expansion yields
the following expression for T2:
T2 “´
Nÿ
j“1
1
ErAjpτ ` iηqs2
ix
π
ż
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qE
”
ejpxq
´
N rmpjqN ´mN sps ` iη1q
¯˝
Ajpτ ` iηq˝
ı
dz1 (6.23)
` error.
where Ajpzq “ ´pGjjpzqq´1. In Section 6.6 we expand the main term in (6.23). The leading terms
resulting in S2,1, S2,2, S2,3 are computed in Sections 6.7 and 6.6, while the error terms are estimated
in Section 6.8.
In Section 6.9, we consider the quadratic expression in (6.20), ultimately deriving the simplified
expression (6.8) for the asymptotic variance. This expression is approximately equal to a constant
factor times the Sobolev norm pϕ,?´∆ϕq2. The reader will note that this section could be drastically
simplified if we were dealing with functions with compact support. After some simple manipulations
involving mfc,t (see Proposition 6.12), the main work is in transforming, up to some errors, the area
integrals over C which appear in (6.127), (6.128) into line integrals over R (using Green’s theorem)
and isolating the main terms. It is found that ultimately the only non-vanishing contribution to the
variance comes from the expression S2,1 (6.127). Once the error terms are dealt with the variance
kernel (6.8) comes out of some essentially exact computations involving mfc,t.
6.2.1 A simple example
In order to illustrate the guiding principles of these calculations, let us consider the simpler case of
the Stieltjes transform instead of the general test function ϕ above (in fact, in a moment we will
just consider the calculation of its expectation). This central limit theorem is best understood as an
extension of the local law. Recall that the local law states that |mN pzq ´mfc,tpzq| ĺ N ε{pNηq with
overwhelming probability. The (imaginary and real parts of the) quantity pNηqpmN pzq ´ mfc,tpzqq
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is expected to satisfy a central limit theorem. In order to prove the local law, one uses the Schur
complement formula and after some simplification arrives at,
mN pzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
j“1
Gjjpzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq ` εj (6.24)
where εj is an error term. The local law can be viewed as finding large deviations estimates for the
error terms εj . The central limit theorem can be viewed as a more careful consideration of the error
terms εj . This analysis is aided by the fact that one can, e.g., consider moments of the quantity
pNηqpmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqq which results in one only having to calculate the first few moments of εj.
As a simple example, let us consider the task of calculating the expectation of pNηqpmN pzq ´
mfc,tpzqq up to op1q errors. One can Taylor expand each term on the RHS of (6.24) in powers of εj .
The large deviations estimates on εj are sufficient to truncate this expansion after a few terms (in this
case the 3rd order). The form of εj is roughly εj “
ř
k,l‰j hjkpGpjqkl ´N´1δklqhlj . The difference between
this and the local law is that instead of proving large deviations estimates on εj , we can use them as
a starting point in order to calculate a few moments of εj , thanks to the presence of the expectation
infront of ErpNηqpmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqqs. The moments of εj are most easily calculated by first taking
the partial expectation over the jth row of H. The term Erε2j s is seen to be negligible and Erεjs gives
ErmpjqN ´mfc,ts. This expression can be rewritten as ErmpjqN ´mfc,ts “ ErmN ´mfc,ts `ErmpjqN ´mN s.
The first expression is the analogue of T1 described above, and is the expression we wished to calculate
in the first place. It appears with a coefficient (in this case R2) and is moved back over to the LHS of
the equation. The second term is the analogue of T2, and an algebraic identity (this is (6.34) below)
together with a further resolvent expansion allows for its calculation.
In a full proof of a central limit theorem, one will be calculating the expectation of pNηqpmN´mfc,tq
times either its characteristic function as above, or a monomial in it and its conjugate if one is
proceeding by the method of moments. In these cases, this factor must also be expanded around the
corresponding expression involving Hpjq, which coordinates well with the expansion of Gjj using the
Schur complement formula.
In summary, the local law determines mN down to N
ε{pNηq. In order to remove the N ε factor,
we proceed similarly the proof of the local law based around resolvent expansions, except that we use
the independence structure of the matrix ensemble to calculate expectations of the first order of error
terms.
6.3 Estimates for Aj and Bj
The following definition will be useful.
Definition 6.2 (Stochastic Domination). Let
X “ pXpNqpuq : N P N, u P U pNqq, Y “ pY pNq : N P N, u P U pNqq
be two families of nonnegative random variables, where U pNq is a possibly N -dependent parameter set.
We say that X is stochastically dominated by Y , uniformly in u, if for all small ǫ ą 0 and all (large)
D we have
sup
uPU pNq
PpXpNq ą N ǫY pNqpuqq ď N´D
for all N ě N0pǫ,Dq. If X is stochastically dominated by Y , uniformly in u, we write
X ă Y. (6.25)
For complex valued Y , we write Y “ OăpXq if |Y | ă X.
Recall the definition of Dǫ,q. We define ΩN as the union of this region with its reflection about the
real axis, with a choice ǫ “ ξ to be determined.
ΩN “ pDξ,q YDξ,qq
“
!
z “ E ` iη : E P Iq, N10CV ľ |η| ľ N ξ{N
)
Y  z : E ` iη : |E| ĺ N2CV , NCV ľ |η| ľ c( .
(6.26)
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Since mN pz¯q “ mN pzq and mfc,tpz¯q “ mfc,tpzq, the local law extends to z P ΩN .
The following estimates for the quantities A and B defined in (6.13) and (6.14):
Theorem 6.3. We have, uniformly in z P ΩN ,
EjAjpzq “ z ` tmfc,tpzq ´ Vj `OăptpN |η|q´1q, (6.27)
A˝j “ Oăp
?
tN´1{2 ` tpN |η|q´1{2qq (6.28)
Bjpzq “ tBzmfc,tpzq `Oăpt|η|´1pN |η|q´1{2q. (6.29)
Proof. Recall the definition of Ajpx ` iηq above. By the Schur complement formula [55, Lemma
7.7],
Ajpzq “ z ´ hjj ` xGpjqhpjq, hpjqy. (6.30)
Taking the partial expectation over hpjq “ phjiqi‰j , we have
EjAjpzq “ z ´ Vj ` t
N
trGpjqpzq. (6.31)
Using the local law, we obtain
EjAjpzq “ z ´ Vj ` tmfc,tpzq `OăptpN |η|q´1q,
which is (6.27).
The estimate (6.28) is proved in [55, Lemma 7.9] using the local law.
For (6.29), note that
Bj “ xpGpjqq2hpjq, hpjqy “ BzxGpjqhpjq, hpjqy.
Taking the expectation with respect to hpjq first, and then using the local law, we find
ErBjs “ tErBzmpjqN s
“ tBz
¿
|z´ζ|“η{2
ErmpjqN spζq
z ´ ζ dζ
“ tBzmfc,tpzq `Oăpt|η|´1pN |η|q´1q.
(6.32)
For the second moment, we have
Er|B˝j |2s “ Er
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ pjqÿ
i,r,k
G
pjq
ir G
pjq
rk phjihkj ´ δiktN´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2
s `Opt2|η|´2pN |η|q´2q
“ E
pjqÿ
i,l,k,r,m,n
G
pjq
il G
pjq
lk G¯
pjq
rmG¯
pjq
mnEjrphjihkj ´N´1tδikqphjrhnj ´N´1tδrnqs `OptpN |η|q´2q
“ 2t
2
N2
Etr|Gpjq|4 `OptpN |η|q´2q “ Opt2|η|´2pN |η|q´1q. (6.33)
(6.29) now follows from the large deviation type estimates in [55, Lemma 7.7], and the local law.
We will repeatedly use the identity:
NpmN ´mpjqN q “ Gjj
¨˝
1`
pjqÿ
i,l,k
hjiG
pjq
il G
pjq
lk hkj
‚˛“ ´A´1j p1`Bjq. (6.34)
The following lemma collects the main estimates we need for this quantity.
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Lemma 6.4. Uniformly for τ ` iη P ΩN ,
A´1j p1`Bjq “
1` tBzmfc,t
ErAjs `Oăp|η|
´1pN |η|q´1{2q, (6.35)
´
pA´1j qp1`Bjq
¯˝ “ B˝j
ErAjs ´
A˝j p1` EBjq
ErAjs2 `
1
ErAjs2 pA
˝
jB
˝
j q˝ `
1
ErAjs2
˜
pA˝j q2
Aj
p1`Bjq
¸˝
. (6.36)
Proof. The first estimate follows directly from (6.28), (6.29) and the stability estimate [55, Eqn
(7.8)]
|Vi ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq| ě cmaxpt, |η|q. (6.37)
We begin by using the expansion
1
A
“ 1
EA
¨ 1
1` A˝
EA
“ 1
EA
˜
1´ A
˝
EA
` pA
˝q2
pEAq2 ´ . . . ` p´1q
k 1
ErAsk
pA˝qk
1` A˝
EA
¸
. (6.38)
For (6.36), we expand using (6.38) with k “ 2,´
pA´1j qp1`Bjq
¯˝ “ B˝j
ErAjs ´
1
ErAjs2
`
A˝j p1`Bjq
˘˝ `˜pA˝j q2p1`Bjq
EAj `A˝j
¸˝
“ B
˝
j
ErAjs ´
A˝j p1` EBjq
ErAjs2 `
1
ErAjs2 pA
˝
jB
˝
j q˝ `
1
ErAjs2
˜
pA˝j q2
Aj
p1`Bjq
¸˝
.
(6.39)
6.4 Computation of the characteristic function
We derive an equation for the derivative of the characteristic function of the linear statistic. Let
z “ τ ` iη. Recall the definition of CV in (2.3). Without loss of generality, we can assume CV ě 5.
We let χ be a smooth cut-off function such that χpxq “ 1, for |x| ď N10CV ´ 1 and χpxq “ 0, for
|x| ě N10CV . Next, define the almost analytic extension of ϕN to C.
ϕ˜N pzq “ χpηqpϕpτq ` iηϕ1N pτqq.
The Helffer-Sjo¨strand formula is the following representation of ϕN :
ϕN pλq “ 1
π
ż Bz¯ϕ˜N pτ ` iηq
λ´ τ ´ iη dτdη “
1
π
ż
R2
iηϕ2N pτqχpηq ` ipϕN pτq ` iηϕ1N pτqqχ1pηq
λ´ τ ´ iη dτdη. (6.40)
Define
epxq :“ exp pixptrrϕN s ´ EtrrϕN sqq , ψpxq :“ Erepxqs. (6.41)
By (6.40), the derivative ψ1pxq equals
i
π
ż
R2
piηϕ2N pτqχpηq ` ipϕN pτq ` iηϕ1N pτqqχ1pηqqEpzqdτdη, (6.42)
Epzq :“ NErepxqpmN pτ ` iηq ´ EmN pτ ` iηqqs. (6.43)
The rest of this section is concerned with computing Epzq. Let
ejpxq :“ exp
ˆ
ix
ż
R2
Bz¯ϕ˜N pτq trGpjqpτ ` iηq˝ dηdτ
˙
.
We write
´iψ1pxq “
ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqErtrGpτ ` iηqe˝sdz “
ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N
Nÿ
j“1
E rGjjpτ ` iηqe˝s dz
“
ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N
Nÿ
j“1
E
“
G˝jjpτ ` iηqe˝j
‰
dz `
ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N
Nÿ
j“1
E
“
G˝jjpe´ ejq
‰
dz.
(6.44)
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In view of (6.44), we define
T1pτ, ηq :“ E
Nÿ
j“1
“
G˝jjpτ ` iηqe˝j
‰
, T2pτ, ηq :“ E
Nÿ
j“1
“
G˝jjpτ ` iηqpe ´ ejq
‰
. (6.45)
We compute these two terms in Propositions 6.6 and 6.5. The result of Proposition 6.6 is
T1 “ tR˜2pzq ¨ ErepxqtrGpτ ` iηq˝s `OăpN´1{2|η|´3{2q ` |x|Oă
´
|η|´1N´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2}ϕ1N}1{2L1
¯
.
By the definition of T1 and T2 (6.45), we have, for z P ΩN ,
p1´ tR˜2pzqqEre˝pxqtrGpzqs “ T2pzq `OăpN´1{2|η|´3{2q ` |x|Oă
´
|η|´1N´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2}ϕ1N}1{2L1
¯
,
so, since |1´ tR˜2| ě c by [55, Eqn (7.10)] and Proposition 6.3,
Ere˝pxqtrGpzqs “ T2pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
`OăpN´1{2|η|´3{2q ` |x|Oă
´
|η|´1N´1{2}ϕ2N}1{2}ϕ1N}1{2L1
¯
. (6.46)
Write:ż
B¯zϕ˜N pzqEre˝pxqtrGpzqsdz “
ż
ΩN
B¯zϕ˜N pzqEre˝pxqtrGpzqsdz `
ż
ΩcN
B¯zϕ˜N pzqEre˝pxqtrGpzqsdz
“:I1 ` I2.
For I2, note that Ω
c
N X suppχpηq Ă tz : |Im z| ă N´1`ξu, so we have
I2 “ 2
ż
0ăηăN´1`ξ
iηϕ2N pτ ` iηqχpηqErepxqpIm trGpzqq˝sdz
“ OăpN´1`ξ}ϕ2N }L1q.
(6.47)
For I1, we use (6.46):
I1 “
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq T2pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz (6.48)
`
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq∆1pzqdz “: I 11 `
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq∆1pzqdz, (6.49)
where
∆1 “ Ere˝pxqtrGpzqs ´ T2pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
is a holomorphic function in ΩN satisfying the bounds:
∆1 “ OăpN´1{2|η|´3{2q ` |x|Oă
´
|η|´1N´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N}
1{2
L1
¯
.
Using integration by parts in τ “ Rez when |η| ě }ϕ2N }´1L1 as in the proof of Lemma 6.7 (see (6.73)),
it is easily shown thatż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq∆1 dz “ p1` |x|qOăpN´1{2 logNq}ϕ2N }1{2}ϕ1N }3{2L1 . (6.50)
We compute the main term in I 11. We need an expression for T2. The next proposition will be
proved in the following sections.
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Proposition 6.5. Let
S2,1pz, z1q “ t
2
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2gjpz1qBz1
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q
z ´ z1 , (6.51)
S2,2pz, z1q :“ t
2
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2gjpz1q2p1` tBzmfc,tpz1qqmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 , (6.52)
and
S2,3pz, z1q :“ t
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2gjpz1q2p1` tBzmfc,tpz1qq. (6.53)
The quantity I 11 (6.48) is given by
I 11 “ ´
2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,1pz, z
1qdzdz1
` 2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzq pS2,2pz, z
1q ` S2,3pz, z1qqdzdz1
` |x|Opt1{2N´1{2`2ξq}ϕ2N }L1}ϕ1N }L1
` p1` |x|q2OpN´1{2plogNq2q}ϕ1N }5{2L1 }ϕ2N }
1{2
L1
` |x|OpN´1{2 logNqpt1{2}ϕ2N }L1}ϕN }L1 ` t´1{2}ϕ1N}2L1q.
Recall the definition of ψ in (6.41). By Proposition 6.5, (6.47), (6.50), we have
ψ1pxq “ i
π
ż
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqErtrGpzqe˝sdz
“ ´xV pϕN qψpxq
` |x|Opt1{2N´1{2`2ξq}ϕ2N }L1}ϕ1N }L1
` |x|p1` |x|qOpN´1{2plogNq2q}ϕ1N }5{2L1 }ϕ2N }
1{2
L1
` |x|OpN´1{2 logNqpt1{2}ϕ2N }L1}ϕN }L1 ` t´1{2}ϕ1N}2L1q.
where
V pϕN q :“ ´ 2
π2
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,1pz, z
1qdzdz1
` 2
π2
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,2pz, z
1qdzdz1
` 2
π2
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,3pz, z
1qdzdz.
(6.54)
By our assumptions (6.2), (6.1), (6.6), the error term in (6.54) is bounded by
N3ξp1`|x|qO
˜
t1{2
N1{2t1
¸
`N3ξ|x|p1`|x|qO
ˆ
1
pNt1q1{2
˙
“ p1`|x|qOpNω0{2´ω1`3ξq`|x|2OpN´ω1{2`3ξq.
Integrating (6.54) from x “ 0 to |x| ď Nω1{4´ω0{8´3ξ using (6.5), we find:
ψpxq “ exp
ˆ
´x
2
2
V pϕN q
˙
`OpNω0{4´ω1{2q, (6.55)
which is the assertion of Theorem 6.1.
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6.5 Computation of T1
Proposition 6.6. We have the estimate:
T1 “ tR˜2pzq ¨ ErepxqtrGpτ ` iηq˝s `OăpN´1{2|η|´3{2q
` |x|Oă
´
|η|´1N´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2}ϕ1N }1{2L1
¯
.
(6.56)
uniformly for z “ Dξ,q YDξ,q.
We choose k “ 3 in (6.38) and write:
T1 “
Nÿ
j“1
Ere˝jEjrA˝jpτ ` iηqss
ErAjpτ ` iηqs2 ´
Nÿ
j“1
Ere˝jEjrpA˝j pτ ` iηqq2ss
ErAjpτ ` iηqs3 `
Nÿ
j“1
1
ErAjpτ ` iηqs4E
»– e˝j pA˝j q3
1` A
˝
j
EAj
fifl ,
(6.57)
where we have denoted by Ej integation over the first row of H and have used that ej is independent
of this row. The first term on the right of (6.57) will be seen to be the main term in (6.56). To deal
with the second term, we compute
EjrpA˝j q2s “ Ejrp´
?
twjj `
pjqÿ
kl
hjkG
pjq
kl hlj ´
t
N
ErtrGpjqsq2s
“ t
N
` Ejrp
pjqÿ
kl
G
pjq
kl phjkhjl ´N´1tδklqq2s `N´2t2EjrptrGpjq ´ EtrGpjqq2s.
(6.58)
We further compute, using the local law:
Ejrp
pjqÿ
kl
G
pjq
kl phjkhjl ´N´1tδklqq2s “
t2
N2
pjqÿ
kl
G
pjq
kl G
pjq
kl “
t2
N
BzmN `Oăpt2N´2|η|´2q. (6.59)
Inserting (6.58), (6.59) into (6.57) and using |e˝j | ď 2, Ee˝j “ 0, we find:
T1pτ, ηq “
Nÿ
j“1
Ere˝jEjrA˝j pτ ` iηqss
ErAjpτ ` iηqs2 (6.60)
`
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjs|3 ¨Opt
2N´2|η|´2q `
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjs|4Opt
3{2N´3{2 ` t3N´2|η|´2qq. (6.61)
For the last term we have also used (6.28).
Note that
EjpAjq˝ “ t
N
trGpjq ´ t
N
EtrGpjq “ tpmpjqN q˝,
and so (6.35) implies
N |ErEjrpAjq˝sej s ´ ErptmN q˝ejs| ď 2tEr|pA´1j p1`Bjqq˝|s ă tN´1{2|η|´3{2. (6.62)
It now follows from (6.37) that
T1 “
Nÿ
j“1
tEre˝jmN s
ErAjpτ ` iηqs2 `
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjpτ ` iηqs|2 ¨OăptN
´3{2|η|´3{2q.
We now replace ej in (6.60) by epxq. Using that |eia ´ eib| ď |a´ b|, we find
|ErpmN q˝ejs ´ ErpmN q˝es| ĺ Cp1` |x|qE
„ˇˇˇˇż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qN rppmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqsdz1
ˇˇˇˇ
|pmN q˝pzq|

.
(6.63)
Here z1 “ s` iη1.
To evaluate (6.63), we use |pmN q˝| ă pN |η|q´1, together with the following lemma, for which we
will also have use in the next section.
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Lemma 6.7. We have the estimate,ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qN rpmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqsdz1 “ |x|Oăp}ϕ2N }L1}ϕ1N}L1{Nq1{2.
Proof. Let ǫ ą 0 be a parameter to be determined later. Split the integral into two regions, using
the real-valuedness of ϕN :ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qN rpmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqsdz1 “ Re
ż
Dǫ,q
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qN rppmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqsdz1
` Re
ż
Dcǫ,q
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qN
´
pmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1q
¯
dz1.
(6.64)
For the first integral, we simply estimate the real part by the full modulus. Our task is thus to
estimate the sum
N
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Dǫ,q
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qppmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqdz1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (6.65)
`N
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Dcǫ,q
η1ϕ2N psqχpη1qrIm ppmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqsdz1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (6.66)
`N
ż
Dcǫ,q
|ϕN psq||χ1pη1q||pmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1q|dz1 (6.67)
`N
ż
Dcǫ,q
|ϕ1N psq||η1||χ1pη1q||pmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1q|dz1. (6.68)
Below, we will repeatedly use (6.34) and (6.35) to approximate the quantity pmpjqN pzq ´mN pzqq˝,
resulting in the bound
|pmpjqN pzq ´mN pzqq˝| ă pN |η|q´3{2. (6.69)
Since tχ1pη1q ‰ 0u Ă t|η1| ě N10CV ´ 1u, using (6.35), (6.65) is bounded byˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Dǫ,q
iη1ϕ2N psqNppmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqdz1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`N´4CV p}ϕ1N }L1 ` }ϕ1N}L1q. (6.70)
The error term here is OpN´2q. Introducing a new parameter ǫ2, we split the η1 integral in the first
term in (6.70) into the regions
tN ǫ{N ă |η1| ď N ǫ2{Nu, (6.71)
tN ǫ2{N ď |η1| ď N10CV u. (6.72)
In the region (6.71), we use (6.69) to find a bound ofż
tNǫ{Nă|η1|ďNǫ2{Nu
|η1||ϕ2N psq|OpN´1{2|η1|´3{2qdsdη1 ď CN ǫ2{2´1}ϕ2N }L1 .
In (6.72), we integrate by parts in s, and combine (6.69) and analyticity, to find that the term (6.65)
is bounded by
N
ż
N´1`ǫ2ă|η1|ăN10CV
|ϕ1N psq||η1||Bz1pA´1j p1`Bjqpsqq˝|dz1
ĺN
ż
N´1`ǫ2ă|η1|ă10
|ϕ1N psq|N´3{2|η1|´3{2dz1 ĺ N´ǫ2{2}ϕ1N }L1 .
(6.73)
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Optimizing ǫ2, we find that (6.65) is bounded by OpN´1{2}ϕ1N }1{2L1 }ϕ2N}
1{2
L1
q. For (6.66), we use the
assumption (6.2) on the support of ϕ1N . The integration is over
t0 ă |η1| ă N ǫ{Nu Y t10 ă |η1| ă N10CV u.
In the first region, we have by monotonicity – see [55, Lemma 7.19] for details – |Im m˝N pz1q|, |Im pmpjqN q˝pz1q| ă
pNη1q´1, so this term is
Oă
˜ż
0ă|η1|ăNǫ{N
|ϕ2N psq|dz1
¸
“ OpN´1`ǫ}ϕ2}L1q.
For the integral over |η1| ą 10, we integrate by parts and use Bη1Im mN “ ´BsRemN to find the
estimate
N
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|η1|ą10
ϕ1N psqBη1pη1χpη1qqppmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqdz1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`N
ˇˇˇˇż
ϕ1N psq10χp10qppmpjqN q˝ps` 10iq ´ pmN q˝ps` 10iqqds
ˇˇˇˇ
.
We use (6.34), (6.35) to find that the expectation of both terms is bounded by OăpN´1{2}ϕ1N }L1q.
Recalling (6.3), the term (6.67) is estimated by
N
ż
ΩcNXtNCV ´1ď|y|ďNCV u
|ϕN psq|dz1 ĺ NN
10CV
N20CV
.
Assuming (without loss of generality) that CV ě 5, this is OpN´2q. Using |m˝N pη1q| ă pNη1q´1, the
term (6.68) is OpN´1}ϕ1N }L1q. Combining all the above, we find that, for any ǫ ą 0:ˇˇˇˇż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qN rpmpjqN q˝pz1q ´ pmN q˝pz1qqsdz1
ˇˇˇˇ
“ OăpN´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N }
1{2
L1
`N´1`ǫ}ϕ2N}L1q. (6.74)
The result now follows by optimizing in ǫ.
Using the previous lemma in (6.63), we have
|ErpmN q˝ejs ´ ErpmN q˝es| “ OppN |η|q´1q}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N}
1{2
L1
N´1{2.
By (6.37) and (6.27), we can estimate
t
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
|EAj|2 ă 1. (6.75)
From this we get that, for all τ ` iη P ΩN ,
T1pτ, ηq “ ErepxqtrGpτ ` iηq˝s ¨ t
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
ErAjs2 (6.76)
` t
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjs|2
´
OăpN´1{2|η|´3{2q
¯
` t
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjs|2 |x|Oă
´
|η|´1N´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2}ϕ1N }1{2L1
¯
“ tR˜2pzq ¨ ErepxqtrGpτ ` iηq˝s `OăpN´1{2p|η|´3{2 ` t´1{2qq ` |x|Oă
´
|η|´1N´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2}ϕ1N }1{2L1
¯
.
This is the claim of Proposition 6.6.
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6.6 Computation of T2
We now compute T2. Recall from the definition (6.45) that
T2pτ, ηq “
Nÿ
j“1
E
“
G˝jjpτ ` iηqpe ´ ejq
‰
.
By (6.38), we have:
E
“
G˝jjpτ ` iηqpe ´ ejq
‰ “ 1
ErAjs2E
“
A˝j pτ ` iηqpe ´ ejq
‰
´ 1
ErAjs2E
«
1
ErAjs `A˝j
pA˝j pτ ` iηqq2pe´ ejq
ff
.
(6.77)
Using the expansion
exppiXpjqq ´ exppiXq “ exppiXpjqq ¨ p1´ exppipX ´Xpjqqqq
“ exppiXpjqqpipXpjq ´Xq `Op|X ´Xpjq|q2q,
we have, by Lemma 6.7,
ejpxq ´ epxq ´ ix
π
ejpxq
ż
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qpN ¨ rmpjqN ´mN sps ` iη1qq˝ dz1
“|x|2Oăp}ϕ2N }L1}ϕ1N }L1N´1q,
(6.78)
with overwhelming probability.
Using (6.78) and (6.28) in (6.77), we get the following expression for T2, which holds for τ`iη P ΩN :
T2 “´
Nÿ
j“1
1
ErAjpτ ` iηqs2
ix
π
ż
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qE
”
ejpxq
´
N rmpjqN ´mN sps ` iη1q
¯˝
Ajpτ ` iηq˝
ı
dz1 (6.79)
` 1
N
Nÿ
j“1
t|x|2
|EAjpτ ` iηq|2 ¨OppN |η|q
´1{2 ` t´1{2N´1{2q}ϕ2N }L1}ϕ1N}L1 (6.80)
` 1
N
Nÿ
j“1
|x|
|EAjpτ ` iηq|3 ¨Opt
2N´1{2|η|´1 ` tN´1{2q}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N}
1{2
L1
. (6.81)
We now compute the main term in (6.79). We begin by splitting:ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qE
”
ejpxq
´
N rmpjqN ´mN sps` iη1q
¯˝
Ajpτ ` iηq˝
ı
dz1 (6.82)
`
ż
ΩcN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qE
”
ejpxq
´
N rmpjqN ´mN sps` iη1q
¯˝
Ajpτ ` iηq˝
ı
dz1. (6.83)
The term (6.83) is estimated in the same way as the second term in (6.64). Together with (6.28), This
gives a bound of OăpptpN |η|q´1{2 ` t1{2N´1{2qN´1`ξq}ϕ2N }L1 . We see that the total contribution to
T2 of the sum over j of (6.83) is bounded by
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
t|x|
|ErAjpτ ` iηqs|2 pOppN |η|q
´1{2q `Opt´1{2N´1{2qqN ξ}ϕ2N }L1 . (6.84)
For the first term (6.82), we use the expansion (6.39). The main terms are
T2,1 “ ´
Nÿ
j“1
ix
π
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
ErAjpzqs2E
«
ejpxq
B˝j pz1q
ErAjpz1qsAjpzq
˝
ff
dz1,
T2,2 “
Nÿ
j“1
ix
π
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
ErAjpzqs2E
«
ejpxq
A˝j pz1qp1` EBjpz1qq
ErAjpz1qs2 Ajpzq
˝
ff
dz1.
(6.85)
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The remaining terms will be shown to be error terms:
T2,3 “
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
ErpAjpz1qs2ErA
˝
jpz1qB˝j pz1qA˝j pzqsdz1, (6.86)
T2,4 “
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
ErAjpz1qs2E
«
pA˝j pz1qq2
Ajpz1q p1`Bjpz
1qqA˝j pzq
ff
dz1. (6.87)
Collecting the error terms obtained so far and using (6.37), we find
I1 “
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq T2pzq
1´ tR˜pzq dz
“
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqpT2,1pzq ` T2,2pzq ` T2,3pzq ` T2,4pzqq
1´ tR˜pzq dz `
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq∆1,1pzqdz,
(6.88)
where ∆1,1 is 1{p1 ´ tR˜pzqq times the difference between T2 and the main term (6.79), restricted to
the region ΩN . |∆1,1| is bounded by the sum of the errors (6.80), (6.81) and (6.84).
We have: ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq∆1,1pzqdz “
ż
ΩN
iϕ2N pτqηχpηq∆1,1pzqdz (6.89)
`
ż
ΩN
iϕN pτqχ1pηq∆1,1pzqdz (6.90)
´
ż
ΩN
ϕ1N pτqηχ1pηq∆1,1pzqdz. (6.91)
We first estimate (6.89). After integration by parts in τ , and using
|Bz∆1,1pzq| ď 2|η|´1 max|w´z|“|η|{2 |∆1,1pwq|,
this is bounded byż
tz:N´1`ξă|η|ăN10CV u
|ϕ1N pτqηχpηq||Bz∆1,1pzq|dz
ĺ}ϕ1N }L1
ż
N´1`ξă|η|ăN10CV
sup
τ
˜
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
tN ξ|x|
|ErAjpτ ` iηqs|2OppN |η|q
´1{2 ` t´1{2N´1{2q}ϕ2N }L1
¸
dη
(6.92)
`}ϕ1N }L1
ż
N´1`ξă|η|ăN10CV
sup
τ
˜
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
|x|
|EAjpτ ` iηq|3 ¨Opt
2N´1{2|η|´1 ` tN´1{2q}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N}
1{2
L1
¸
dη
(6.93)
Split the η integral (6.92) into t|η| ď tu, t|η| ą tu, and
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjs|2 ď C logN{pmaxpt, |η|qq.
This gives the estimate
|x|}ϕ1N }L1}ϕ2N }L1Opt1{2N´1{2`2ξq. (6.94)
With t “ Nω0{N and }ϕ2N}L1 ď N{Nω1 , this is OpNω0{2´ω1`2ξq, which is OpN´cq if ξ is small enough.
By direct computation and (6.75), the term (6.93) is |x|OptN´1{2 logNq}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N }
3{2
L1
. For the terms
(6.90), (6.91), the integrands are supported in the region tz : N10CV ´ 1 ă |Im z| ă N10CV u. In this
region, we use the bound |EAjpτ ` iηq| ě c|η|, to obtain a bound of the form C}ϕ1N}L1N´2. The
remaining terms T2,1, T2,2, T2,3, T2,4 are computed in the following sections.
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6.7 Computation of T2,1.
We now compute the term T2,1 (6.85). Since ejpxq is independent of phijqNi“1, we first compute
EjrA˝j pτ ` iηq
B˝j ps` iη1q
ErAjps` iη1qs s. (6.95)
For simplicity of notation, we will write Gpsq for Gps` iη1q and Gpτq for Gpτ ` iηq. Similar notational
simplifications apply to Gpjqps ` iη1q, mpjqN ps` iη1q, mpjqN ps` iη1q, etc.
The result of the following computation is:
Proposition 6.8. Uniformly for τ ` iη, s` iη1 P ΩN ,
NEjrA˝j pτ ` iηq
B˝j ps` iη1q
ErAjps` iη1qs s “
2t2
ErAjps` iη1qs ¨ Bs
mfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q
` gjpsq ¨Oăpt2N´1|η1|´2|η|´1q.
(6.96)
Proof. We first recenter around the conditional expectations EjAj , EjBj instead of the full expec-
tations, using the identity
EjrpA´ ErAspB ´ ErBss “ EjrpA´ EjrAsqpB ´ EjrBsqs ` pEjrAs ´ ErAsqpEjrBs ´ ErBsq.
This produces an error Opt2N´1|η1|´2|η|´1q. We then write
NEjrpAjpzq ´ EjAjpzqqpBjpz
1q ´ EjBjpz1qq
ErAjpz1qs s
“NEj
¨˝
pjqÿ
i,k
G
pjq
ik pτqphjihkj ´N´1tδikq‚˛ˆ
¨˝
pjqÿ
lkm
1
ErAjpz1qsG
pjq
lk psqGpjqkmpsqphjlhmj ´N´1tδlmq‚˛
“ 2t
2
NErAjps` iη1qs trpG
pjqpτqpGpjqpsqq2q. (6.97)
Now we use
1
N
trGpjqpτqpGpjqpsqq2 “ BztrpGpjqpτqGpjqpzqq|z“s`iη1 .
We can write this as
1
N
Bs trG
pjqpτq ´ trGpjqpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q “ Bs
m
pjq
N pτq ´mpjqN psq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q .
Note the identity:
Bz1 fpzq ´ fpz
1q
z ´ z1 “
ż 1
0
p1´ αqf2pz1 ` αpz ´ z1qqdα. (6.98)
If ηη1 ą 0 and |η ´ η1| ă maxp|η|, |η1|q{2, we use (6.98) with
fpzq “ mpjqN pzq ´mfc,tpzq
to find
Bsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q `Oăp maxαPrz,z1s
|αη ` p1´ αqη1|´3
N
q “ Bsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q `OăpN
´1|η1|´2|η|´1q.
If |η ´ η1| ą maxp|η|, |η1|q{2, we perform the differentiation
´BsmpjqN psq
pτ ´ sq ` ipη ´ η1q `
m
pjq
N pzq ´mpjqN pz1q
ppτ ´ sq ` ipη ´ η1qq2 .
Using the local law, we replace m
pjq
N psq,mpjqN pτq by mfc,tpsq,mfc,tpτq with an error OpN´1|η1|´2|η|´1q.
If ηη1 ă 0, applying the local law again we find
Bsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q `OăpN
´1|η1|´2q 1|η ´ η1| .
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Using Proposition 6.8 in the main term of (6.85), and using (6.27) to replace 1{ErAjs, 1{ErAjs2
by gj , g
2
j we find, for τ ` iη P ΩN :
T2,1pzq “ ´ 2ix
π
Erepxqs
N
Nÿ
j“1
t2
ż
ΩN
gjpzq2gjpz1qBz¯ϕ˜N pz1qBsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q dz
1 (6.99)
´ 2ix
π
Nÿ
j“1
t2
N
pErejpxq ´ epxqsq
ż
ΩN
gjpzq2gjpz1qiη1ϕ2N psqBs
mfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q dz
1 (6.100)
` 1
N
Nÿ
j“1
|x|
|ErAjpτ ` iηqs|2
ż
ΩN
1
E|Ajps` iη1q| ¨Oăpt
2N´1|η1|´2|η|´1q|η1||ϕ2N psq|dz1 (6.101)
` 1
N
Nÿ
j“1
t2|x|
|ErAjpτ ` iηqs|2
ż
ΩN
1
E|Ajps` iη1q| ¨ pOăppN |η
1|q´1q `Oăpt´1pN |η|q´1qq (6.102)
ˆ |η1||ϕ2N psq|
ˇˇˇˇ
Bsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q
ˇˇˇˇ
dz1 (6.103)
Note that above, we have omitted the terms with support in the region tχpη1q ‰ 0u, as they are smaller
than the terms displayed.
For the term (6.101), we use (6.75) and (6.37) to find an estimate
|x|OăplogNpN |η|q´1q}ϕ2N }L1 . (6.104)
To deal with the remaining terms, we use the following estimates:
Proposition 6.9. If η, η1 P ΩN and ηη1 ą 0, then
Bsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q “ Op|η|
´1|η1|´1q, (6.105)
If ηη1 ă 0, then
Bsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q “ Op|η ´ η
1|´1|η1|´1q. (6.106)
Proof. By the representation (6.98) the left side of (6.105) isż 1
0
αm
p2q
fc,tpz1 ` αpz ´ z1qqdα. (6.107)
This is bounded by
max
ζPrz,z1s
|m2fc,tpζq| ď C|η|´1|η1|´1.
For (6.106), we simply perform the differentiation:
Bsmfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q
“ ´ Bsmfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q `
mfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
pτ ´ s` ipη ´ η1qq2 “ Op|η
1|´1|η ´ η1|´1q `Op|η ´ η1|´2q.
By (6.105), (6.106), and (6.75) the term (6.102) is bounded by |x|OăplogNpN |η|q´1q}ϕ2N }L1 . For
the term (6.100), we use (6.74), (6.105), (6.106), and integrate by parts in s1 when |η1| ď }ϕ2N}L1 to
find an error
|x|p1` |x|qOplogN |η|´1}ϕ2N}1{2L1 }ϕ1N}
3{2
L1
N´1{2q
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We have shown the main term in (6.85) is
´2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
S2,1pz, z1qBz¯ϕ˜N pz1qdz1 ` |x|p1` |x|qOplogNN´1{2|η|´1q}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N }1{2,
with
S2,1pz, z1q “ t
2
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2gjpz1qBsmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 . (6.108)
Multiplying T2,1pzq{p1 ´ tR˜pzqq by Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq, and integrating we have:ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq T2,1pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz “ ´2ixErepxqs
π
ż
ΩN
1
1´ tR˜2pzq
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qS2,1pz, z1qdz1dz
`
ż
ΩN
1
1´ tR˜2pzq
iηχpηqϕ2N pτq∆2,1pzqdz, (6.109)
where
∆2,1pzq :“ T2,1 ` iErepxqs
π
ż
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qS2,1pz, z1qdz1
is analytic in Im z ą 0 and Im z ă 0 and
∆2,1pzq
1´ R˜2pzq
“ Op|η|´1 logN{N1{2qp|x|p1 ` |x|q}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N }
3{2
L1
.
Integrating by parts in τ in the integral (6.109) and using
Bτ ∆2,1pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
“ Op|η|´2 logN{N1{2qp|x|p1 ` |x|qq}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N }
3{2
L1
,
we findż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq T2,1pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz “ ´2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
1
1´ tR˜2pzq
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qS2,1pz, z1qdz1dz
`OpplogNq2{N1{2q|x|p1` |x|q}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N}
5{2
L1
. (6.110)
6.8 Computation T2,2, T2,3, T2,4
The computation of T2,2 is almost identical (but simpler) to that in Proposition 6.8.
Proposition 6.10. There are constants for t` iη, s ` iη1 P ΩN ,
NEjrA˝j pτ ` iηqp1 ` EBjpz1qqA˝j ps` iη1qs
“ p1` tBzmfc,tpz1qq ¨
ˆ
2t2
mfc,tpτq ´mfc,tpsq
τ ´ s` ipη ´ η1q ¨ p1`OptN
´1|η1|´2qq ` t
˙
`Oăpt2N´1|η|´1|η1|´1q.
(6.111)
We have shown that
T2,2pzq “ 2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1q
ż
pS2,2pz, z1q ` S2,3pz, z1qqdz1dz `∆2,2pzq
where
S2,2pz, z1q “ t
2
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2gjpz1q2p1` tBzmfc,tpz1qqmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 ,
S2,3pz, z1q “ t
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2gjpz1q2p1` tBzmfc,tpz1qq.
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∆2,2pzq is analytic in Im z ‰ 0 and
|∆2,2pzq| “ |x|
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjpzqs|2
ż
ΩN
1
|ErAjpz1qs2|Opt
2N´1|η|´1|η1|´1q|η1||ϕ2psq|dz1
` |x|
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
|ErAjpzqs|2
ż
ΩN
1
|ErAjpz1qs2| pt
2minp|η|´1, |η1|´1q ` tqOpptNq´1p|η|´1 ` |η1|´1qq|η1||ϕ2psq|dz1
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xN
Nÿ
j“1
Erepxq ´ ejpxqsgjpzq2
ż
ΩN
gjpz1q2η1ϕ2N psq
ˆ
2it2
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q
z ´ z1 ` t
˙
dz1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ |x|p1` |x|qOp|η|´1 logNN´1{2}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N }
3{2
L1
q.
We have used (6.75) and (6.37).
Using the derivative bound
Bτ ∆2,2pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
“ |x|p1 ` |x|qOp|η|´2 logN{N1{2q}ϕ2N }1{2L1 }ϕ1N}
3{2
L1
,
we have ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq ∆2,2pzq
1 ´ tR˜2pzq
dz “
ż
ΩN
iϕ1N pτqηχpηqBτ
∆2,2pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz
“ |x|p1 ` |x|qOpplogNq2{N1{2q}ϕ1N }5{2L1 }ϕ2N}
1{2
L1
.
(6.112)
For T2,3, we use (6.28), (6.29), to estimate the integrand by
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
|x|
|ErAjpzqs|2
t
|ErAjpz1qs|2O
´
t2|η1|´1{2|η|´1{2 ` t3{2|η1|´1{2 ` t3{2|η|´1{2 ` t
¯
N´1{2|η1|´3{2.
(6.113)
The terms to estimate are
T2,3pzq “
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
iη1χpη1qϕ2N psq
1
ErpAjpz1qs2ErA
˝
jpz1qB˝j pz1qA˝j pzqsdz1 (6.114)
`
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
iϕN psqχ1pη1q 1
ErpAjpz1qs2ErA
˝
j pz1qB˝j pz1qA˝j pzqsdz1 (6.115)
´
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
η1ϕ1N psqχ1pη1q
1
ErpAjpz1qs2ErA
˝
jpz1qB˝j pz1qA˝j pzqsdz1. (6.116)
Use tz1 : |Im z1| ě N10CV ´ 1u on the support of the integrands, and (6.113) to estimate the terms
(6.115), (6.116) by
N´10CV
Nÿ
j“1
|x|
|ErAjpzqs|2 |η|
´1{2p}ϕN }L1 ` }ϕ1N}L1q. (6.117)
Inserting the bound (6.113) into (6.114), using |ErAjpzqs| ě ct, for |η| ď t and |ErAjpzqs| ě |η| for
|η| ě t, we find
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
t´1|x|
|ErAjpzqs|2N
´1{2Opt2|η|´1{2 logN ` t3{2 logN ` t2|η|´1{2 ` t3{2q}ϕ2N }L1 . (6.118)
Integrating pBz¯ϕ˜N pzqT2,3pzqq{p1 ´ tR˜2pzqq over ΩN , and integrating by parts:ż
ΩN
iηχpηqϕ2N pτq
T2,3pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz “
ż
ΩN
iBηpηχpηqqϕ1N pτq
T2,3pzq
1 ´ tR˜2pzq
dz
´N´1`ξ
ż
iχpηqϕ1N pτq
T2,3pτ ` iN´1`ξq
1 ´ tR˜2pτ ` iN´1`ξq
dτ
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Using (6.117), (6.118), these terms are bounded by
|x|Opt1{2N´1{2 logN}ϕ2N}L1}ϕN }L1q “ |x|OpN´1{2`p1{2qω0´ω1 logNq}ϕ2N }L1 . (6.119)
The contribution to ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq T2,3pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz
of the terms involving χ1pηqϕN pτq, χ1pηqϕN pτq is easily estimated using the support property of χ1,
and found to be
|x|OpN´2CV q}ϕ2N }L1 .
For T2,4, we again have three terms
T2,4 “
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
iϕ2N psqη1χpη1q
ErAjpz1qs2 E
«
pA˝j pz1qq2
Ajpz1q p1`Bjpz
1qqA˝j pzq
ff
dz1 (6.120)
`
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
iϕN psqχ1pη1q
ErAjpz1qs2 E
«
pA˝j pz1qq2
Ajpz1q p1`Bjpz
1qqA˝j pzq
ff
dz1 (6.121)
´
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
iϕ1N psqη1χ1pη1q
ErAjpz1qs2 E
«
pA˝jpz1qq2
Ajpz1q p1`Bjpz
1qqA˝j pzq
ff
dz1. (6.122)
We use (6.28), (6.75) to find that the integrand in (6.120)-(6.122) is bounded by
|x|
N
Nÿ
j“1
t
Er|Ajpzqs|2
1
|ErAjpz1qs|2E
1
|Ajpz1q|
ˆO
´
t2|η1|´1pN |η|q´1{2 ` t3{2|η1|´1N´1{2 ` tpN |η|q´1{2 ` t1{2N´1{2
¯
. (6.123)
For (6.120), we first integrate by parts to write this term as
Nÿ
j“1
x
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
iϕ1N psqBη1pη1χpη1qq
ErAjpz1qs2 E
«
pA˝j pz1qq2
Ajpz1q p1`Bjpz
1qqA˝j pzq
ff
dz1
´
Nÿ
j“1
xN´1`ξ
ErAjpzqs2
ż
ΩN
iϕ1N psqχpη1q
ErAjps` iN´1`ξqs2E
«
pA˝j ps` iN´1`ξqq2
Ajps` iN´1`ξq p1`Bjps` iN
´1`ξqqA˝j pzq
ff
ds.
(6.124)
Using (6.123) in (6.124), together with the estimate (6.37) when |η1| ď t and |Ajpz1q| ě c|η1| when
|η1| ě t, (6.120) is bounded by
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
|x|
|ErAjpzqs|2OplogNpN |η|q
´1{2 ` t´1{2N´1{2 logN ` t´1{2N´1{2q}ϕ1N }L1 (6.125)
Using (6.123) again and tη : χ1pηq ‰ 0u Ă t|η| ě NCV ´1u, the terms (6.121) and (6.122) are estimated
by
|x|OpN´2CV }ϕ2N }L1q.
Using the bound (6.125), we now conclude as in the case of T2,3, by integrating by parts in τ :ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq T2,4pzq
1´ tR˜2pzq
dz
“|x|
N
ÿ
j“1
ż
ΩN
Bηpηχpηqqϕ1N pτq
|T2,4pzq|
|1 ´ tR˜2pzq|
dz `OpN´2q
“|x|OpplogNqN´1{2t´1{2q}ϕ1N }2L1 .
(6.126)
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Collecting the error terms (6.94), (6.110), (6.112), (6.119), (6.126), we obtain
I 11 “ ´
2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,1pz, z
1qdzdz1 (6.127)
` 2ix
π
Erepxqs
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzq pS2,2pz, z
1q ` S2,3pz, z1qqdzdz1 (6.128)
` |x|Opt1{2N´1{2`2ξq}ϕ2N }L1}ϕ1N }L1
` |x|p1` |x|qOpN´1{2plogNq2q}ϕ1N }5{2L1 }ϕ2N }
1{2
L1
` |x|OpN´1{2 logNqpt1{2}ϕ2N }L1}ϕN}L1 ` t´1{2}ϕ1N }2L1q.
This ends the proof of Proposition 6.5.
6.9 Variance term
In this section, we give an asymptotic approximation of the expression V pϕN q defined in (6.54). This
quantity represents the variance of the limiting random variable for the linear statistics of ϕN . The
result is as follows
Proposition 6.11. Recall the definition of V pϕN q in (6.54). Then
V pϕN q “ ´ 1
π2
ż Ct
´Ct
ϕN pτqpHϕ1N qpτqdτ `Op1q. (6.129)
Here, Hf denotes the Hilbert transform:
pHfqpxq “ lim
ǫÑ0
ż
fpyqRe 1px´ yq ` iǫ dy. (6.130)
In particular, for
ϕN pxq “
ż x
0
χpy{pt1Nαqqpt1p0, yqdy,
we have
V pϕN q ě c logpt{t1q ¨ p1` op1qq.
Moreover, if
suppϕN Ă p´N rt1, N rt1q,
then
V pϕN q “ ´ 1
π2
ż
ϕN pτqpHϕ1N qpτqdτ `OpNω0{2´ω1`ξq
for any ξ ą 0.
We begin by reducing the domain of integration. Define
Ω˚N “ tz “ E ` iη : E P Iq, N´1`ξ ă |η| ď N10CV u.
Note that
tBz¯ϕ˜N ‰ 0u X pΩN zΩ˚Nq Ă tN10CV ´ 1 ă |η| ă N10CV u. (6.131)
If either z or z1 lies in the latter region, then
1
1´ tR2pzqS2,1pz, z
1q “ t
2
Np1´ tR2pzqq
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2gjpz1qBz1
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q
z ´ z1 “ Oăpt
2N´4CV q.
(6.132)
Similarly ,
1
1´ tR2pzqS2,2pz, z
1q “ Opt2N´4CV q. (6.133)
With (6.132), (6.133), it is easy to show that the domain of integration ΩN ˆ ΩN in (6.127), (6.128)
can be replaced by Ω˚N ˆ Ω˚N with an error OpN´2q.
Next, we have the following:
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Proposition 6.12.
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2
1´ tR2pzqgjpz
1q “ Bz mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq . (6.134)
Proof. By [55, Eqn. (7.24)]
Bzmfc,tpzq “ R2pzq
1´ tR2pzq , 1` tBzmfc,tpzq “
1
1´ tR2pzq . (6.135)
By partial fractions, we have
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2
1´ tR2pzqgjpz
1q “ Bz 1
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1q “ 1
N
Bz mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq .
The integrals appearing in the definition of V pϕN q are
I1,1 :“
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,1pz, z
1qdzdz1, (6.136)
I1,2 :“
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,2pz, z
1qdzdz1 (6.137)
I1,3 :“
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,3pz, z
1qdzdz. (6.138)
By Proposition 6.12,
I1,1 “ t
2
N
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ ϕ˜N pz1qBz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qBsmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dzdz
1. (6.139)
Similarly, we have:
S2,2pz, z1q
1´ tR2pzq “
t2
N
BzBz1
ÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 ,
S2,3pz, z1q
1´ tR2pzq “
t
N
BzBz1
ÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1q.
Integrating by parts in s “ Rez1. The boundary term is only non-zero in the region (6.131), where
we can use (6.132).
I1,2 “´ t
2
N
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBsBz¯ϕ˜N pz1qBz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dzdz
1 (6.140)
´ t
2
N
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1qBz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qBsmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dzdz
1 (6.141)
Note that the second integral (6.141) is equal to I1,1.
We begin by computing the z integral in (6.140). The integrand is Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq multiplying a function
analytic in each of tIm z ą 0u and tIm z ă 0u. Let Ω Ă C be a domain. For F a C1pΩq function,
Green’s theorem in complex notation isż
Ω
B¯zF pzqdz “ ´ i
2
ż
BΩ
F pzqdz. (6.142)
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We split the integral (6.140) into the two regions Ω˚N X tIm z ą 0u, Ω˚N X tIm z ă 0u and apply
Green’s theorem to each. The first region is a rectangle in the upper half-plane. The integrand in the
resulting line integral, ϕ˜N , is zero on the “top” segment r´qG` iN10CV , qG` iN10CV s.
We label the terms corresponding to three other boundary line integrals by p`q to denote Im z ą 0
and number them according to the corresponding boundary segments as p1q for r´qG` iN´1`ξ , qG`
iN´1`ξs; p2q for rqG` iN´1`ξ, qG` iN10CV s; and p3q for r´qG` iN10CV ,´qG` iN10CV s:
2i
ż
Ω˚NXtIm zą0u
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq t
2
N
Bz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dz
“t2
ż qG
´qG
pϕN pτq ` iN´1`ξϕ1N pτqqBτ
mfc,tpτ ` iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1q
τ ` iN´1`ξ ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpτ ` iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1qq (6.143)
ˆ mfc,tpτ ` iN
´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1q
τ ` iN´1`ξ ´ z1 dτ
`t2ϕN pqGq
ż N10CV `1
N´1`ξ
χpηqBτ mfc,tpqG` iηq ´mfc,tpz
1q
qG` iη ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpqG` iηq ´mfc,tpz1qq
mfc,tpqE ` iηq ´mfc,tpz1q
qG` iη ´ z1 dη
(6.144)
`t2ϕN p´qGq
ż N´1`ξ
N10CV `1
χpηqBτ mfc,tp´qG` iηq ´mfc,tpz
1q
´qG` iη ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tp´qG` iηq ´mfc,tpz1qq
ˆ mfc,tp´qG` iηq ´mfc,tpz
1q
´qG` iη ´ z1 dη (6.145)
:“ I1,`,1 ` I1,`,2 ` I1,`,3. (6.146)
Similarly, the second region Ω˚N X tIm z ă 0u is labelled by p´q in indices. The sides are labelled in
counter-clockwise orientation as p1q, rqG´iN´1`ξ ,´qG´iN´1`ξs; p2q, r´qG´iN´1`ξ ,´qG´iN10CV s;
p3q, rqG´ iN10CV , qG´ iN´1`ξs. Applying Green’s theorem to (6.140) over this region:
2i
ż
Ω˚
N
XtIm ză0u
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq t
2
N
Bz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dz
“t2
ż ´qG
qG
pϕN pτq ´ iN´1`ξϕ1N pτqqBz
mfc,tpτ ´ iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1q
τ ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpτ ´ iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1qq (6.147)
ˆ mfc,tpτ ´ iN
´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1q
τ ´ iN´1`ξ ´ z1 dx (6.148)
`t2ϕN p´qGq
ż ´N10CV ´1
´N´1`ξ
χpηqBz mfc,tp´qG` iηq ´mfc,tpz
1q
´qE ` iη ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tp´qG` iηq ´mfc,tpz1qq
ˆ mfc,tp´qG` iyq ´mfc,tpz
1q
´qG` iη ´ z1 dη (6.149)
`t2ϕN pqGq
ż ´N´1`ξ
´N10CV ´1
χpηqBz mfc,tpqG` iηq ´mfc,tpz
1q
qE ` iη ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpqG` iyq ´mfc,tpz1qq
mfc,tpqE ` iηq ´mfc,tpz1q
qG` iη ´ z1 dη
(6.150)
:“ I1,´,1 ` I1,´,2 ` I1,´,3.
We now insert ´pi{2qI1,˘,kpz1q, k “ 1, 2, 3, into the integral (6.140), and apply Green’s theorem in
each of the regions Ω˚N XtIm z1 ą 0u and Ω˚N XtIm z1 ă 0u. We label the oriented sides of that region
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as previously:
´ pi{2q
ż
Ω˚NXtIm z1ą0u
BsBz¯ϕ˜N pz1qI1,˘,kpz1qdz1
“ 1
4
ż qG
´qG
pϕ1N psq ` iN´1`ξϕ2N psqqI1,˘,kps` iN´1`ξqds (6.151)
` 1
4
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
χpη1qpϕ1N pqGq ` iη1ϕ2N pqGqqI1,˘,kpqG` iη1qdη1 (6.152)
` 1
4
ż N´1`ξ
N10CV
χpη1qpϕ1N p´qGq ` iη1ϕ2N p´qGqqI1,˘,kpqG` iη1qdη1 (6.153)
By the support condition (6.2), the terms (6.152) and (6.153) are 0 for any k and choice of ˘. We denote
the remaining term (6.151) by I1,˘,k,`. Similarly, applying Green’s theorem to Ω˚N X tIm z1 ă 0u:
´ pi{2q
ż
Ω˚NXtIm z1ą0u
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qI1,˘,jpz1qdz1
“ 1
4
ż ´qG
qG
pϕ1N psq ´ iN´1`ξϕ2N psqqI2,˘,kpx1 ´ iN´1`ξqdx1 (6.154)
:“ I1,˘,k,´
To summarize, we have shown so far
t2
N
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz1Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qBz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dzdz “
3ÿ
k“1
ÿ
α,βPt˘u
I1,α,k,β.
Only the terms I1,˘,1,˘ contribute to the variance. This is the content of the following.
Proposition 6.13. Recall the parameter σ ą 0 in the local law, Lemma A.2. For any choice of
I2,˘,k,˘ with k ‰ 1, we have
|I1,˘,k,˘| ď Optσ logNp}ϕ1N }L1 `N´1`ξ}ϕ2N}L1qq.
Proof. By [55, Eqn (7.25)],
|Bzmfc,tpzq| ď Ct´1. (6.155)
Compute the derivative:
Bz mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq “ ´
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q
pz ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qqq2 p1` tBzmfc,tpzqq
` Bzmfc,tpzq
z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq .
Note that tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq “ Oăptq for z, z1 P Dǫ,q. So if |Rez| ě qG ě t1{2Nσ{2 and |Rez1| “
Opt1N rq, then
Bz mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq ă t
´1t´1{2N´σ{2 ď t´3{2`σ{2. (6.156)
Similarly: ˇˇˇˇ
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q
z ´ z1
ˇˇˇˇ
ă minpt´1{2`σ{2, |η|´1q.
By (6.37), and 1
N
ř |gjpzq| ď C logN [55, Eqn. (7.36)], soˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2p1` tBzmfc,tpzqqgjpz1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C|η|´2 logN.
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Combining this with (6.156), we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2p1` tBzmfc,tpzqqgjpz1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă minp|η|´2 logN, t´3{2`σ{2q.
Inserting this into (6.144), (6.145), (6.149), (6.150), for z1 such that s “ Rez1 P suppϕ1N and k “ 2, 3:
|I1,˘,k,˘| ď t2 logNp}ϕ1N }L1 `N´1`ξ}ϕ2N }L1q
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
minpt´2`σ, |η|´3qdη
ď tσ logNp}ϕ1N}L1 `N´1`ξ}ϕ2N}L1q.
For brevity of notation, we let s˘ “ s˘ iN´1`ξ, τ˘ “ τ ˘ iN´1`ξ. We have so far shown thatż ż
ΩNˆΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1qBz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dz
1dz (6.157)
“t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜1N psqBτ
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qq
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s dτds (6.158)
`t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜1N psqBτ
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´qq
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s dτds (6.159)
´t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜1N psqBτ
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´qq
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ dτds (6.160)
´t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜1N psqBτ
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`qq
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ dτds (6.161)
`Optσ logNp}ϕ1N }L1 `N´1`ξ}ϕ2N }L1qq. (6.162)
The main terms are (6.160), (6.161). These are of order logN for the functions we are interested in.
The other two terms are bounded by a constant:
Proposition 6.14. Let s˘ “ s˘ iN´1`ξ, τ˘ “ τ ˘ iN´1`ξ. There is a constant C such thatˇˇˇˇ
t2
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜1N psqBτ
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qq
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s dτds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C (6.163)ˇˇˇˇ
t2
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜1N psqBτ
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´qq
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s dτds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C.
(6.164)
Proof. First note the estimateˇˇˇˇ
Bτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Ct´2, (6.165)
for |τ ´ s| ď Ct, which follows from the alternate representation
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpsq2p1` tBsmfc,tpsqqgjpτq, (6.166)
(6.155), (6.37), and the bound [55, Eqn (7.24)]
1
N
Nÿ
j“1
1
|Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq|2 ď Ct
´1. (6.167)
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Define ζpzq :“ z ` tmfc,tpzq. We begin by noting that (6.135) implies, for z “ τ ˘ iN´1`ξ, z1 “
s` iN´1`ξ P ΩNˇˇ
Repζpzq ´ ζpz1qqˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇRe ż s
τ
Bxζpx` iN´1`ξqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż s
τ
Re
1
1´ tR2px` iN´1`ξq dx
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż ż z
τ
Rep1´ tR2px´ iN´1`ξq
|1´ tR2px` iN´1`ξq|2 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ľ C|τ ´ s|.
(6.168)
In the second to last step we have used (6.167) as well as the lower bound Rep1 ´ tR2pzqq ľ c,
(see [55, Lemma 7.2]).
We then estimate the integral in (6.163) asż qG
´qG
|ϕ1N psq|
ż
τ :|τ´s|ăMt
|mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tpτ`q|
|τ ´ s| dτds
`t2
ż qG
´qG
|ϕ1N psq|
ż
τ :|τ´s|ěMt
ˇˇˇˇ
Bτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qq
ˇˇˇˇ |mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tpτ`q|
|τ ´ s| dτds,
(6.169)
where M is some constant. In the range tτ : |τ ´ s| ă Mtu, we use (6.155) in the inner integral, to
obtain a bound of constant order. Using that |mfc,t| ď C in Iq, and (6.168), we have for |τ ´ s| ěMt:ˇˇˇˇ
Bτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C t
´1
|s´ τ | , (6.170)
while
|mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tpτ´q|
|τ ´ s| ď
C
|s´ τ | .
Integrating over tτ : |τ ´ s| ě Mtu then again gives a constant bound for the τ integral. Since
}ϕ1N }L1 ď C by assumption, we are done.
Summing the two terms (6.160), (6.161), we find a kernel multiplying ϕ˜1N psqϕ˜N pτq, equal to
2t2Re Bτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ ` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´qq
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ
“2t2Re Bτmfc,tpτ
`qpτ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpτ`q `mfc,tps´q
pτ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ ` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´qqq2
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ .
Recall:
lim
ǫÑ0
mfc,tpx` iǫq “ pHρfc,tqpxq ` iπρpxq,
so
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´q “ 2iπρfc,tpτq `max
z
|m1fc,tpzq| ¨Op|τ ´ s|q, (6.171)
so the kernel is
´2Re 1
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ `maxz |m
1
fc,tpzq|
t2
t2 ` |τ ´ s|2O
ˆ |τ ´ s|
|τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ|
˙
,
when |τ ´ s| ďMt, provided M is sufficiently small. Integrating ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜1N psq against the error term,
using (6.155), and splitting the τ integral according to |τ ´ s| ď Mt and |τ ´ s| ą Mt, we find an
error term of
Cp}ϕ1N}L1 `N´1`ξ}ϕ2N }L1q}ϕN }L1 ď C.
The main term of (6.157) is then
1
2
ż
´tMăτătM
ϕ˜N pτq
ż
ϕ˜1N psqRe
1
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ dsdτ
“1
2
ż
´tMăτătM
ϕN pτq
ż
ϕ1N psqRe
1
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ dsdτ `Op1q
“1
2
ż
´tMăτătM
ϕN pτqpHϕ1N qpτqdτ `Op1q.
(6.172)
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For the second step, we have used
Re
ż
|τ´s|ďN10
1
τ ´ s` i2N´1`ξ dτ “
ż
|τ´s|ďN10
τ ´ s
pτ ´ sq2 ` 4N´2`2ξ dτ “ 0,
to write:
Re
ż
´tMăτătM
ϕN pτq
ż
ϕ1N psq
1
τ ´ s` i2N´1`ξ dsdτ
“Re
ż
´tMăτătM
ϕN pτq
ż
pϕ1N psq ´ ϕ1N pτqq
1
τ ´ s` i2N´1`ξ dsdτ
The difference between the last expression and
ş
´tMăτătM ϕN pτqpHϕ1N qpτqdτ is
Re
ż
´tMăτătM
ϕN pτq
ż
pϕ1N psq ´ ϕ1N pτqq
2iN´1`ξ
pτ ´ s` i2N´1`ξqpτ ´ sq dsdτ
We split the inner integral into |τ ´ s| ď δ and |τ ´ s| ą δ to find the estimate
t}ϕ1N}Cαδα `
N´1`ξ
δ
}ϕ1N }L1 .
Optimizing in δ, and using }ϕ1N }L1 ď C we get a bound of
pt}ϕ1N}Cαq
1
1`αN
p´1`ξq α
1`α .
The right side is bounded by
CN
ω0
1`α
´ω1` α1`α ξ.
Using condition (6.6), for α ą 0 small enough, this is OpN´cq.
We now proceed to computing I1,1 (6.139). Recall the definition of the constant M introduced in
Proposition 6.14. Note first that by the support assumption on ϕN , Bz¯ϕ˜N “ 0 in t|E| ąMtu we can
replace the integration domain Ω˚N by:
Ω˚˚N “ Ω˚N X tE ` iη : |E| ďMtu.
We use Green’s theorem (6.142) on Ω˚˚N X tIm z ą 0u. The boundary of this region consists of four
segments. The function ϕ˜N pzq is zero on the top segment is r´tM`iN10CV , tM`iN10CV s. We number
the remaining parts of the boundary as: (1) r´tM`iN´1`ξ, tM`iN´1`ξs; (2) r´tM`iN10CV ,´tM`
iN´1`ξs; and (3) rtM ` iN´1`ξ, tM ` iN10CV s. The result of our application of Green’s theorem to
t2
N
ż
Ω˚˚N XtIm zą0u
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qBz1mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 dzdz
1 (6.173)
is a sum of line integrals which we label according to the corresponding parts of the boundary. For
(1), we have:
I2,`,1 “ t2
ż Mt
´Mt
pϕN pτq ` iN´1`ξϕ1N pτqqBτ
mfc,tpτ ` iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1q
τ ` iN´1`ξ ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpτ ` iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1qq
ˆ Bz1
mfc,tpτ ` iN´1`ξq ´mfc,tpz1q
τ ` iN´1`ξ ´ z1 dτ ;
(6.174)
for (2), we have the sum:
I2,`,2 “ ´t2ϕN p´tMq
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
Bτ mfc,tp´tM ` iηq ´mfc,tpz
1q
´tM ` iη ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tp´tM ` iηq ´mfc,tpz1qq
ˆ Bz1
mfc,tp´tM ` iηq ´mfc,tpz1q
´2tM ` iη ´ z1 dη,
(6.175)
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for (3):
I2,`,3 “ t2ϕN ptMq
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
Bτ mfc,tptM ` iηq ´mfc,tpz
1q
tM ` iη ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tptM ` iηq ´mfc,tpz1qq
ˆ Bz1
mfc,tptM ` iηq ´mfc,tpz1q
tM ` iη ´ z1 dη.
(6.176)
We similarly define I2,´,k, k “ 1, 2, 3 as the line integrals along the boundary of Ω˚˚N XtIm z ă 0u.
We now insert I2,˘,kpz1q into the integral (6.141) and apply Green’s theorem to obtain
1
2i
ż
Ω˚NXtIm z1ą0u
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qI2,˘,kpz1qdz1
“1
4
ż qG
´qG
pϕN psq ` iN´1`ξϕ1N psqqI2,˘,kps ` iN´1`ξqds
`1
4
ż N´1`ξ
N10CV
ϕN p´qGqI2,˘,kp´qG` iη1qdη1
`1
4
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
ϕN pqGqI2,˘,kpqG` iη1qdη1
:“I2,˘,k,`,1 ` I2,˘,k,`,2 ` I2,˘,k,`,3.
(6.177)
Applying Green’s theorem to the z1 integral in the region Ω˚N X tIm z1 ă 0u, we obtain:
1
2i
ż
Ω˚NXtIm z1ą0u
Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1qI2,˘,kpz1qdz1
“1
4
ż ´qG
qG
pϕN psq ´ iN´1`ξϕ1N psqqI2,˘,kps´ iN´1`ξqds
`1
4
ż ´N10CV
´N´1`ξ
ϕN p´qGqI2,˘,kp´qG´ iη1qdη1
`1
4
ż ´N´1`ξ
´N10CV
ϕN pqGqI2,˘,kpqG´ iη1qdη1
:“I2,˘,k,´,1 ` I2,˘,k,´,2 ` I2,˘,k,´,3.
(6.178)
So far, we have
t2
N
ż
Ω˚N
ż
Ω˚˚N
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1qBz
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1qBz1
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q
z ´ z1 dzdz
1
“
3ÿ
k“1
3ÿ
j“1
ÿ
α,βPt˘u
I2,α,k,β,j.
The main contribution comes from the terms I2,˘,1,˘,1. The remaining terms are polynomially
smaller.
Proposition 6.15. For any choice of k, j with pk, jq ‰ p1, 1q, α, β P t˘u,
|I2,α,k,β,j| “ Op1q.
Proof. We start with k “ 1, j “ 2, 3. By symmetry, it suffices to deal with j “ 2. That is, we
estimate
I2,˘,1,˘,2
“˘ ϕN pqGq
4
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕN pτq ˘ iN´1`ξϕ1N pτq
1´ tR2pτ ˘ iN´1`ξq S2,1pτ ˘ iN
´1`ξ, qG` iη1qdτdη1. (6.179)
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Compute the kernel
1
1´ tR2pτ ˘ iN´1`ξqS2,1pτ ˘ iN
´1`ξ, qG` iη1q
“ ´ t2mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q ´m1fc,tpzqpz ´ z1q
pz ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq2
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q ´m1fc,tpz1qpz ´ z1q
pz ´ z1q2
where z “ τ ˘ iN´1`ξ, z1 “ qG` iη1. Since |τ | ď 2Mt, we have
|τ ´ qG| ě p1{2qqG ě t1{2Nσ{2,
and so, as in Proposition 6.13,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇt2mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q ´m1fc,tpzqpz ´ z1qpz ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ct1{2`σ{2.
Inserting this into (6.179), we find
|I2,˘,1,˘,2|
ďCp1` }ϕ1N }L8N´1`ξqt1{2`σ{2
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
ż Mt
´Mt
1
|τ ` iN´1`ξ ´ qG´ iη|2 `
|m1fc,tpz1q|
|τ ` iN´1`ξ ´ qG´ iη|dτdη
1.
Recalling that |m1fc,tpzq1| ď Ct´1, this quantity is bounded by
C logNp1` }ϕ1N}L8N´1`ξqt1{2`σNσ.
We have shown
|I2,˘,1,˘,2|, |I2,˘,1,˘,3| “ OplogNp1` }ϕ1N }L8N´1`ξqt1{2`σNσq. (6.180)
We now estimate I2,˘,2,˘,1:
t2ϕN p´Mtq
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
ż qG
´qG
pϕN psq˘ iN´1`ξϕ1N psqq
1
1´ tR2p´Mt˘ iηqS2,1p´Mt` iη, s˘ iN
´1`ξqdsdη.
(6.181)
The kernel is
1
1´ tR2p´tM ˘ iηqS2,1p´tM ` iη, s ˘ iN
´1`ξq
“ ´ t2mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q ´m1fc,tpzqpz ´ z1q
pz ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq2
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q ´m1fc,tpz1qpz ´ z1q
pz ´ z1q2 ,
(6.182)
with z “ ´qG ˘ iη and z1 “ s ˘ iN´1`ξ. The I2,˘,2,˘,1 can be performed in the same way whether
Im zIm z1 ą 0 or Im zIm z1 ă 0, except in the region
tpz, z1q : |s ` tM | ďMt{2, N´1`ξ ă η ă tM{10u. (6.183)
If |s` tM | ěMt{2 and η ěMt{10, we use the estimate (6.168)
1
|z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq| ď
C
|tM ` s| ,
and
|z ´ z1| “ |tM ´ s` iN´1`ξ ` iη ` τ | ě η (6.184)
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to find the bound
t2
ż
tη:ηěMt{10u
ż
ts:|tM`s|ěMt{2u
p1` |m1fc,tpzq||z ´ z1|qp1 ` |m1fc,tpz1q||z ´ z1|q
|z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq|2|z ´ z1|2 dsdη
ďCt2
ż
tN´1`ξăηďMt{10u
t´1pη´2 ` |m1fc,tpzq|η´1 ` |m1fc,tpz1q|η´3{2t1{2qds
“Op1q.
(6.185)
To pass to the last line, we have used |m1fc,tpzq| ď Cη´1. For the case |s`tM | ďMt{2 and η ěMt{10,
we have the bound
t2
ż
tηěMt{10u
ż
ts:|tM`s|ďMt{2u
p1` |m1fc,tpzq||z ´ z1|qp1 ` |m1fc,tpz1q||z ´ z1|q
η2|z ´ z1|2 dsdη
ďCt2
ż
ts:|s`tM |ďtM{2u
t´3 dη
“Op1q.
(6.186)
If |s ` tM | ěMt{2 and η ďMt{10, use |z ´ z1| ě |s` tM | to find the estimate
t2
ż
tη:N´1`ξăηďMt{10u
ż
ts:|tM`s|ěMt{2u
p1` |m1fc,tpzq||z ´ z1|qp1 ` |m1fc,tpz1q||z ´ z1|q
|tM ` s|2|z ´ z1|2 dsdη
ďCt´1
ż
tη:N´1`ξăηďMt{10u
p1` t|m1fc,tpzq| ` t|m1fc,tpz1q|qdη
“Op1q.
(6.187)
At this point, we have obtained estimates for I2,˘,2,˘,1 in the complement of (6.183)
We now estimate the contribution to I2,α,2,β,1 from the region (6.183), when α and β are of opposite
signs. This term is somewhat delicate. It will suffice to deal with I2,`,2,´,1. We split the s integral
into the regions ts : |s `Mt| ď Mt{2u and its complement. In the first region ϕN psq ” ϕN p´Mtq.
When η ăMt{10 as well, we expand the kernel to second order. For this, Im zIm z1 ă 0, so we have
the expansion
mfc,tpz1q “ mfc,tpz¯q `m1fc,tpz¯qpz1 ´ z¯q `Opmax
z
|m2fc,tpzq||z ´ z¯|2q (6.188)
Using (6.188) and the lower bound
|mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz¯q| “ 2πρfc,tpzq ě c ą 0,
the kernel (6.182) is given by:
´ 1pz ´ z1q2
´
1´ m
1
fc,tpz¯q
2πiρfc,tpzq pz ´ z¯q ´
m1fc,tpzq
2πiρfc,tpzq pz ´ z
1q ´ m
1
fc,tpz¯q
2πiρfc,tpzq pz
1 ´ z¯q (6.189)
` pm
1
fc,tpz¯qq2
4π2ρfc,tpzq pz
1 ´ z¯qpz ´ z¯q ` m
1
fc,tpz¯qm1fc,tpzq
4π2ρfc,tpzq pz
1 ´ z¯qpz ´ z1q
¯
ˆ
˜
1´ m
1
fc,tpz¯q
πiρfc,tpzq pz
1 ´ z¯q ` z ´ z
1
πitρfc,tpzq
¸
(6.190)
`O
˜
maxz |m2fc,tpzq|p|z ´ z1|2 ` |z¯ ´ z1|2q
|z ´ z1|2
¸
, (6.191)
for |tM ´ s| ďMt{2 and η ďMt{10.
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The cancellation that arises from performing the s integral first in (6.189), (6.190) is crucial. For
example, the contribution to I2,`,2,´,1 from t|s´Mt| ďMt{2u, η ăMt{10 of the term 1{pz ´ z1q2 is
ϕN p´Mtq2
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`Mt|ďMt{2
1
p´Mt` iη ´ s` iN´1`ξq2 dsdη
ďCϕN p´Mtq2
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
tM
ptM{2q2 ` pη `N´1`ξq2dη.
“Op1q.
To estimate the remaining terms, letting z “ ´tM ` iη and z1 “ s´ iN´1`ξ, we compute:ż
s:|s`Mt|ďMt{2
z1 ´ z¯
pz ´ z1q2ds “ ´
ż
s:|s´Mt|ďMt{2
1
z ´ z1dz `
ż
s:|s´Mt|ďMt{2
z ´ z¯
pz ´ z1q2 ds, (6.192)ż
s:|s`Mt|ďMt{2
1
z ´ z1ds “ log
˜
tM
2
` iη ` iN´1`ξ
tM
2
´ iη ´ iN´1`ξ
¸
“ Opη{tq, |η| ďMt{10, (6.193)ż
s:|s`Mt|ďMt{2
z ´ z¯
pz ´ z1q2 ds “
2iηtM
ptM{2q2 ` pη `N´1`ξq2 . (6.194)
We have used the principal determination of the logarithm in (6.193).
Using (6.193), (6.194), and (6.155),ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM{2|ďMt{2
ˆ
1` 1
2πiρfc,tpzq
˙
m1fc,tpz¯qpz1 ´ z¯q
pz ´ z1q2 dsdη
“
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
Opt´1|η|tMq
ptM{2q2 ` pη `N´1`ξq2 `Opt
´2|η|qdη “ Op1q,ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM{2|ďMt{2
m1fc,tpz¯qpz ´ z¯q
pz ´ z1q2 dsdη
“
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
Opηq tMptM{2q2 ` pη `N´1`ξq2dη “ Op1q,ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM{2|ďMt{2
1
tpz ´ z1qdsdη “ Op1q.
Moreover, for z “ ´tM ` iη, z1 “ s´ iN´1`ξ, we have
|z¯ ´ z1|, |z ´ z¯| ď 2|z ´ z1|, (6.195)
so ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM{2|ďMt{2
pm1fc,tpz¯qq2
4π2ρfc,tpzq
pz1 ´ z¯qpz ´ z¯q
pz ´ z1q2
ˆ
1`m1fc,tpz¯qpz1 ´ z¯q ´
z ´ z1
t
˙
dsdη
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM{2|ďMt{2
t´2p1` t´1p|z ´ z1| ` |z¯ ´ z1|qdsdη “ Op1q.
(6.196)
Similar estimates hold for the other terms containing a quadratic expression in z1 ´ z, z¯ ´ z1 or z ´ z¯
in (6.189), (6.190).
For the error term (6.191), we use (6.195) and the estimate
|B2zmfc,tpzq| ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq3p1` tBzmfc,tpzqq
p1´ tR2pzqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď Ct´2.
(6.197)
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The last step in (6.197) follows from (6.167) and (6.37). (See also [55, Lemma 7.2].) The result isż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM{2|ďMt{2
maxz |m2fc,tpzq|p|z ´ z1|2 ` |z¯ ´ z1|2q
|z ´ z1|2 dsdη
ďC
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM{2|ďMt{2
dsdη “ Op1q.
At this point all terms in the expansion (6.189), (6.190) are accounted for.
To estimate the contribution from the region (6.183) to I2,α,2,β,1 when α and β have the same sign,
we use (see (6.165)) ˇˇˇˇ
Bz mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1 ` tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Ct´2,
and the estimate ˇˇˇˇ
Bz1mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz
1q
z ´ z1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Ct´2, (6.198)
which follows from (6.98) and the estimate (6.197). We have:
|I2,`,2,`,1| ď Ct´2ϕp´Mtq
ż Mt{10
N´1`ξ
ż
s:|s`tM |ďMt{2
|ϕ˜psq|dηd ĺ C.
The same bound holds for I2,´,2,´,1.
Replacing z “ ´Mt ` iη by z “ Mt ` iη, we obtain the bounds |I2,˘,3,˘,1| “ Op1q. Turning to
I2,˘,2,˘,2, we have to estimate:
˘ϕp´MtqϕN p´qGq
ż ´N´1`ξ
´NC10V
ż N10CV
N´1`ξ
1
1´ tR2p´Mt` iηqS2,1p´tN
σ ˘ iη,´qG˘ iη1qdηdη1.
Note that
|z ´ z1 ´ tpmfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1qq| ě cqG (6.199)
for z “ ´Mt`iη and z1 “ ´qG`iη1, so by (6.156), (6.9) the integrand is bounded by Ct1{2`σ{2|η|´1|η1|´1.
Performing the double integration, we obtain a bound of
Ct1{2`σ{2plogNq2.
This last estimate depended only on the lower bound (6.199), so we have the same estimate for
I2,˘,2,˘,3, I2,˘,3,˘,2, I2,˘,3,˘,3.
Denote τ˘ “ τ ˘ iN´1`ξ and s˘ “ s˘ iN´1`ξ. We have shownż ż
ΩNˆΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,1pz, z
1qdz1dz (6.200)
“ t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜N psqBτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qqBs
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s dτds (6.201)
` t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜N psqBτ mfc,tpτ
´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´qqBs
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s dτds (6.202)
´ t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜N psqBτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´qqBs
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ dτds (6.203)
´ t
2
4
ż qG
´qG
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜N psqBτ mfc,tpτ
´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`qqBs
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ dτds (6.204)
`Op1q. (6.205)
The main terms here are (6.203) and (6.204). For the remaining terms we have
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Proposition 6.16. We have the estimate: There is a constant C such thatˇˇˇˇ
t2
ż qG
´qG
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜N psqBτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qqBs
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s dτds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C,
(6.206)ˇˇˇˇ
t2
ż qG
´qG
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜N psqBτ mfc,tpτ
´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´qqBs
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s dτds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C.
(6.207)
Proof. We deal with the first quantity. The second quantity is estimated similarly. The kernel part
of the integrand is
´t2mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps`q ´ Bτmfc,tpτ`qpτ ´ sq
pτ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qqq2
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q ´ Bsmfc,tps`qpτ ´ sq
pτ ´ sq2 .
In the region tτ : |τ ´ s| ďMtu, we use (6.165), and (6.198). So (6.206) is bounded by
t2
ż Mt
´Mt
˜ż
τ :|τ´s|ďMt
C
t4
dτ `
ż
τ :|τ´s|ěMt
p1` |m1fc,tpτq||τ ´ s|qp1` |m1fc,tpsq||τ ´ s|q
|τ ´ s|4 dτ
¸
ds ď C.
(6.208)
The sum of the remaining terms (6.203), (6.204) is
´ t
2
2
ż qG
´qG
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕ˜N pτqϕ˜N psqRe Bτ mfc,tpτ
´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`qqBs
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ dτds.
Using the expansion (6.189), (6.190) in the region tτ : |τ | ď 2Mtu:
t2Bτ mfc,tpτ
´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`qqBs
mfc,tpτ´q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξ
“´ 1pτ ´ s´ 2iN´1`ξq2 `∆3,
where ∆3pz, z1q is an error term. The most serious terms in ∆3 are handled using the computationż 2tM
´2tM
ż tM
´tM
m1fc,tpzq
ρfc,tpzq ϕ˜N psqϕ˜N pτq
1
s ´ τ ´ 2iN´1`ξ dsdτ
“c
ż ż
fpξqgpλqKpξ ´ λqdξdλ,
(6.209)
where f and g are the inverse Fourier transforms of 1r´2tM,2tMspτq
m1
fc,tpzq
ρfc,tpz ϕ˜pτq and 1r´tM,tMspsqϕ˜N psq,
respectively, and
Kpξ, λq “ Kpξ ´ λq
:“ i1p´8,0spξ ´ λqe´2N
´1`ξ |ξ´λ|,
so that pKpxq “ 1
x´ 2iN´1`ξ .
From the Fourier representation, the Plancherel theorem and the simple estimates
}f}L2 “ Opt´1{2q, }g}L2 “ Opt1{2q,
the term (6.209) is Op1q. All other error terms are then easily estimated, using z ´ z¯ “ i2N´1`ξ and
the trivial bound ż 2tM
´2tM
ż tM
´tM
|ϕ˜N psq||ϕ˜N pτq| 1|s ´ τ ´ 2iN´1`ξ |2 dsdτ “ OplogNq.
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As in (6.208) contribution from the region t|τ | ě 2Mtu Ă tτ : |τ ´ s| ě Mtu, as well as the error
terms, are Op1q. Adding the contributions from the two main terms, we find:ż ż
ΩNˆΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqBz¯ϕ˜N pz1q 1
1´ tR2pzqS2,2pz, z
1qdz1dz
“1
2
ż tM
´tM
ż 2tM
´2tM
ϕN pτqϕN psq pτ ´ sq
2 ´N´2`2ξ
ppτ ´ sq2 `N´2`2ξq2dτds`Op1q
“1
2
ż tM
´tM
ż 2tM
´2tM
ϕN pτqϕN psqReBs 1
τ ´ s` iN´1`ξ dτds`Op1q
“ ´ 1
2
ż tM
´tM
ż
ϕN pτqϕ1N psqRe
1
τ ´ s` iN´1`ξ dτds`Op1q. (6.210)
This is the same quantity as in (6.172), and so this ends the computation of the term (6.141).
It remains to estimate I1,3. Integrating by parts in z and z
1, we have
I1,3 “ t
N
Nÿ
j“1
ż
Ω˚
N
ż
Ω˚
N
gjpzqgjpz1qBτ ϕ˜pzqBsϕ˜pz1qdzdz1 `OpN´2q. (6.211)
As for I1,1 and I1,2, we use Green’s theorem to the domains ΩN X tIm z ą 0u, ΩN X tIm z ă 0u,
ΩN X tIm z1 ą 0u, ΩN X tIm z1 ă 0u. By the support properties of Bsϕ˜pτq, we only find contributions
from the segments r´qG˘ iN´1`ξ, qG˘ iN´1`ξs. Denoting τ˘ “ τ ˘ iN´1`ξ, s˘ “ s˘ iN´1`ξ, the
result is
I1,3 “ t
4N
Nÿ
j“1
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
gjpτ`qgjps`qBsϕ˜N pτ`qBτ ϕ˜N ps`qdsdτ
` t
4N
Nÿ
j“1
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
gjpτ´qgjps´qBsϕ˜N pτ´qBτ ϕ˜N ps´qdsdτ
´ t
4N
Nÿ
j“1
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
gjpτ`qgjps´qBsϕ˜N pτ`qBτ ϕ˜N ps´qdsdτ
´ t
4N
Nÿ
j“1
ż qG
´qG
ż qG
´qG
gjpτ´qgjps`qBsϕ˜N pτ´qBτ ϕ˜N ps`qdsdτ `OpN´2q.
(6.212)
By (6.167), we have ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ tN
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqgjpz1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C,
so from (6.212), we obtain
|I1,3| ď C}ϕ1N}2L1 ď C. (6.213)
Combining the results (6.172), (6.210), (6.213) we find
V pϕN q “ 2
π2
p´I1,1 ` I1,2 ` I1,3q
“ 2
π2
p´2 ¨ (6.139)` (6.141)q
“ 1
π2
ż Mt
´Mt
ϕN pτqHϕ1N pτqdτ `Op1q.
If the function ϕN is compactly supported:
suppϕN Ă p´t1N1, t1N rq,
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the terms I1,2, I1,3 are small for large N . Indeed, by (6.167), (6.37):
|I1,2| ď Ct´1
ż
ΩN
ż
ΩN
|Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq||Bz¯ϕ˜N pz1q|
ˇˇˇˇ
mfc,tpzq ´mfc,tpz1q
z ´ z1
ˇˇˇˇ
dzdz1
ď Ct´1}ϕN}L1 logN
ď CN rNω1´ω0 logN,
with a similar bound holding for I1,3. For I1,1, the support of ϕ˜N means that we can apply Green’s
theorem to find
I1,1 “ t
2
2
Re
ż Nrt1
´Nrt1
ż Nrt1
´Nrt1
ϕ˜N psqϕ˜N pτqBτ mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`qqBs
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps`q
τ ´ s dτds
´ t
2
2
Re
ż Nrt1
´Nrt1
ż Nrt1
´Nrt1
ϕ˜N psqϕ˜N pτq mfc,tpτ
`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` tpmfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´qqBs
mfc,tpτ`q ´mfc,tps´q
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ dτds
(6.214)
By (6.165), (6.155), the first term in (6.214) is bounded by
Ct´1}ϕN }2L1 .
By (6.188), the kernel in the second term in (6.214) is
´ 1pτ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξq2 `Opmaxz |m
1
fc,tpzq| ` 1{tq
1
|τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ | ,
so that
I1,1 “ 1
2
Re
ż Nrt1
´Nrt1
ż Nrt1
´Nrt1
ϕN pτqϕN psq 1pτ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξq2 dsdτ `Opt
´1 logN}ϕN }L1q. (6.215)
After integration by parts in s, the main term in (6.215) is
´ 1
2
Re
ż ż Nrt1
´Nrt1
ϕ1N psq
ϕN pτq ´ ϕN psq
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ dsdτ. (6.216)
We have added in the term
´ lim
RÑ8
Re
ż
ϕ1N psqϕN psq
ż
tτ :1{Ră|τ´s|ďRu
1
τ ´ s` 2iN´1`ξ dτds “ 0.
By the same computation as for (6.172), this quantity is
´1
2
ż
ϕN pτqHpϕ1N qpτqdτ ` pt}ϕ1N}Cαq
1
1`αN
p´1`ξq α
1`α .
Reversing the integration by parts in s in (6.216), we obtain the second expression on the right side
in (6.9).
6.10 Mean
In this section, we compute the next order correction to the deformed (average) semicircle law:
Theorem 6.17. Let ϕN be a sequence of functions as in Theorem 6.1. Let λi denote the eigenvalues
of the deformed model Ht “ V `
?
tW . Then
E
Nÿ
j“1
ϕN pλiq ´N
ż
ϕN pxq ρfc,tpxqdx “ ´t2
ż
ϕN pxqppR2m1fc,tqpx` i0q ´ pR2m1fc,tqpx´ i0qqdx
`OptN´ξ `N´1{2t´1{2q}ϕ1N}L1 `Op}ϕ2N }L1{Nq1{2.
(6.217)
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Proof. Using the Helffer-Sjo¨strand representation (6.40), the difference (6.217) can be rewritten as
N
2π
ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqsdz.
Proceeding as in Section 6.4, we replace the domain of integration by ΩN :
N
ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqsdz “N
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqsdz `Op}ϕ2N }L1{Nq1{2.
(6.218)
We now compute
NpmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqq “
Nÿ
j“1
ˆ
Gjjpzq ´ 1
Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq
˙
(6.219)
for z P ΩN . By (6.30), we have
Gjjpzq “ 1
Vj ´ z ´mfc,tpzq ´
tpmfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzqq `
?
twjj
Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq
` ptpmfc,tpzq ´m
pjq
N pzqq `
?
twjjq2
pVj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzqq2 ´
ptpmfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzqq `
?
twjjq3
pVj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzqq2Aj .
Putting this in (6.219) and taking expectations, we obtain:
NErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqs “ ´t
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqErmpjqN pzq ´mfc,tpzqs (6.220)
` t
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2 `∆mean, (6.221)
where the error
∆meanpzq “
Nÿ
j“1
E
ptpmfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzqqq2
pVj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzqq2
´
Nÿ
j“1
E
ptpmfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzq `
?
twjjq3
pVj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzqq2Aj
is analytic in ΩN with
|∆meanpzq| ď C
Nÿ
j“1
t2|mfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzq|2
|Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq|2
` C
Nÿ
j“1
E
t3|mfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzq|3
|Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq|2|Aj |
` C
Nÿ
j“1
E
t3{2|wjj|3
|Vj ´ z ´mfc,tpzq|2|Aj |
(6.222)
Next, we write
t
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqErmpjqN pzq ´mfc,tpzqs “ t
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqErmpjqN pzq ´mN pzqs `Ntmfc,tpzqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqs.
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Using this in (6.220), we find
Np1` tmfc,tpzqqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqs “ ´t
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzqErmpjqN pzq ´mN pzqs `
t
N
Nÿ
j“1
gjpzq2 `∆meanpzq.
By (6.34), (6.35):
NErmpjqN pzq ´mN pzqs “
1` tBzmfc,tpzq
ErAjpzqs `Op|η|
´1pN |η|q´1q. (6.223)
Together with (6.27), this shows
Np1` tmfc,tpzqqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqs “ ´ t
2
N
Nÿ
j“1
g2j pzqBzmfc,tpzq `∆mean. (6.224)
Since |mfc,tpzq| ď Ct´1{2, we have 1 ` tmfc,tpzq “ 1 ` Opt1{2q, and so we may divide both sides of
(6.224) by 1´ tmfc,tpzq:
NErmNpzq ´mfc,tpzqs “ ´t2Bzmfc,tpzqR2pzq ` ∆meanpzq
1`mfc,tpzq (6.225)
for z P ΩN . We have so far shown that
N
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqsdz “ ´t2
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqR2pzqBzmfc,tpzqdz (6.226)
`
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzq ∆meanpzq
1`mfc,tpzq dz. (6.227)
By the local law, on ΩN , we have
Nÿ
j“1
t2|mfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzq|2
|Vj ´ z ´mfc,tpzq|2 “ OptpN |η|q
´1|η|´1q,
Nÿ
j“1
E
t3|mfc,tpzq ´mpjqN pzq|3
|Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq|2|Aj | “ OptpN |η|q
´2|η|´1q,
Nÿ
j“1
E
t3{2|wjj|3{2
|Vj ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq|2||Aj | “
t3{2
N
Nÿ
j“1
|gjpzq|3OpN´1{2q.
(6.228)
It follows: ż
ΩN
iηχpηqϕ2pτq ∆meanpzq
1` tmfc,tpzq dz “ ´
ż
ΩN
iηχpηqϕ1pτqBτ ∆meanpzq
1` tmfc,tpzq dz
The last quantity is bounded by
}ϕ1N }L1
ż 10
N´1`ξ
pt|η|´1pN |η|q´1 ` t
3{2
N
Nÿ
j“1
|gjpzq|3OpN´1{2qqdη ď CptN´ξ `N´1{2t´1{2q}ϕ1N }L1 .
(6.229)
The remaining part of the error term (6.227) isż
ΩN
iχ1pηqpϕN pτq ` iηϕ1N pτqq
∆meanpzq
1 ` tmfc,tpzq dz (6.230)
Since t|η| : χ1 ‰ 0u Ă rN10CV ´ 1, N10CV s, (6.230) gives an error of
C}ϕN}L1N´20CV ` }ϕ1N }L1N´10CV “ CN´2}ϕ1N}L1 . (6.231)
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Adding the errors (6.218), (6.229) and (6.231), we find
N
ż
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqErmN pzq ´mfc,tpzqsdz “ ´t2
ż
ΩN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqR2pzqBzmfc,tpzqdz (6.232)
`OptN´ξN´1{2t´1{2q}ϕ1N }L1 `Op}ϕ2N }L1{Nq1{2. (6.233)
A simple computation using |tm1fc,tpzq| ď C shows that
t2
ż
ΩcN
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqR2pzqBzmfc,tpzqdz “ OpN´1`ξq}ϕ2N }L1 `OptN´CV qp1 ` }ϕ1N }L1q.
The desired result is now obtained by applying Green’s theorem to
t2
ż
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqR2pzqBzmfc,tpzqdz “ t2
ż
ϕN pxqppR2m1fc,tqpx` i0q ´ pR2m1fc,tqpx´ i0qqdx.
6.11 β-ensembles
In this section we consider the mesoscopic central limit theorem for β-ensembles. The proof is close
to the argument that appears in [17, Theorem 5.4], except that we consider general potentials V . Our
statement is somewhat simpler because we are considering functions with small support. The main
input is a result of the loop equation (6.246), first introduced in this context by K. Johansson [48].
This provides us with a quadratic relation for the difference between a deformed resolvent mN,ϕN pzq
and the resolvent of the limiting density associated to V , with a precision of order op1{Nq. Combined
with the Helffer-Sjo¨strand formula (6.40), this allows us to obtain a relation for the characteristic
function for the linear statistics (see (6.266)).
Theorem 6.18. Let supp ρV “ rA,Bs. Let ϕN be a sequence of real-valued C2 functions on R with
support in r2A´B, 2B ´As, satisfying (6.1), (6.2), in addition to the following growth conditions on
the derivatives:
}ϕpk`1qN }L8 ď Ckt´k1 , k “ 0, 1.
Let the parameters t, t1 be chosen as in Theorem 6.1. There is an ε ą 0 such that uniformly in
|x| ď N ǫ:
EreixrptrϕN qpHtq´N
ş
ϕN pxqρV pxqdxss “ exp
ˆ
´x
2
2
V pϕN q ` ixδpϕN q
˙
`OăpN´1`20ǫq}ϕ2N}L1 `OpN´2ǫq,
where the variance V pϕN q is given by
V pϕN q “ 1
2βπ2
ż B
A
ż B
A
ˆ
ϕN pxq ´ ϕN pyq
x´ y
˙2 ´AB ´ xy ´ 1
2
pA`Bqpx` yqa
px´AqpB ´ xq
a
py ´AqpB ´ yqq dxdy,
and
δpϕN q “ 1
2π2
ˆ
2
β
´ 1
˙ż B
A
ϕN pxq
ˆ pHρV q1pτ ` i0q
ρV pτ ` i0q ´
pHρV q1pτ ´ i0q
ρV pτ ´ i0q
˙
dx.
Proof. The proof uses the loop-equation computation in [17]. It was carried out there for the special
case V pxq “ x2
2
.
For a sequence of functions ϕN , consider the complex weighted measures
µV,ϕN pdxq “
1
Zpxqe
ixSN pϕN qµV pdxq,
Zpxq “ EµV reixSN pϕN qs,
SN pϕN q “
Nÿ
j“1
ϕN pxjq ´N
ż
ϕN pxq ρV pxqdx.
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We denote by ρ
pN,hq
1 the 1-point function of µV,h.
Define the Stieltjes transforms
mN,hpzq “
ż
ρ
pN,hq
1 pxq
x´ z dx, mV pzq “
ż
ρV pxq
x´ z dx. (6.234)
We study the asymptotic behavior of mN,ϕN pzq ´mV pzq. Define the quantities:
bpzq “ 2mV pzq ´ BE V˜ pzq :“ 2mV pzq ´ BE
ˆ
V pEq ` iηV 1pEq ´ η
2
2
V 2pEq
˙
(6.235)
cN pzq “ ´ 2ix
βN
ż
ϕ1N psq
z ´ s ρV psqds`
1
N
ˆ
2
β
´ 1
˙
m1N,ϕN pzq (6.236)
`
ż BE V˜ pzq ´ V 1psq
z ´ s pρ
pN,ϕN q
1 psq ´ ρV psqqds. (6.237)
Lemma 6.19. Let supp ρV “ rA,Bs, and let κ ą 0 small, ξ ą 0 be arbitrary. Uniformly in
ΩN :“ tz “ E ` iη : N´1`ξ ď |η| ď N´ξ, E P pA` κ,B ´ κqu,
we have
mN,ϕN pzq ´mV pzq “ ´
cN pzq
bpzq `O
ˆ
N ξωN pzq
|bN pzq|
˙
, (6.238)
where the error ωN pzq is given by
ωN pzq “ N
´2`ξ{20
|Zpxq|2
ˆ
1
|η| }ϕ
2
N }L1 ` |η|´2}ϕ1N}L1
˙
. (6.239)
Proof. The proof in the case of quadratic V is given in [17, Theorem 5.4]. The same proof can be
applied in our case, with minor modifications. Here, we merely point out these differences.
The main difference with the argument in [17] is that we are dealing with the case of general V ,
not just the Gaussian case. In particular, for non-analytic V , we use the analytic extension V˜ . From
the equilibrium relation, we have
V 1pEq “ ´2RemV pE ` i0q,
so
|Im bpzq| “ |2Im mpzq| `OpN´ξq ą c (6.240)
in ΩN . The lower bound (6.240) is essential to the rest of the argument, and explains our choice of
upper bound for |η| in the definition of the region ΩN .
First, we have the rigidity estimate
|µV,ϕN |
´
|xk ´ γpV qk | ą N´
2
3
`ξppk´1{3¯ ď e´cN|Zpxq| , (6.241)
where γk is the k-th classical location for ρV . This follows from the result for general potential in [15].
From this, we have the following estimates as in [17, Lemma 5.3]: for each ǫ ą 0, and 0 ă |η| ă 1,ż
ϕ1N psq
z ´ s ρ
pN,ϕN q
1 psqds´
ż
ϕ1N psq
z ´ s ρV psqds “
N´1`ǫ
|Zpxq|O
ˆż |ϕ2N psq|
|z ´ s| ds`
ż |ϕ1N psq|
|z ´ s|2 ds
˙
, (6.242)
mN,ϕN pzq ´mV pzq “ Oă
ˆ
N´1`ǫ
η|Zpxq|2
˙
, (6.243)
m1N,ϕN pzq ´m1V pzq “ Oă
ˆ
N´1`ǫ
η2|Zpxq|2
˙
, (6.244)
1
N2
VarµV,ϕN
˜
Nÿ
k“1
1
z ´ xk
¸
“ O
ˆ
N´2`2ǫ
η2|Zpxq|2
˙
. (6.245)
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The proof given there depends only on (6.241).
Next, we have the loop equation [15, Eqn. (6.18)]:
pmN,ϕN pzq ´mV pzqq2 ` bN pzq ¨ pmN,ϕN pzq ´mV pzqq
` 2ix
βN
ż
ϕ1N psq
z ´ s ρ
pN,ϕN q
1 psqds´
1
N
ˆ
2
β
´ 1
˙
m1N,ϕN pzq
`
ż BE V˜ pzq ´ V 1psq
z ´ s pρ
pN,ϕN q
1 psq ´ ρV psqqds
“ 1
N2
VarµV,ϕN
˜
Nÿ
k“1
1
z ´ xk
¸
`Ope´cN q.
(6.246)
Using the estimates (6.242), (6.245) in (6.246) leads to following equation for XN :“ mN,ϕN pzq ´
mV pzq:
X2N pzq ` bN pzqXN pzq ` cN pzq “ OpωN pzqq. (6.247)
We can now argue as in [17] that XN pzq is the root of (6.247) corresponding to XN pzq Ñ 0. We
choose ǫ ă ξ{100 to obtain the error bound (6.239).
We use the Helffer-Sjo¨strand formula:
ϕN pλq “ 1
π
ż
R2
B¯zϕ˜N pzq
λ´ τ ´ iη dz, z “ τ ` iη (6.248)
where B¯z “ 12pBτ ` iBηq and ϕ˜N is the almost-analytic extension of ϕN :
ϕ˜N pzq “ pϕN pτq ` iηϕ1N pτqqχpηq,
where 0 ĺ χpyq ĺ 1 is a cutoff function with χpηq “ 1, |η| ĺ N´ξ{2, and χpηq “ 0, |η| ą N´ξ.
The representation (6.248) allows us to derive the following
Proposition 6.20. We have,
iEreixSpϕN qSpϕN qs “ ´xpV pϕN q ` iδpϕN qqEreixSpϕN qs
` |x|O
ˆ
N´1`20ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
p1` }ϕ1N }L1q}ϕ2N }L1 ` |x|O
ˆ
N´2ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
}ϕ1N}2L1
(6.249)
Proof.
We compute the quantity
SpϕN q “ 1
π
ż
R2
piηϕ2N pτqχpηq ` ipϕN pτq ` iηϕ1N pτqqχ1pηqqNpmN,ϕN pzq ´mV pzqqdηdτ. (6.250)
We let ǫ ą 10ξ, and split the integral (6.250) into two regions, ΩNXt|η| ą N´1`ǫu and its complement.
For the integral over pΩN X t|η| ą N´1`ǫuqc, note that χ1 “ 0 in this region, and use (6.243):ż
pΩNXt|η|ąN´1`ǫqc
iηϕ2N pτqχpηqNpmN,ϕN pzq ´mV pzqqdτdη
“
ż
|η|ăN´1`ǫ
ż
|η||ϕ2N pτq|χpηqOă
ˆ
N ξ
|η||Zpxq|2
˙
dτdη
“Oă
ˆ
N´1`20ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
}ϕ2N }L1
(6.251)
We let
∆V pzq “ mN pzq ´mV,ϕN pzq `
cpzq
bpzq .
That is, ∆V pzq is the error term in (6.238). It is analytic in ΩN , and |∆V pzq| “ OăpN ξωN pzq{|bN pzq|q.
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Thus, integrating by parts:ż
ΩNXt|η|ąN´1`ǫu
ηϕ2N pτqχpηq∆V pzqdz
“
ż
ΩNXt|η|ąN´1`ǫu
Bηpηχpηqqϕ1N pτq∆V pzqdz `OpN´1`ξq
ż
|ϕ1N pτq||∆V pτ ` iN´1`ξq|dτ
“}ϕ
1
N}L1
|Zpxq|2OăpN
´1`ξ`ξ{20q
ż N´ξ
N´1`ǫ
|Bηpηχpηqq|p}ϕ2}L1|η|´1 ` }ϕ1N}L1 |η|´2qdη
“Oă
ˆ
N´1`2ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
}ϕ1N }L1}ϕ2N }L1 `Oă
ˆ
N´2ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
}ϕ1N }2L1 .
(6.252)
For the remainder of the error term, we haveż
ΩNXt|η|ąN´1`ǫu
pϕN pτq ` iηϕ1N pτqqχ1pηq∆V pzqdz
“
ż
ΩNXt|η|ąN´1`ǫu
p|ϕN pxq| ` |ϕ1N pxq|q|χ1pyq|
N1`ξωN pzq
|bpzq| dz
“Oă
ˆ
N´1`3ξ
|Zpλq|2
˙
}ϕ2N }L1p1` }ϕ1N }L1q.
(6.253)
Finally,ż
pΩNXt|η|ąN´1`ǫuqc
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqcpzq
bpzq dz “
ż
pΩNXt|η|ąN´1`ǫu
ηϕ2N pτq
cpzq
bpzq dz “ OpN
´1`ξ|x|q}ϕN }L1 .
(6.254)
Combining the estimates (6.251), (6.252), (6.253), (6.254), we have:
SpϕN q “ ´ 1
2π
ż
C
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqcpzq
bpzq dz `O
ˆ
N´1`20ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
p1` }ϕ1N }L1q}ϕ2N }L1 `O
ˆ
N´2ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
}ϕ1N }2L1 .
To compute the main term, we use:
lim
ǫÑ0
bpτ ˘ iǫq “ ˘2πiρV pτq, (6.255)
lim
ǫÑ0
ż
ϕ1N psq
τ ˘ iǫ´ s ρV psqds “ ¯iπϕ
1
N pτq ` pHV ϕ1N qpτq, (6.256)
(6.257)
where
HV fpτq :“ p.v.
ż
fpsq
τ ´ s ρV psqds. (6.258)
Applying Green’s theorem to the region tz : |Im z| ą ǫu, we obtain
lim
ǫÑ0
´ 1
π
ż
t|Im z|ąǫu
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqcpzq
bpzq dz
“´ x
βπ2
ż
ϕN pτqpHV ϕ1N qpτq
1
ρV pxq dτ
´ 1
2π2i
ż
ϕN pτq
ż
V 1pτq ´ V 1psq
τ ´ s pρ
pN,ϕN q
1 psq ´ ρV psqqds
1
ρV pτq dx
` i
2π2
ˆ
2
β
´ 1
˙ż
ϕN pτq
ˆ
pHρV q1pτ ` i0q 1
ρV pτ ` i0q ´ pHρV q
1pτ ´ i0q 1
ρV pτ ´ i0q
˙
dτ.
(6.259)
To simplify this expression, write
ρV pτq “ σpτqωpτq,
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where σpτq “apτ ´AqpB ´ τq1rA,Bspτq, and ωpτq ą 0 on suppρV . Using this notation, we write:
pHV ϕ1N qpτq “ p.v.
ż
ϕ1N psq
τ ´ s ρV psqds “ ωpτqp.v.
ż B
A
ϕ1N psq
τ ´ s σpsqds´
ż B
A
ϕ1N psq
ωpτq ´ ωpsq
τ ´ s σpsqds.
(6.260)
For a C1 function on rA,Bs, we define the finite Hilbert transform by
HABfpτq “ p.v.
ż
fpsq
τ ´ s ds.
The quantity ωpτq can be expressed in terms of V using Tricomi’s inversion formula for HAB [70, p.
179] (see also [48, Eqn. (3.9)]):
ωpτq “ 1
2π
ż B
A
V 1pτq ´ V 1psq
τ ´ s
1
σpsq ds. (6.261)
An alternative formulation of the relation (6.261) is
HABpωσqpsq “ ´V
1psq
2
. (6.262)
By the equilibrium relation, we have
HABpρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qpτq
“p.v.
ż B
A
1
τ ´ spρ
pN,ϕN q
1 psq ´ ρV psqqds
“´ ix
βN
ϕ1N pτq.
This relation can be inverted as [70, p. 178]:
pρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qpτq “
1
σpτq
ix
Nβ
ż B
A
ϕ1N psq
τ ´ s σpsqds.
With this notation, we write (6.260) as:
ωpτqσpτq ¨ 1
σpτqp.v.
ix
Nβ
ż B
A
ϕ1N psq
τ ´ s σpsqds´
ix
βN
ż B
A
ϕ1N psqωpsq
τ ´ s σpsqds
“ωpτqσpτq ¨ pρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qpτq `HABrωσHABpρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qspτq. (6.263)
Returning to (6.259), we compute, using (6.262)
1
2
ż
V 1pτq ´ V 1psq
τ ´ s pρ
pN,ϕN q
1 psq ´ ρV psqqds
“V
1pτq
2
HABpρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qpτq ´HABrpV 1{2qpρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qspτq
“ ´HABpωσqpτqHABpρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qpτq `HABrHABpωσqpρpN,ϕN q1 ´ ρV qspτq. (6.264)
Using the general convolution relation [70, Eqn. (4), p. 174]:
Hrφ1Hφ2 ` φ2Hφ1s “ Hφ1Hφ2 ´ φ1φ2,
the two terms (6.263) and (6.264) sum to zero. Using this in (6.259), we find:
lim
ǫÑ0
´ 1
π
ż
t|Im z|ąǫu
Bz¯ϕ˜N pzqcpzq
bpzq dz
“´ x
βπ2
ż B
A
ϕN pτqp.v.
ż B
A
ϕ1N psq
τ ´ s σpsqds
1
σpτq dτ (6.265)
` i
2π2
ˆ
2
β
´ 1
˙ż B
A
ϕN pτq
ˆ
pHρV q1pτ ` i0q 1
ρV pτ ` i0q ´ pHρV q
1pτ ´ i0q 1
ρV pτ ´ i0q
˙
dτ.
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For the term (6.265), a final simplification is possible. Using
p.v.
ż B
A
1
τ ´ s
1a
pτ ´AqpB ´ τq dτ “ 0, s P rA,Bs,
the integral in this term is rewritten asż B
A
ϕ1N psq
ż B
A
ϕN pτq ´ ϕN psq
τ ´ s σpsqds
1
σpτq dτ.
Integrating by parts in s, we obtain the expression V pϕN q.
To calculate the characteristic function, differentiate Zpxq and use
d
dx
Zpxq “ EµV reixSpϕN qiSpϕN qs
“ ´xpV pϕN q ` iδpϕN qqZpxq
`O
ˆ
N´1`20ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
p1` }ϕ1N}L1q}ϕ2N }L1 `O
ˆ
N´2ξ
|Zpxq|2
˙
}ϕ1N }2L1 .
(6.266)
To avoid the extra factors of |Zpxq| appearing in the error term, we consider
gpxq “ ex2pV pϕN q`iδpϕN qqZpxq2.
Then from (6.266), and recalling the assumptions (6.2), (6.1) on ϕN , we obtain
g1pxq “ ex2pV pϕN q`iδpϕN qqOpN´1`20ξ}ϕ2N}L1 `N´2ξq.
Integrating g1pxq from 0 to x with |x| ĺ N ξ, we obtain the theorem.
7 Proof of main results
7.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2
In this section we prove Theorem 2.2, fixed energy universality for Dyson Brownian motion. We follow
closely Section 4 of [17], taking advantage of the new input of the mesoscopic CLT of Section 6. Let
V be pg,Gq-regular and fix t0 “ Nω0{N with Nσg ĺ t0 ĺ N´σG2. Let t1 “ Nω1{N with ω1 ă ω0{3.
Let |E| ă qG be given and let i0 be the index s.t. the classical eigenvalue γi0pt0 ` t1q is closest to E.
Let xiptq denote Dyson Brownian motion with initial data V . Consider the auxilliary process
xˆiptq :“ apxipt{a2q ´ bq (7.1)
where
a “ ρscp0q{ρfc,t0pγi0pt0qq, b “ γi0pt0q. (7.2)
Then the process xˆiptq is DBM started from initial data apV ´ bq. Note that since V is pg,Gq-regular,
the initial data apV ´ bq is pcg, cGq-regular for some c ą 0. Define tˆ0 :“ t0{a2 and tˆ1 :“ t1{a2. At time
tˆ0 we have that the free convolution law for xˆi satisfies ρˆfc,tˆ0p0q “ ρscp0q and γˆi0ptˆ0q “ 0. The processtxˆiptqui satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Therefore, we have a coupling to a process tyiptqui
that is a DBM started from initial data yip0q a GOE matrix independent from txiptqui. By definition
of a, and the rigidity estimates of Theorem 2.7 we have for |j| ĺ N62ω1{60 that
|apxi0`jpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq ´ yN{2`jp0q| ĺ
N ε
N
(7.3)
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with overwhelming probability, where yi is GOE ensemble at time 0. We further have the estimate
that
xˆi0`iptˆ0 ` tˆ1q ´ γˆi0ptˆ0 ` tˆ1q
“yN{2`iptˆ1q `
1
N
ÿ
|j|ĺN61ω1{60
pppi´ jq{Nqpxˆi0`jptˆ0q ´ yN{2`jp0qq `
1
N
OpN´c1q, (7.4)
for some c1 ą 0. We defined,
pppi´ jq{Nq “ ζppi´ jq{N, tˆ1q (7.5)
for notational simplicity, and ζ is defined in (3.7). From Proposition 3.2 we see that the function ppxq
satisfies
|ppxq| ĺ C t1
t21 ` x2
, |p1pxq| ĺ C 1
t21 ` x2
. (7.6)
The constant c1 ą 0 is fixed for the purposes of this section and depends only on ω0 and ω1. Hence,
we see that for |i| ĺ Nω1{2,
a pxi0`ipt0 ` t1q ´ γi0pt0 ` t1qq
“yN{2`ipt1{a2q `
1
N
ÿ
|j|ĺN61ω1{60
ppj{Nq `apxi0`jpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq ´ yN{2`jp0q˘ ` 1NOpN´c1q. (7.7)
We used (7.6) and (7.3) to replace pppi´ jq{Nq by ppi{Nq, i.e.,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ|j|ĺN61ω1{50ppppi´ jq{Nq ´ ppi{Nqq
`
apxi0`jpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq ´ yN{2`jp0q
˘ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ĺN
ε`ω1{2
N3t1
ÿ
j
t1
t21 ` pj{Nq2
ĺ CN
ε´ω1{2
N
(7.8)
for |i| ĺ Nω1{2 with overwhelming probability.
Note that
apγi0`kpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq “ γpscqN{2`k ´ γ
pscq
N{2 `
1
N
OpN´ω0{10q “ k
N
1
ρscp0q `
1
N
OpN´ω0{10q (7.9)
for |k| ĺ N62ω1{60. With overwhelming probability we haveÿ
|j|ĺN61ω1{60
ppj{Nq `apxi0`jpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq ´ yN{2`jp0q˘
“
ÿ
|j|ĺNω1p1`1{300q
ppj{Nq `apxi0`jpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq ´ yN{2`jp0q˘ `OpN´ω1{350q
“
ÿ
j
ppj{Nqχ1
”
pj{Nq{pt1N2ω1{300q
ı `
apxi0`jpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq ´ yN{2`jp0q
˘ `OpN´ω1{350q, (7.10)
where χ1pxq is a smooth cut-off function identically 1 for |x| ĺ 1 and 0 for |x| ą 2.
Arguing as in [17] with overwhelming probability we can rewriteÿ
j
χ1
”
pj{Nq{pt1N2ω1{300q
ı
ppj{Nq `apxi0`jpt0q ´ γi0pt0qq ´ yN{2`jp0q˘ “ `ζx ´ ζy `OpN´c2q˘
(7.11)
for a constant c2 ą 0 and some mesoscopic linear statistics ζx and ζy. The functions ζx and ζy are of
the form
ζx “
ÿ
j
Gpapxjpt0q ´ γi0pt0qqq ´Gpapγjpt0q ´ γi0pt0qqq, ζy “
ÿ
j
Gpyjp0qq ´Gpγpscqj q (7.12)
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for a function G which is defined by
Gpxq :“
ż x
0
χ1ps{pt1N2ω1{300qqppsqds. (7.13)
Note that by rigidity we have
|ζx| ĺ CN
ε
N
ÿ
j
t1
t21 ` pj{Nq2
ĺ CN ε (7.14)
for any ε ą 0, with overwhelming probability.
For simplicity we will only consider the 2-point function. It suffices to calculateÿ
i,j
ErQpNapxipt0 ` t1q ´ Eq, Napxjpt0 ` t1q ´ xipt0 ` t1qqqs (7.15)
for compactly supported smooth Q : R2 Ñ R.
7.1.1 Reduction to observables with small Fourier support
By the homogenization result and rigidity we can write for any sufficiently small δR ą 0,ÿ
i,j
ErQpNapxipt0 ` t1q ´ Eq, Napxjpt0 ` t1q ´ xipt0 ` t1qqqs
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNpyN{2`iptˆ1q ´ apE ´ γi0pt0 ` t1qqq ` ζx ´ ζy, NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqs
`OpN2δR´c3q, (7.16)
for c3 “ mintc1, c2, ω1{350u. For simplicity denote d “ apE ´ γi0pt0 ` t1qq. Note |d| ĺ C. We now
make a Fourier cut-off of Q. We denote by Qˆpλ, yq the Fourier transform of Q in the first variable.
We let ψpλq be the Fourier transform of ζx. Since ζx is independent of tyiptqui, we can writeÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNpyN{2`iptˆ1q ´ dq ` ζx ´ ζy, NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqs
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ż
dλψpλqE
”
Qˆpλ,NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqeiλrNpyN{2`i´dq`ζys
ı
. (7.17)
The particles xipt0q are distributed as the eigenvalues of
V `?t0W d“ V `
?
t0 ´ t3W `
?
t3W
1 “: Vˆ `?t3W 1, (7.18)
where W and W 1 are independent GOE matrices. We choose t3 “ Nω3{N with ω1 ă ω3 ă 2ω1. We
take ω3 “ ω1p2´ 1{5q. We calculate
|ψpλq| “
ˇˇˇ
Ereiλζxs
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
E
”
E
”
eiλζx |Vˆ
ııˇˇˇ
. (7.19)
The matrix Vˆ is pqg, qGq-regular with overwhelming probability for any 0 ă q ă 1. By our choice of
ω3 we can apply Section 6 and conclude that with overwhelming probability,ˇˇˇ
E
”
eiλζx |Vˆ
ıˇˇˇ
ĺ e´cxλ2 logpNq `N´c4 , |λ| ĺ N c4 (7.20)
for some constants c4, cx ą 0. Fix δF ą 0 and let χ2 be a smooth compactly supported function s.t.
χ2pλq “ 1 for |λ| ĺ δF {2 and χ2pλq “ 0 for |λ| ą δF . For any ε ą 0 we have,ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ż
dλψpλqE
”
Qˆpλ,NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqeiλrNpyN{2`i´dq`ζys
ı
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ż
dλψpλqE
”
χ2pλqQˆpλ,NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqeiλrNpyN{2`i´dq`ζys
ı
`OpN2δR`εpN´cxδ2F {4 `N´c4qq. (7.21)
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Above we estimated the region δF {2 ă |λ| ĺ N ε using (7.20). The region |λ| ą N ε is estimated using
the fact that Q is Schwartz and so |Qˆpλ, yq| ĺ CM{p1` |λ|M q for any M ą 0.
LetQ1 : R
2 Ñ R be the function with Fourier transform in the first variable Qˆ1pλ, yq “ Qˆpλ, yqχ1pλq.
We see that we have provenÿ
i,j
ErQpNpxipt0 ` t1q ´ Eq, Npxjpt0 ` t1q ´ xipt0 ` t1qqqs
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQ1pNpyN{2`iptˆ1q ´ dq ` ζx ´ ζy, NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqs
`O
´
N2δR`εpN´c3 `N´c4 `N´cxδ2F {4q
¯
. (7.22)
Note that we have the following bound for Q1. For any M ą 0 there is a constant CpM,Q, δF q s.t.
|BαxQ1px, yq| ` |Bαx ByQ1px, yq| ĺ CpQ,M, δF q
1
1` |x|M pδF q
α (7.23)
for every α.
7.1.2 Reduction to constancy of G
If we repeat the same argument with an auxillliary DBM started from a GOE ensemble, which we
denote by ziptq then we see thatÿ
i,j
ErQpNpziptˆ1qq, Npzjptˆ1q ´ ziptˆ1qqqs
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQ1pNpyN{2`iptˆ1qq ` ζz ´ ζy, NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqs
`O
´
N2δR`εpN´c3 `N´c4 `N´czδ2F {4q
¯
, (7.24)
for a constant cz ą 0. Define the function
F psq :“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQ1pNyN{2`iptˆ1q ` s´ ζy, NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqs. (7.25)
From (7.22) and (7.24) and the fact that |ζx|` |ζz| ĺ N ε with overwhelming probability we see that in
order to prove fixed energy universality it suffices to show that |F psq ´ F p0q| “ op1q for |s| ĺ N δR{2.
7.1.3 Preliminary estimates for reverse heat flow
Define
Fhpsq :“ F ps` hq ´ F psq. (7.26)
We will eventually expand Fhpsq in a power series. In this section we establish estimates on the terms
in that power series. We follow closely [17].
For α P Nľ0 define
Fαpsq :“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErpBαxQ1q pNyN{2`iptˆ1q ` s´ ζy, Npyjptˆ1q ´ yiptˆ1qqqs, (7.27)
and
Fαh psq :“ Fαps` hq ´ Fαpsq. (7.28)
First, the argument of [17] using the translation invariance of the GOE statistics givesˇˇˇˇÿ
i,j
ErpBαxQ1qpNziptˆ1q ` s` h,Npzjptˆ1q ´ ziptˆ1qqqs
´
ˇˇˇˇÿ
i,j
ErpBαxQ1qpNziptˆ1q ` s,Npzjptˆ1q ´ ziptˆ1qqqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ CpQ, δF qpδF qαN´1{4 (7.29)
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for |s|, |h| ĺ N1{4.
By rigidity or the local law for the GOE (see, e.g., Theorem 2.2 of [42]) with overwhelming
probability, only the eigenvalues ziptˆ1q with |i´N{2| ĺ N δR close to the point 0, and so using (7.23)
we haveˇˇˇˇÿ
i,j
ErpBαxQ1qpNziptˆ1q ` s,Npzjptˆ1q ´ ziptˆ1qqqs
´
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErpBαxQ1qpNzN{2`iptˆ1q ` s,NpzN{2`jptˆ1q ´ zN{2`iptˆ1qqqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ CpQ, δF ,MqpδF qαN´MδR
(7.30)
for any M ą 0 and |s| ĺ 10N δR{2. By Theorem 3.1 applied to zi and yi,ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErpBαxQ1qpNzN{2`iptˆ1q ` s,NpzN{2`jptˆ1q ´ zN{2`iptˆ12qqqs
´
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErpBαxQ1qpNyN{2`iptˆ1q ` s` ζz ´ ζy, NpyN{2`jptˆ1q ´ yN{2`iptˆ1qqqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺCpQ, δF qpδF qαN2δR´c3 . (7.31)
We have the estimate
ζˆzpλq “ e´czλ2 logpNq`iλbN `OpN´c5q, |λ| ĺ N c5 (7.32)
for constants cz , c5 ą 0 and bN satisfying |bN | ĺ N δR{100. Let ζ be a Gaussian with variance cz logpNq
and mean bN . We see that
|ErFαh ps` ζqs ´ ErFαh ps` ζzqs| ĺ CpQ, δF qpδF qαN2δR´c5 . (7.33)
Collecting (7.29) (7.30) (7.31) and (7.33), we see that
|ErFαh ps ` ζq| ĺ CpQ,M, δF qpδF qαN2δRpN´c5 `N´c3 `N´MδRq (7.34)
for any M ą 0 and |s|, |h| ĺ 5N δR{2.
7.1.4 Reverse heat flow
Following [17] we can write
Fhp0q “
8ÿ
α“1
pcz logpNqqα
α!
ErFαh pζ ` bN qs. (7.35)
Hence,
|Fhp0q| ĺ CN δ2F czN2δRpN´c5 `N´c3 `N´MδRq, (7.36)
for |h| ĺ N δR{2.
Take δF ą 0 and small enough so that δ2F cz ĺ mintc5, c3, 1{10u{10. Now take δR ą 0 as
δR “ mintc3, c4, cxδ2F {4, czδ2F {4, c5u{10. (7.37)
Now take M large enough so that MδR ą 10. We see that we have proven that there is an a ą 0 so
that
|Fhp0q| ĺ N´a (7.38)
for |h| ĺ a, andÿ
i,j
ErQpNpxipt0 ` t1q ´ Eq, Npxjpt0 ` t1q ´ xipt0 ` t1qqqs
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQ1pNpyN{2`ipt1{a2q ´ dq ` ζx ´ ζy, NpyN{2`jpt1{a2q ´ yN{2`ipt1{a2qqqs `O
`
N´a
˘
,
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and ÿ
i,j
ErQpNpzipt1{a2q ´ Eq, Npzjpt1{a2q ´ zipt1{a2qqqs
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQ1pNpyN{2`ipt1{a2qq ` ζz ´ ζy, NpyN{2`jpt1{a2q ´ yN{2`ipt1{a2qqqs `O
`
N´a
˘
.
This yields fixed energy universality.
7.2 Multitime correlation functions
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is nearly identical to that of Theorem 2.2. It suffices to calculate observables
of the form, e.g., ÿ
i,j
ErQpxiptaq ´ Eptaq, ppxjptbq ´ Eptbqq ´ pxiptaq ´ Eptaqqqs. (7.39)
with the energies Eptq defined as in the theorem statement. Since the mesoscopic part ζx, ζy of the
homogenization estimates
xiptq ´ Eptq “ yiptq ` ζx ´ ζy ` op1q (7.40)
are the same for ta and tb, the proof given above applies to observables of the form (7.39).
8 General β-ensembles
In this section we prove fixed energy universality for β-ensembles, β ľ 1. The strategy is similar
to the case of classical DBM; however the coupling must change as we lack a suitable matrix model
representation for the DBM flow on β-ensembles.
8.1 DBM flow for general β
We let xi be a general β-ensemble with potential V satisfying the hypotheses in Section 2.3.4. We let
yi be an independent Gaussian β-ensemble. We consider the coupled flows
dxi “
?
2dBi?
βN
` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
xi ´ xj dt´
V 1pxiq
2
dt (8.1)
and
dyi “
?
2dBi?
βN
` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj dt´
yi
2
dt. (8.2)
These flows leave the distribution of txiui and tyiui invariant (however, they obviously do not leave
the joint distribution of txi, yiui invariant). For notational simplicity we only consider eigenvalues
near the index i0 “ N{2; the general case proceeds via the same proof. Note that we do not need
to perform the re-indexing argument of Section 3.1 because we are in the one-cut case: we only ever
consider i0 P rrαN, p1 ´ αqN ss for a fixed α ą 0, where both the β-ensemble V and the Gaussian
β-ensemble both exhibit bulk statistics.
We can re-scale and translate the xi so that the equilibrium density satisfiesż 0
´8
ρV pxqdx “ 1{2, ρV p0q “ ρscp0q. (8.3)
If γpV q and γpscq are the classical eigenvalue locations of ρV and ρsc respectively, then we have
|γpV qi ´ γpscqi | ĺ
C
N
, for |i| ĺ
?
N (8.4)
where we have once again shifted indices so that γ
pV q
0 “ γpscq0 “ 0 and the indices run over rr´N{2, N{2ss.
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Recall the equilibrium equation
V 1pxq
2
“ ´
ż
ρV pyqdy
y ´ x ,
x
2
“ ´
ż
ρscpyqdy
y ´ x . (8.5)
Fix now a parameter ℓ “ Nωℓ with ωℓ ă 1{2 and a t1 “ Nω1{N with ω1 ĺ ωℓ{4. We define the
following short-range index set E by
E :“ t|i´ j| ĺ ℓu Y tij ą 0, |i| ľ N{4, |j| ľ N{4u. (8.6)
We introduce the notation
E,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
j:pi,jqPE
,
Ec,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
j:pi,jqRE
. (8.7)
We consider the process xˆi defined by
dxˆi “
?
2dBi?
βN
` 1
N
E,piqÿ
j
1
xi ´ xj ` εij dt` 1t|i|ąN{5u
¨˝
Ec,piqÿ
j
1
xi ´ xj ´
V 1pxiq
2
‚˛dt (8.8)
where
εij “ N´500, i ą j εij “ ´N´500, i ă j. (8.9)
We will need some level repulsion estimates and the following event Fε. For ε ą 0 we let Fεptq be the
event that for all i we have
|xiptq ´ γpV qi | ` |yiptq ´ γpscqi | ĺ
N ε
N2{3pN{2´ |i| ` 1q1{3 (8.10)
and let
Fε :“
č
0ĺtĺ1
Fεptq. (8.11)
By the rigidity estimates from [16] and the argument in Appendix B we see that Fε holds with
overwhelming probability. The following level repulsion estimates follow from [40].
Lemma 8.1. There is an εLR ą 0 and a small δ ą 0 so that the following holds. For s ľ e´NεLR we
have for any ε ą 0,
PrFδptq X |xiptq ´ xi`1ptq| ĺ s{N s ĺ CN εs2, PrFδptq|yiptq ´ yi`1ptq| ĺ s{N s ĺ CN εs2. (8.12)
For any s ą 0 we have
PrFδptq X |xiptq ´ xi`1ptq| ĺ s{N s ĺ CN3s2, PrFδptq|yiptq ´ yi`1ptq| ĺ s{N s ĺ CN3s2. (8.13)
We have the following estimate. It is proven by working on the event Fε and combining the proof
of (3.7) of [17] (see also the related Lemma 4.4 of [55]) with the proof of Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 8.2. Let ε ą 0. There is an event with probability at least 1´N´300 on which
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
sup
i
|xˆi ´ xi| ĺ t1N ε
ˆ
ℓ
N
` 1
ℓ
˙
. (8.14)
8.1.1 Finite speed estimates and profile of UB
We define now the operator B by
pBuqi :“ 1
N
E,piqÿ
j
uj ´ ui
pxi ´ xj ` εijqpyi ´ yj ` εijq . (8.15)
Let
Bij :“ 1
N
1
pxi ´ xj ` εijqpyi ´ yj ` εijq . (8.16)
We need a finite speed estimate analogous to Theorem 4.1. The main difference is that we can only
prove the estimate on an event of polynomially high probability, instead of overwhelming probability.
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Lemma 8.3. Let 0 ă q ă 1 and let |a| ĺ qN{4. Let δ ą 0. There is an event Fa with PrFas ľ 1´N´cδ
on which the following holds. For all 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ ℓ{N , we have
UBij ps, tq ` UBji ps, tq ĺ e´N
c1δ
, i ĺ a´ ℓN δ, and j ľ a` ℓN δ. (8.17)
Proof. It is more convenient to adapt the proof of [40] instead of the proof of Theorem 4.1. We can
assume that the event Fε1 holds with a small ε1 ą 0. Fix δ ą 0. Let b :“ a´ ℓN δ. Define
φj :“ eνψj , ψj :“ 1
N
mintpj ´ bq`, pa´ bqu. (8.18)
Note that
|ψj ´ ψk| ĺ |j ´ k|
N
(8.19)
for any j, k. Let rjpuq satisfy
Bur “ Br (8.20)
with initial condition rjpsq “ 1tjĺbu, i.e.,
rjpuq “
ÿ
kĺb
UBjkps, uq. (8.21)
Define fpuq by
fpuq “
ÿ
j
φjr
2
j puq. (8.22)
Following [40], we differentiate f and obtain
f 1puq “ 2
ÿ
i
φi
E,piqÿ
j
rjpuqBijprj ´ riq “
ÿ
pi,jqPE
Bijprj ´ riqrriφi ´ rjφjs
“
ÿ
pi,jqPE
Bijprj ´ riqφipri ´ rjq `
ÿ
pi,jqPE
Bijprj ´ riqrφi ´ φjsrj . (8.23)
As in [40], we use Schwarz on the second sum, absorbing the part quadratic in r into the first sum
which is negative. We obtain
f 1puq ĺ C
ÿ
i
E,piqÿ
j
Bijφ
´1
i r
2
i pφi ´ φjq2. (8.24)
By definition of ψ we see that ψj “ ψi if |i´ b| ľ 2ℓN δ and pi, jq P E . Hence,
f 1puq ĺ C
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
ÿ
j:|i´j|ĺℓ
Bijφir
2
i
ˆ
φj
φi
´ 1
˙2
. (8.25)
On the condition that νℓ ĺ CN we get for any ε ą 0
f 1puq ĺ C
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
ÿ
j:|i´j|ĺℓ
Bij
|i´ j|2
N2
φir
2
i ν
2
“ Cν2
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
φir
2
i
ÿ
j:|j´i|ĺNε
Bij
|i´ j|2
N2
` Cν2
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
φir
2
i
ÿ
j:ℓľ|j´i|ąNε
Bij
|i´ j|2
N2
. (8.26)
The second term we can estimate by rigidity and obtain
ν2
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
φir
2
i
ÿ
j:ℓľ|j´i|ąNε
Bij
|i´ j|2
N2
ĺ C ν
2ℓ
N
fpuq. (8.27)
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The first term we estimate by
ν2
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
φir
2
i
ÿ
j:|j´i|ĺNε
Bij
|i´ j|2
N2
ĺ fpuqν2
¨˝ ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNε
Bij|i´ j|2
N2
‚˛. (8.28)
We obtain by Gronwall that, using t ĺ ℓ{N ,
fpuq ĺ exp
»–C ν2ℓ2
N2
` Cν2
ż ℓ{N
0
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNε
Bij |i´ j|2
N2
dt
fifl fpsq. (8.29)
By the level repulsion estimates of Lemma 8.1, the fact that we are working on Fε1 , and Markov’s
inequality there is an event with probability at least 1´N´ε{2 on whichż ℓ{N
0
ÿ
i:|i´b|ĺ2ℓNδ
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNε
Bij |i´ j|2
N2
ĺ CN
4εℓ2N δ
N2
. (8.30)
Hence, if we take
ν “ N
ℓN2εN δ{2
(8.31)
we see that
fpuq ĺ Cfpsq ĺ CN (8.32)
with probability at least 1´N´ε{2. By definition we have for j ľ b and by our choice of ν,
νψj “ ν ℓN
δ
N
“ N δ{2´2ε (8.33)
Taking ε “ δ{8 we get the claim.
It is not too hard to adapt the arguments of Section 4.2.2 to prove the following.
Lemma 8.4. Let ε ą 0 and δ ą 0. Fix a, b with a ĺ b and |a|, |b| ĺ q1N{4 with 0 ă q1 ă 1. Assume
N ε1 ă b´ a ă N1´ε1. There is an event Fab with PrFabs ľ 1´N´cε `N´cδ on which the following
holds.
UBij ps, tq ` UBji ps, tq ĺ
N ε
N
t´ s` 1{N
ppb´ aq{Nq2 (8.34)
for every i ĺ a and j ľ b and 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ mint|a´ b|N´δ{N, 10t1u.
Arguing in a dyadic fashion, this implies the following estimate.
Lemma 8.5. Let ε ą 0 and δ ą 0. Let |a| ă q1N{4 with 0 ă q1 ă 1. There is an event Fa with
PrFas ľ 1´N´cε `N´cδ on which the following estimates hold.
UBij ps, tq ` UBji ps, tq ĺ
N ε
N
t´ s` 1{N
ppa´ jq{Nq2 (8.35)
for any pi, j, s, tq satisfying i ĺ a and j ľ a`N ε and 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ mintN´δ|i´ j|{N, 10t1u.
The proof of the following is a straightforward modification of Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 8.6. Let ε ą 0. Let 0 ă q ă 1. There is an event F with PrFs ľ 1´N´cε on which we have
the following estimates. For all |a| ĺ qN{4 and |b| ĺ qN{4, and 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ ℓ{N ,
UBabps, tq ĺ
N ε
Npt´ sq . (8.36)
Combining the previous two lemmas yields the following estimate.
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Lemma 8.7. Let ε ą 0 and 0 ă q1 ă q2 ă 1. Fix a with |a| ĺ q1N{4. Fix 0 ĺ s ĺ 10t1. There is an
event Fapsq with probability PrFapsqs ľ 1´N´cε on which the following estimates hold.
UBjaps, tq ` UBajps, tq ĺ
N ε
N
t´ s` 1{N
ppa´ jq{Nq2 ` pt´ sq2 ` 1{N2 (8.37)
for every |j| ĺ q2N{4 and t satisfying s ĺ t ĺ 10t1.
Remark. Alternatively, one may fix t and let s vary instead. We will also later need the following
slight variant.
Lemma 8.8. Let ε ą 0, and fix 0 ă q1 ă q2 ă 1. Fix a with |a| ĺ q1N{4. Fix a scale t3 “ Nω3{N ,
with ω3 ĺ ω1. Fix s. There is an event with probability at least 1´N´cε on which
UBjapu, tq ` UBajpu, tq ĺ
N ε
N
t3
ppa´ jq{Nq2 ` t23
(8.38)
for every j and u, t satisfying |j| ĺ q2N{4 and s ĺ u ĺ t ĺ s` 10t3, and |t´ u| ľ t3{10.
8.1.2 Parabolic equation
Let ui “ xˆi ´ yˆi. Then ui satisfies the equation
Btui “
E,piqÿ
j
Bijpuj ´ uiq ` ξi `Ai (8.39)
where
ξi “
E,piqÿ
j
Bijppxi ´ xjq ´ pxˆi ´ xˆjq ´ pyi ´ yjq ` pyˆi ´ yˆjqq (8.40)
and
Ai :“ 1t|i|ąN{5u
¨˝
Ec,piqÿ
j
1
xi ´ xj ´
V 1pxiq
2
‚˛´ 1t|i|ąN{5u
¨˝
Ec,piqÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj ´
yi
2
‚˛. (8.41)
Write ξi as
ξi “ ξp1qi ` ξp2qi (8.42)
where
ξ
p1q
i :“
E,piqÿ
j:|i´j|ĺNε
Bijppxi ´ xjq ´ pxˆi ´ xˆjq ´ pyi ´ yjq ` pyˆi ´ yˆjqq, (8.43)
and
ξ
p2q
i :“
E,piqÿ
j:|i´j|ąNε
Bijppxi ´ xjq ´ pxˆi ´ xˆjq ´ pyi ´ yjq ` pyˆi ´ yˆjqq. (8.44)
Due to rigidity and Lemma 8.2 we have with probability at least 1´N´290 that
||ξp2q||8 ĺ N εNt1
ˆ
ℓ
N
` 1
ℓ
˙
. (8.45)
Using Lemmas 8.5 and 8.6 we see that with probability at least 1´N´cε,
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
ÿ
j
UBajps, tqξjpsqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ ÿ|j´a|ĺNt1Nε
ż 10t1
0
|ξjpsq|ds`
ÿ
|j´a|ąNt1Nε
ż 10t1
0
Nt1|ξjpsq|
pj ´ aq2 . (8.46)
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Hence, using Lemma 8.2, the inequality (8.45) and Markov inequality to deal with the ξp1q part we
see that there is, for each index a, an event with probability at least PrFas ľ 1´N´cε on which
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
ÿ
j
UBajps, tqξjpsqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N4εN pNt1q3
ˆ
ℓ
N
` 1
ℓ
˙
. (8.47)
Define vi by
Btv “ Bv, vp0q “ up0q. (8.48)
For each |a| ĺ N{6 we see that by (8.47) (using Lemma 8.3 to deal with the Ai term) and the Duhamel
formula that there is an event Fa with probability at least 1´N´cε on which
sup
0ĺtĺt1
|vaptq ´ uaptq| ĺ N
ε
N
pNt1q3
ˆ
ℓ
N
` 1
ℓ
˙
. (8.49)
8.1.3 Initial data cut-offs
As in Section 3, we can perform initial data cut-offs. Let εa ą 0. We have the following.
Lemma 8.9. Let ε ą 0. Let |a| ĺ ?N . Let ε ą 0. There is an event Fa with probability PrFas ľ
1´N´cε on which the following estimates hold. For all 0 ĺ t ĺ t1,
xaptq ´ yaptq “
ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nεa
UBajp0, tqpxjp0q ´ yjp0qq `
N ε
N
O
ˆ
1
N εa
` pNt1q3
ˆ
ℓ
N
` 1
ℓ
˙˙
. (8.50)
8.1.4 Homogenization
We now proceed as in Section 3.6. Fix an εB ą 0. Fix an index a s.t.
|a| ĺ N1{2´εB . (8.51)
Define wi by
Btw “ Bw, wip0q “ Nδapiq. (8.52)
Let ptpx, yq be as in Section 3.6. Fix
N´1 ! s0 ! s1 ! t1. (8.53)
Recall the flat eigenvalue locations γ
pfq
j . We define fpx, tq by
fpx, tq “
ÿ
j
1
N
ps0`t´s1´s2px, γpfqj qwjps1q (8.54)
and fiptq by fiptq :“ fpyiptq, tq. Note that here it ends up being more convenient to use yi and not yˆi
above, as opposed to in Section 3.
The proof of Lemma 3.13 goes through without change and we have the following.
Lemma 8.10. Let ε ą 0 and εB ą 0 and ε1 ą 0. There is an event Fa with PrFas ľ 1 ´ N´cε on
which the following estimate holds.
||wps1q ´ fps1q||22
ĺs0C
ÿ
|i|ĺN1{2´εB`Nωℓ`ε1
ÿ
|i´j|ĺℓ
pwips1q ´ wjps1qq2
pi´ jq2 `N
ε
ˆ
1
pNs0q2 `
pNs0q2
ℓ2
˙
1
s1
. (8.55)
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Due to the lack of overwhelming probability in our events, we need to argue somewhat differently in
order to prove the analog of Lemma 3.14. In particular, we will take the expectation of a martingale,
and so we need to introduce the following stopping time denoted by τ . It is constructed as the
minimum of the following 6 stopping times. The definition is a little complicated as we need a variety
of estimates to hold for the calculations of Lemma 3.14.
Let ετ ą 0 and ε1 ą 0. First we define the stopping time τ1 by
τ1 :“ inftu ľ s1 : Di, |i| ľ N1{2 : wi ą e´Nε1{2 or fi ą e´Nε1{2u (8.56)
and then the stopping time τ2 by
τ2 :“ inf
"
u ľ s1 : Di : wipuq ľ N
ετ pu´ s1 ` 1{Nq
ppa´ iq{Nq2 ` pu´ s1q2 ` 1{N2
*
. (8.57)
We define the stopping time
τ3 :“ inf
"
u ľ s1 : Di : |yˆipuq ´ γpscqi | or |yipuq ´ γpscqi | or
|xˆipuq ´ γpV qi | or |xipuq ´ γpV qi | ą
N ετ {10
pN{2´ |i|q1{3N2{3
*
(8.58)
and the stopping time
τ4 :“ inf
"
u ľ s1 :
ż u
s1
1
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2pt` s1q
1
N2
ÿ
|j´i|ĺNετ ,|i|ĺN1{2
1
|yi ´ yj ` εij| `
1
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
ˆ
ˆ
t
t2 ` ppi ´ aq{Nq2 `
ps1q _ pt´ s1 ` s0q
ppi´ aq{Nq2 ` ps1 _ pt´ s1 ` s0qq2
˙
dt ľ N
2ετ
Ns0s1
*
(8.59)
and the stopping time
τ5 “ inf
"
u : u ľ s1 :
ż u
s1
ÿ
i,j
1
|xi ´ xj| `
1
|yi ´ yj| `
1
|yi ´ yj ` εij ||xi ´ xj ` εij |dt ľ N
10
*
, (8.60)
and finally
τ6 “ inf
"
u : u ľ s1 :
ż
s1
ÿ
i,j
ˇˇˇˇ
1
yi ´ yj ´
1
yi ´ yj ` εij
ˇˇˇˇ
dt ľ 1
N50
*
(8.61)
We set
τ :“ τ1 ^ τ2 ^ τ3 ^ τ4 ^ τ5 ^ τ6 ^ 10t1. (8.62)
Lemmas 8.3 and 8.7 (for τ6 see the proof of (3.7) of [17]) imply that
Prτ ă 10t1s ĺ N´cε1 `N´cετ . (8.63)
For s1 ĺ t ĺ τ we have
fpx, tq ĺ CN
ετ
N
ÿ
j
pt` s0q
pj{N ´ xq2 ` pt` s0q2
s1
j2{N2 ` ps1q2
ĺ CN ετ
ż
t` s0
py ´ xq2 ` pt` s0q2
s1
y2 ` ps1q2dy ĺ CN
ετ
pt` s0q _ ps1q
x2 ` ppt` s0q _ ps1qq2 . (8.64)
Here we used that for s ĺ t and x ą 0, that if x ą t,ż
t
px´ yq2 ` t2
s
y2 ` s2dy “
ż
yĺx{2
`
ż
yľ3x{2
`
ż
x{2ăyă3x{2
t
px´ yq2 ` t2
s
y2 ` s2dy
ĺ C t
x2
˜ż
yăx{2
`
ż
yą3x{2
s
y2 ` s2dy
¸
` s
x2
ż
x{2ăyă3x{2
t
py ´ xq2 ` t2dy
ĺ C t
x2 ` t2 (8.65)
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and if |x| ĺ t, ż
t
px´ yq2 ` t2
s
y2 ` s2dy ĺ
C
t
ż
s
y2 ` s2dy ĺ
Ct
t2 ` x2 . (8.66)
Lemma 8.11. We have
d
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq2 “ ´1
2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqy `Xtdt` dMt. (8.67)
The term Mt is a martingale. For Xt we haveż u
s1
Xtdt ĺ 1
5
ż u
s1
xpw ´ fq,Bpw ´ fqydt` N
8ετ
s1
ˆ
1
pNs0q1{2
˙
, (8.68)
for any u with s1 ĺ u ĺ τ .
Proof. For t ĺ τ the bounds (3.116) to (3.118) hold, and we also have
|fi| ` wi ĺ e´Nε1{2 , |i| ľ N1{2. (8.69)
We will use these tacitly in the proof. Using the Ito formula we calculate
d
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq2 “ 1
N
ÿ
i
„
pwi ´ fiq
ˆ
Btwidt´ Btfidt´ f 1idyˆi ´ f2i
dt
N
˙
´ pf 1iq2
dt
N

. (8.70)
The Ito terms are handled as before and we getż τ
s1`s2
1
N
ÿ
i
ˇˇpwi ´ fiqf2i ` pf 1iq2 ˇˇ dtN ĺ N ετ 1Ns0s1 . (8.71)
We make the same calculation as in Lemma 3.14 and write
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqpBtwi ´ pBtfqiq “ ´1
2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqy
` 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
˜
E,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq ´
ż
|y´yˆi|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpyiq
pyi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
¸
.
(8.72)
Fix 0 ă ωℓ,2 ă ωℓ and define
E2 :“ tpi, jq : |i´ j| ĺ Nωℓ,2u Y tpi, jq : ij ą 0, |i| ľ N{4, |j| ľ N{4u. (8.73)
We then write the second term in (8.72) as
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
E,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq ´
ż
|y´yˆi|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpyiq
pyi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛
“ 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
E2,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq‚˛ (8.74)
` 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
EzE2,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq ´
ż
|yˆi´y|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpyiq
pyi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛. (8.75)
Let vi :“ wi ´ fi. We first turn to (8.74). For |i| ĺ N1{2 we have
E2,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq “ 1
N
E2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
pxj ´ xi ` εijq ´
E2,piqÿ
j
Bijεijf
1
i
` N
2ετ
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2pt` s1qO
¨˝
Nωℓ,2 ` 1
N
ÿ
|j´i|ĺNετ
1
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
‚˛. (8.76)
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For |i| ą N1{2 we use
E2,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq “ 1
N
E2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
xj ´ xi ´
E2,piqÿ
j
Bijεijf
1
i `N2O
¨˝
N `
ÿ
|j´i|ĺNετ
1
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
‚˛. (8.77)
Using (8.76) and (8.77), and the definition of τ we see that for the term (8.74) we have
ż u
s1
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
E2,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq‚˛dt “ ż u
s1
1
N2
ÿ
i
vi
E2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
xi ´ xj ` εij dt (8.78)
`O
ˆ
Nωℓ,2N4ετ
Ns1s0
˙
, (8.79)
for any u ĺ τ . We now handle (8.78). We rewrite it as
1
N2
ÿ
i
vi
E2,piqÿ
j
f 1i
xi ´ xj ` εij “
1
2
1
N2
ÿ
pi,jqPE2
pvi ´ vjqf 1i ` vjpf 1i ´ f 1jq
xj ´ xi ` εij . (8.80)
The second term on the RHS of (8.80) is bounded byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 1N2 ÿpi,jqPE2
vjpf 1i ´ f 1jq
xi ´ xj ` εij
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 1N2 ÿ|i´j|ĺNωℓ,2 ,|i|ĺN1{2
vjpf 1i ´ f 1jq
xj ´ xi ` εij
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
` e´Nε1{2N4
¨˝
1`
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNετ
|yi ´ yj|
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
‚˛
ĺ N
2ετ
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2pt` s1q
"
Nωℓ,2
` 1
N
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNετ ,|i|ĺN1{2
|yi ´ yj|
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
ˆ
t
ppa´ iq{Nq2 ` t2 `
pt` s0q _ ps1q
ppa´ iq{Nq2 ` pps1q _ pt` s0qq2
˙*
` e´Nε1{2N4
¨˝
1`
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNετ
|yi ´ yj|
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
‚˛. (8.81)
Hence, by the definition of τ we see that for any u ĺ τ
ż u
s1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 1N2 ÿpi,jqPE2
vjpf 1i ´ f 1jq
xi ´ xj ` εij
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dt ĺ N5ετNωℓ,2Ns0s1 . (8.82)
The first term on the RHS of (8.80) is bounded using the Schwarz inequality. We obtainˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 1N2 ÿpi,jqPE2
pvi ´ vjqf 1i
xj ´ xi ` εij
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ 1N 110 ÿpi,jqPE2 Bijpvi ´ vjq2 `
C
N2
ÿ
i
pf 1iq2
E2,piqÿ
j
|yi ´ yj ` εij |
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
ĺ 1
N
1
10
ÿ
pi,jqPE2
Bijpvi ´ vjq2 ` C N
2ετNωℓ,2
Npt´ s1 ` s0q2pt` s1q
` N
3ετ
N3pt´ s1 ` s0q2pt` s1q
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNετ ,|i|ĺN1{2
1
|xi ´ xj ` εij |
pt` s0q _ ps1q
ppa´ iq{Nq2 ` pps1q _ pt` s0qq2
` e´Nε1{10
ÿ
|i´j|ĺNετ ,|i|ąN1{2
1
|xi ´ xj ` εij | . (8.83)
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Hence by the definition of τ we see that for any u ĺ τ ,
ż u
s1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ12 ÿpi,jqPE2
pvi ´ vjqf 1i
xj ´ xi ` εij
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇdt ĺ 110
ż u
s1
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqydt` N
3ετNωℓ,2
Ns1s0
. (8.84)
This finishes the estimate for (8.74). The estimate for (8.75) is handled using rigidity in the same
manner as the term (3.129) is handled in the proof of Lemma 3.14 ( Note that for |i| ĺ N1{2 we have
that |γpscqi ´ γpV qi | ĺ C{N so the change from pzˆi ´ zˆjq´2 to pxi ´ xj ` εijq´1pyi ´ yj ` εijq´1 does not
affect anything; we use the exponential bound for the terms |i| ą N1{2 so we can discard them). We
obtainż τ
s1`s2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiq
¨˝
EzE2,piqÿ
j
Bijpfj ´ fiq ´
ż
|yˆi´y|ĺηℓ
fpyq ´ fpyiq
pyi ´ yq2 ρscp0qdy
‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ dt ĺ N2ετ
s1N
ωℓ,2
. (8.85)
In summary we have so far proven that
1
N
ÿ
i
wipBtwi ´ pBtfqiq “ ´1
2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqy ` Yt (8.86)
where ż u
s1
|Yt|dt ĺ
ż u
s1
1
10
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqydt`N6ετ
ˆ
1
Nωℓ,2s1
` N
ωℓ,2
Ns0s1
˙
. (8.87)
The remaining term to deal with is
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1idyi “ dMt `
1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
˜
1
N
ÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj ´
yi
2
¸
dt
“ dMt ` 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
"
1
N
E2,piqÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj ` εij (8.88)
` 1
N
E2,piqÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj ´
1
yi ´ yj ` εij (8.89)
` 1
N
Ec
2
,piqÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj ´
yi
2
*
dt. (8.90)
where the Martingale term is
dMt “ 1
N
ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
dBi?
N
. (8.91)
The term (8.89) can be discarded due to the definition of τ6. The term (8.88) is similar to (8.80), and
a similar argument gives
ż u
s1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
1
N
E2,piqÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj ` εij
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dt ĺ ż u
s1
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqydt`CN
ωℓ,2N5ετ
Ns0s1
. (8.92)
The term (8.90) is easily handled with rigidity and we obtain
ż u
s1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ
i
pwi ´ fiqf 1i
¨˝
Ec
2
,piqÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj ´
yi
2
dt‚˛ˇˇˇˇˇˇ dt ĺ N3ετ
s1N
ωℓ,2
` N
3ετNωℓ,2
s1N
(8.93)
This completes the proof after taking Nωℓ,2 “ pNs0q1{2.
With this in hand the completion of the homogenization theorem is very similar to Section 3.
Recall that we need to average over rs1, 2s1s. Therefore, as in Section 3 we introduce s11 P rs1, 2s1s
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and define the object the function f with s11 instead of s1. Fix a small ε3 ą 0. First of all, let F be
the event that the bounds of Lemma 8.8 hold at the scales t3 “ s1 and also t3 “ 8t1, with exponent
ε3{2. Let us also demand that on the event F we have |UBia | ĺ e´N
ε1{10 for |i| ą N1{2´ε1{4. We have
that F holds with probability PrFs ľ 1´N´cε3 .
By the proof of Theorem 3.16 we have for |i´ a| ĺ ℓ{10,
1
t1
ż t1
0
1F
ˆ
UBt1`upi, aq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q
˙2
du ĺ N
ε3
pNt1q4 `
N ε3
pNt1q2
s21
t21
` 1
s1
ż 2s1
s1
ds11
1
t1
˜
1F
ż t1
0
dt
ˆ
1
N
wt1`upiq ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2¸
. (8.94)
We used the bounds Lemma 8.8 at the scale t3 “ s1 (which hold on F) to bound the term analogous
to (3.163). Let Fτ be the event tτ ľ 10t1u, where τ is the same stopping time as above. Here the
definition of τ is with s11 instead of s1. Taking expectations we bound
E
«
1F
1
t1
ż t1
0
dt
ˆ
1
N
wt1`upiq ´
1
N
ft1`upiq
˙2ff
ĺE
«
1
t1
1FXFτ
ż τ
t1
dt
ˆ
1
N
wupiq ´ 1
N
fupiq
˙2ff
` C N
2ε3
pNt1q2Prtτ ă 10t1us
ĺE
«
1
t1
1F
ż τ
t1
dt
ˆ
1
N
wupiq ´ 1
N
fupiq
˙2ff
` C N
2ε3
pNt1q2N
´cετ . (8.95)
We then bound, as in the proof of Theorem 3.16
E
«
1
t1
1F
ż τ
t1
dt
ˆ
1
N
wupiq ´ 1
N
fupiq
˙2ff
ĺE
«
1
t1
1F1tτąs1
1
u
ż τ
s1
1
dt
N ε
N2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqydt
ff
` CN
2ε3
ℓ2pNt1q2 ` C
N2ε3pNt1q2
ℓ4
. (8.96)
for any small ε ą 0. Let F2 be the event that ||wps1q||22 ĺ N ε3{s1. We have that F Ď F2. Hence,
E
«
1
t1
1F1tτąs1
1
u
ż τ
s1
1
dt
N ε
N2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqydt
ff
ĺE
«
1
t1
1F21tτąs11u
ż τ
s1
1
dt
N ε
N2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqydt
ff
(8.97)
One can check that on the event that tτ ą s11u the bound (8.55) holds with error ετ . Applying first
Lemma 8.11 and then the bound (8.55) we get,
E
«
1
t1
1F21tτąs11u
ż τ
s1
1
dt
N ε
N2
xw ´ f,Bpw ´ fqydt
ff
ĺE
«
N ε
t1
1F21tτąs11u
ż τ
s1
1
dMt
ff
` C N
ε
N2t1
Er1F21tτąs11u||pw ´ fqps11q||22s `
N8ετ
N2t1s1
1
pNs0q1{2
ĺCN
2εs0
N2t1
E
“
1F2xwps11q,Bwps11qqy
‰ `N2ετ ˆ 1pNs0q2 ` pNs0q
2
ℓ2
˙
1
N2t1s1
` N
8ετ
N2t1s1
1
pNs0q1{2
. (8.98)
Above we used that
E
«
N ε
t1
1F21tτąs11u
ż τ
s1
1
dMt
ff
“ E
«
N ε
t1
1F2
ż τ
s1
1
dMt
ff
“ 0 (8.99)
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due to the fact that F2 is measureable wrt σpBipsq, s ĺ s1q. We now have due to the energy inequality
and the definition of F2,
1
s1
ż 2s1
s1
E
“
1F2xwps11q,Bwps11qy
‰
ds11 “ E
„
1F2
1
s1
ż 2s1
s1
xwps11q,Bwps11qyds11

ĺ CN ε3 1
s21
. (8.100)
Collecting everything we see that
E
«
1F
1
t1
ż t1
0
ˆ
UBt1`upi, aq ´
1
N
pt1`upγpfqi , γpfqa q
˙2ff
ĺ 1pNt1q2
"
N2ε3
pNt1q2 `N
2ε3
s21
t21
`N2ε3´cετ ` N
2ε3
ℓ2
` N
2ε3pNt1q4
ℓ4
` N
2ετ t1
s1pNs0q2 `
t1N
2ετ pNs0q2
s1ℓ2
` t1N
8ετ
s1pNs0q1{2
` N
2ε3s0t1
s21
*
. (8.101)
This proves the following lemma (first fix ετ small, then ε3 smaller depending on ετ ).
Lemma 8.12. Let ε ą 0 be small enough. Let i and a satisfy |a| ĺ N1{2´ε1 and |i´ a| ĺ ℓ{10. There
is an event Fia with probability PrFias ľ 1´N´cε on which
1
t1
ż 2t1
t1
|UBu pi, aq ´
1
N
pupγpfqi , γpfqa q|du
ĺN
´ε
Nt1
` N
Cε
Nt1
˜
1
Nt1
` t
1{2
1 pNs0q
s
1{2
1 ℓ
` t
1{2
1
s
1{2
1 pNs0q1{4
` s1
t1
` s
1{2
0 t
1{2
1
s1
¸
(8.102)
We can remove the time average in the same way as in Section 3.
Lemma 8.13. Let ε ą 0 and ε2 ą 0 and ε3 ą 0. Let t2 “ t1N´ε2. There is an event with probability
PrFias ľ 1´N´cε ´N´cε3 on whichˇˇˇˇ
UBt1`2t2pi, aq ´
1
N
pt1`2t2pγpfqi , γpfqa q
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺN
ε2N´ε
Nt1
` N
ε2NCε
Nt1
˜
1
Nt1
` t
1{2
1 pNs0q
s
1{2
1 ℓ
` t
1{2
1
s
1{2
1 pNs0q1{4
` s1
t1
` s
1{2
0 t
1{2
1
s1
¸
`N
ε3N´ε2
Nt1
. (8.103)
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.17. One needs to introduce an additional event F3 on
which the bounds of Lemma 8.7 (see also the remark immediately subsequent to it) hold with ε3 ą 0.
To get around the fact that the event of Lemma 8.12 depends on Fia, one applies Markov inequality
on the event F3 to the term (3.185).
By choosing the scales s0, s1 appropriately, we obtain the following.
Lemma 8.14. Let σ ą 0 and let t1 satisfy
Nσ
N
ĺ t1 ĺ N
1{4´σ
N
. (8.104)
Let ε ą 0. Let ε ą 0 be sufficiently small. There is an event Fia with PrFias ľ 1´N´cε on which we
have, for every |t´ t1| ĺ N cσ{N ,ˇˇˇˇ
UBaip0, tq ´
1
N
pt1pγpfqa , γpfqi q
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ 1
Nt1
`
N´ε `N´cσ˘ . (8.105)
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Let now F1 be the event on which the estimates of Lemma 8.6 hold with ε1 ą 0, and F2 the event
of Lemma 8.9 holds with ε2 ą 0. Denote by Fai the event of Lemma 8.14 with ε3 ą 0. We then write
xaptq ´ yaptq “
ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nεa
UBajp0, tqpxjp0q ´ yjp0qq `
N ε2
N
O
ˆ
1
N εa
`N´cσ
˙
“
ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nεa
pt1pγpfqa , γpfqi qpxjp0q ´ yjp0qq
`
ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nεa
1Faj
´
UBaj ´ pt1pγpfqa , γpfqj q
¯
pxjp0q ´ yjp0qq (8.106)
`
ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nεa
1Fcaj
´
UBaj ´ pt1pγpfqa , γpfqj q
¯
pxjp0q ´ yjp0qq (8.107)
` N
ε2
N
O
ˆ
1
N εa
`N´cσ
˙
(8.108)
For the term (8.106) we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nεa
1Faj
´
UBaj ´ pt1pγpfqa , γpfqj q
¯
pxjp0q ´ yjp0qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N εa`ε 1N `N´cε3 `N´cσ˘ . (8.109)
For the term (8.107) we have
E
»–1F1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nεa
1Fcaj
´
UBaj ´ pt1pγpfqa , γpfqj q
¯
pxjp0q ´ yjp0qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
fifl ĺ N ε
N
N εaN ε1N´cε3 . (8.110)
Hence, first fixing ε3 small, then taking εa and ε1 and ε small depending on ε3 and σ, and then taking
ε2 small, we obtain the following.
Theorem 8.15. Let ε ą 0 sufficiently small. Let t1, t be as above. There is an event Fa with
PrFas ľ 1´N´cε on which
xaptq ´ yaptq “
ÿ
|j´a|ĺNt1Nε
pt1pγpfqa , γpfqj qpxjp0q ´ yjp0qq `
1
N
O
`
N´cε `N´cσ˘ . (8.111)
8.2 Proof of fixed energy universality
We now prove fixed energy universality for β-ensembles. For simplicity we just consider E “ 0.
Let εh ą 0 be as in Theorem 8.15. Suppose that the events Fa defined in Theorem 8.15 hold with
probablity PrFas ľ 1´N chεh . Denote the error in the estimate by OpN´ε1´1q. Let
δ1 “ chεh{10. (8.112)
Let F “ Ť|a|ĺNδ1 Fa. Then PrFs ľ 1´N chεh{2. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we considerÿ
i,j
ErQpNxiptq, Npxjptq ´ xiptqqs. (8.113)
We assume that the eigenvalues are labelled by rr´N{2, N{2ss and that γpV q
N{2 “ 0. Let δR “
mintδ1{10, ε1{10u. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we can apply rigidity and the homog-
enization theorem and writeÿ
i,j
ErQpNxiptq, Npxjptq ´ xiptqqs “
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNxiptq, Npxjptq ´ xiptqqs `OpN´Dq
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNyiptq ` ζx ´ ζy, Npyjptq ´ yiptqqs `OpN´cq (8.114)
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for some c ą 0. Similarly if ziptq is an auxilliary GOE ensemble we can writeÿ
i,j
ErQpNpziptq ´ Eq, zjptq ´ ziptqqs
“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNpyiptq ´Eq ` ζz ´ ζy, Npyjptq ´ yiptqqs `OpN´cq, (8.115)
for any |E| ĺ N δR{2{N . Denote
F1psq :“
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNpyiptq ` s´ ζy, Npyjptq ´ yiptqq. (8.116)
We have ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNpyiptq ` ζx ´ ζy, Npyjptq ´ yiptqqs
´
ÿ
|i|,|j|ĺNδR
ErQpNpyiptq ´ Eq ` ζz ´ ζy, Npyjptq ´ yiptqqs
“
ż
dλFˆ1pλqpψxpλq ´ ψzpλqeiλEq (8.117)
where ψx and ψz are the Fourier transforms of ζx and ζy. If we let E “ Erζxs ´ Erζzs “ OpN εq for
any ε ą 0 then by Section 6, ˇˇˇ
ψxpλq ´ ψzpλqeiλEq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ N´c2 , |λ| ĺ N c2 (8.118)
for some c2 ą 0. If we take δR ă c2{2, then we see thatˇˇˇˇż
dλFˆ1pλqpψxpλq ´ ψzpλqeiλEq
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ N´c2{3. (8.119)
This proves fixed energy universality for β ensembles.
A Local laws and properties of free convolution
A.1 Free convolution properties
In this section we summarize the local laws for DBM as well as derive some properties of the free
convolution. Recall that Ht is defined as
Ht : V `
?
tW. (A.1)
where W is a GOE matrix. The Stieltjes transform of the free convolution is defined as the solution
to the fixed point equation
mfc,tpzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
Vi ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq . (A.2)
We call V pg,Gq-regular if
c ĺ Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ C (A.3)
for |E| ĺ G and
g ĺ η ĺ 10 (A.4)
and ||V || ĺ NCV for some CV ą 0. We collect some properties of the free convolution in the following
lemma. It can be found in Section 7 of [55].
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Lemma A.1. Let V be pg,Gq-regular. Let 0 ă q ă 1. Let σ ą 0 and let t satisfy
gNσ ĺ t ĺ N´σG2. (A.5)
For |E| ĺ qG we have
c ĺ Im rmfc,tpzqs ĺ C (A.6)
for 0 ĺ η ĺ 10. We have
|Bzmfc,tpzq| ĺ C
t` η . (A.7)
We also require an estimate for the second derivative of mfc,tpzq. We easily calculate
Bzmfc,tpzq “
ˆ
1´ t
ż
1
px´ z ´ tmfc,tpzqq2 dµV pxq
˙´1
ˆ
ż
1
px´ z ´ tmfc,tpzqq2dµV pxq (A.8)
from which we see that
B2zmfc,tpzq “ p1´ tR2q´2 tR3R2 r1` tBzmfc,tpzqs ` p1´ tR2q´1R3 r1` tBzmfc,tpzqs , (A.9)
where
Rk :“
ż
1
px´ z ´ tmfc,tpzqqk dµV pxq. (A.10)
Since |R2| ĺ Ct´1 and |R3| ĺ Ct´2 we see, using that |1´ tR2| ľ c (see [55]) and (A.7) that
|B2zmfc,tpzq| ĺ
C
t2
. (A.11)
We have the following local law from Section 7 of [55].
Lemma A.2. Let V be pg,Gq-regular and let σ ą 0, and ε, δ ą 0 and let 0 ă q ă 1. Let t satisfy
gNσ ĺ t ĺ N´σG2. With overwhelming probability we have for |E| ĺ qG and η ľ N δ{N ,
|mfc,tpzq ´mN pzq| ĺ N
ε
Nη
. (A.12)
The above estimate also holds if η ľ 10 and for any E.
We have the following rigidity result.
Lemma A.3. Fix 0 ă q ă 1. Let ε ą 0. For every i s.t. |γi| ĺ qG we have with overwhelming
probability
|xi ´ γi| ĺ N
ε
N
. (A.13)
We have also the estimate
|xi ´ Vi| ĺ C
?
t (A.14)
for every i.
The estimate (A.14) is just a consequence of the perturbation bound λjpA´Bq ĺ ||A´B|| and the
fact that for a GOE matrix, ||W || ĺ 3 with overwhelming probability. We will not use this estimate
in this paper.
A.2 Rescaling and relabelling set-up
Recall that in Section 3 we fixed an index i0 with |γi0pt0q| ĺ qG, and that we have assumed that
ρfc,t0p0q “ ρscp0q, γi0pt0q “ 0. (A.15)
Moreover, we assume N is odd and. that i0 “ pN ` 1q{2. Finally, we have relabelled the eigenvalues
so that i0 “ 0 and they run over the index set rr´pN ´ 1q{2, pN ´ 1q{2ss.
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A.3 Construction of law of interpolating ensembles
We now wish to discuss rigidity for the interpolating ensemble. Define
zipαq “ p1´ αqyipt0q ` αxipt0q (A.16)
where xipt0q are the eigenvalues of Ht0 and yipt0q are the eigenvalues of an independent GOE matrix.
Fix now 0 ă q˚ ă 1. Let k0 be the largest possible natural number so that
|γk0pt0q| ĺ q˚G, |γ´k0pt0q| ĺ q˚G, |γpscqk0 | ĺ q˚G. (A.17)
First of all, extend γxpt0q to all |x| ĺ pN ´ 1q{2 by
x
N
“
ż γxpt0q
0
ρfc,t0pEqdE, (A.18)
and similarly for γ
pscq
x . We define a function fpx, αq : r´k0, k0s ˆ r0, 1s Ñ R as follows. For |x| ĺ k0,
fpx, αq “ αγxpt0q ` p1´ αqγpscqx . (A.19)
Then fp0, αq “ 0. For each α, fp¨, αq is a bijection from
fp¨, αq : r´k0, k0s Ñ rαγ´k0pt0q ` p1´ αqγpscq´k0 , αγk0pt0q ` p1´ αqγ
pscq
k0
s “: Gα (A.20)
Since
d
dx
γxpt0q “ 1
N
1
ρfc,t0pγxpt0qq
, (A.21)
we have
c
N
ĺ f 1px, αq ĺ C
N
. (A.22)
Let g be inverse of f ,
gpfpx, αq, αq “ x. (A.23)
For each α we now the function hpy, αq on the interval Gα by
hpy, αq :“ 1
N
d
dy
gpy, αq. (A.24)
By elementary calculations we have the following explicit formula for h:
hpy, αq “ 1
N
1
f 1pgpy, αq, αq “
ˆ
α
ρfc,t0pγpgpy, αq, t0qq
` 1´ α
ρscpγpscqpgpy, αqq
˙´1
(A.25)
In particular we see that
c ĺ hpy, αq ĺ C, |h1py, αq| ĺ C
t0
, |h2py, αq| ĺ C
t20
hp0, αq “ ρscp0q, (A.26)
and by definition, ż
Gα
hpy, αqdy “ 2k0
N
. (A.27)
Note that by definition, ż fpx,αq
0
hpx, αqdx “ x
N
, (A.28)
and so we can immediately see thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1N ÿ|i|ĺk0
1
zipαq ´ z ´
ż
Gα
1
x´ zhpx, αqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N εNη (A.29)
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for any ε ą 0 and η ľ N δ{N for any δ ą 0 with overwhelming probability. We now define the following
probability measure on R. Let
νpdx, αq “ hpx, αqdx` 1
N
ÿ
|i|ąk0
δzipαq. (A.30)
Then νpαq is a probability measure and denoting,
mpz, 0, αq “
ż
1
x´ z νpdxq (A.31)
we immediately see that ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N ÿ
i
1
zipαq ´ z ´mpz, 0, αq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N εNη , η ľ N δN (A.32)
for any ε, δ ą 0 and with overwhelming probability. We denote the free convolution of νpαq with the
GOE at time t by ρpx, t, αqdx. It is defined through its Stieltjes transform which satisfies the fixed
point equation
mpz, t, αq “
ż
1
x´ z ´ tmpz, t, αqdνpx, αq. (A.33)
Let now ε ą 0 be given and let 0 ĺ t1 ĺ N´εt0. The proofs in [55] yield the following lemma.
Lemma A.4. Let 0 ă q ă 1. Let ε ą 0. Let 0 ĺ t ĺ t1. For E P qGα and 0 ĺ η ĺ 10 we have the
following estimates with overwhelming probability. First we have,
c ĺ Im rmpz, t, αqs ĺ C. (A.34)
We have
c ĺ
ˇˇˇˇ
1´ t
ż
1
px´ z ´ tmpz, t, αqq2 dνpx, αq
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ C (A.35)
and ˇˇˇˇ
t2
ż
1
px´ z ´ tqmpz, t, αqq3 dνpx, αq
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ C. (A.36)
Note that we always have following the a-priori bound for mpz, t, αq. By Cauchy-Schwarz,
|mpz, t, αq|2 ĺ
ż
1
|x´ z ´ tmpz, t, αq|2 dνpx, αq “
Im rmpz, t, αqs
η ` tIm rmpz, t, αqs ĺ
1
t
. (A.37)
We have the following improved regularity of mpz, t, αq.
Lemma A.5. Let 0 ă q ă 1 and 0 ĺ t ĺ t1. For E P qGα we have with overwhelming probability,
|Bzmpz, t, αq| ĺ C
t0 ` η . (A.38)
Proof. We calculate
Bzmpz, t, αq “
ˆ
1´ t
ż
1
px´ z ´ tmpz, t, αqq2 dνpx, αq
˙´1
ˆ
ż
1
px´ z ´ tq2dνpx, αq. (A.39)
Since |tmpz, t, αq| ĺ ?t ! G, we see that
Rerz ` tmpz, t, αqs P q1Gα (A.40)
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for any q1 s.t. q ă q1 ă 1 and N large enough. It therefore suffices to prove
|Bzmpz, 0, αq| ĺ C
t0
(A.41)
for any E P q1Gα. We write
Bzmpz, 0, αq “
ż
1
px´ zq2hpx, αq `
1
N
ÿ
|i|ąk0
1
pzipαq ´ zq2 . (A.42)
Optimal rigidity guarantees that for |i| ą k0, |zipαq ´ z| ą cG and so with overwhelming probability,
1
N
ÿ
|i|ąk0
1
|zipαq ´ z|2 ĺ
C
G
Im rmp0` iG, 0, αqs ĺ C
G
ĺ C
t0
. (A.43)
We write the other term asż
1
px´ zq2hpx, αq “
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
1
px´ zq2hpx, αqdx `
ż
|x´E|ąt0
1
px´ zq2hpx, αqdx. (A.44)
We clearly have ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x´E|ąt0
1
px´ zq2hpx, αqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Ct0 . (A.45)
We integrate the other term by parts and obtainż
|x´E|ĺt0
1
px´ zq2 hpx, αqdx “
hpE ` t0, αq
´t0 ´ iη ´
hpE ´ t0, αq
t0 ´ iη ´
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
1
px´ zqh
1px, αqdx. (A.46)
Clearly ˇˇˇˇ
hpE ˘ t0, αq
t0 ´ iη
ˇˇˇˇ
ĺ C
t0
(A.47)
We split the last term into its real and imaginary partsż
|x´E|ĺt0
1
px´ zqh
1px, αqdx “ i
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
η
px´ Eq2 ` η2h
1px, αqdx`
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
x´ E
px´ Eq2 ` η2h
1px, αqdx.
(A.48)
The imaginary part is easily bounded byˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
η
px´ Eq2 ` η2h
1px, αqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Ct0
ż
R
η
x2 ` η2dx ĺ
C
t0
. (A.49)
We use (A.11) to bound the real part byˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
x´ E
px´ Eq2 ` η2h
1px, αqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
x´ E
px´ Eq2 ` η2 ph
1px, αq ´ h1pE,αqqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ĺ C
t20
ż
|x´E|ĺt0
px´ Eq2
px´ Eq2 ` η2dx ĺ
C
t0
. (A.50)
This yields the claim.
This allows us to conclude a few things about the densities ρpt, αq.
Lemma A.6. Let 0 ă q ă 1. We have for 0 ĺ t ĺ t1 and E P qGα,
c ĺ ρpE, t, αq ĺ C, |ρ1pE, t, αq| ĺ C
t0
, |BtρpE, t, αq| ĺ C logpNq
t0
(A.51)
Hence,
ρpE, t, αq “ ρscp0q `O
ˆ
t logpNq
t0
` |E|
t0
˙
. (A.52)
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Proof. We only need to prove the statement about the time derivative. This follows immediately
from the equation
Btmpz, t, αq “ 1
2
mpz, t, αqBzmpz, t, αq. (A.53)
The proof of the following result is a minor modification of Section 7 of [55]. Denote
mN pz, t, αq “
Nÿ
i“1
1
zipt, αq ´ z . (A.54)
Lemma A.7. Let 0 ĺ α ĺ 1 and fix 0 ă q ă 1. Let ε, δ ą 0. Let 0 ĺ t ĺ t1. The following estimates
hold with overwhelming probability. For E P qGα and η ľ N δ{N we have
|mN pz, t, αq ´mpz, t, αq| ĺ N
ε
Nη
. (A.55)
The above estimates also hold if η ľ 10.
From the above estimates we conclude the following rigidity result. We define the classical eigen-
value locations by
i
N
“
ż γipt,αq
0
ρpx, t, αqdx. (A.56)
Note that they satisfy
Btγipt, αq “ Rermpγipt, αq, t, αqs (A.57)
and so
|Btγipt, αq| ĺ C logpNq. (A.58)
Lemma A.8. Let 0 ă q ă 1 and let ε ą 0. Let i be such that γip0, αq P qGα. Then
|zipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ĺ N
ε
N
(A.59)
with overwhelming probability. We have also with overwhelming probability,ˇˇˇ
zipt, αq ´ pαVi ` p1´ αqγpscqi q
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C?t0. (A.60)
We now make a slight digression on the classical eigenvalue locations of ρpt, αq which we denote
by γipt, αq. We want to elucidate the connecton with the function fpx, αq. Fix 0 ă q ă 1. With
overwhelming probability the eigenvalues tzip0, αq : i ă ´k0u are all to the left of the interval qGα,
and the eigenvalues tzip0, αq : i ą k0u are all to the right of qGα. Hence, with overwhelming probability
γip0, αq “ fpi, αq for any i s.t. γip, αq P qGα. We therefore also have γ0p0, αq “ 0 with overwhelming
probability.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma A.9. For t ĺ 10t1 and ε ą 0 we have with overwhelming probability
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|γ0pt0 ` tq ´ γ0pt, 1q| ĺ 1
N
N εNω1
Nω0{2
. (A.61)
and
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|0´ γ0pt, 0q| ĺ 1
N
N εNω1
Nω0{2
. (A.62)
With overwhelming probability,
γkpt, αq ´ γjpt, αq “ j ´ k
Nρscp0q `O
ˆ
1
N
˙
(A.63)
for |j| ` |k| ĺ Nω0{2 and t ĺ 10t1 with ω1 ĺ ω0{2.
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Proof. We start with (A.61) and (A.62). For L ą 0 and small c ą 0 we define
I1 :“ rγ´Lpt, 1q, γLpt, 1qs, I3 :“ Rzr´γ´cGNpt, 1q, γcGN pt, 1qs I2 :“ Ic3zI1. (A.64)
Take c small enough so that rigidity holds for |i| ĺ cGN . We write,
Btγ0pt, 1q “ ´Rermpγ0pt, 1q, t, 1qs “ 1
N
ÿ
|i|ąL
1
x0pt` t0q ´ xipt` t0q
`
¨˝
1
N
ÿ
|i|ąL
1
γ0pt, 1q ´ xipt` t0q ´
1
N
ÿ
|i|ąL
1
x0pt` t0q ´ xipt` t0q
‚˛
`
¨˝ż
I3
ρpx, t, 1qdx
γ0pt, 1q ´ x ´
1
N
ÿ
|i|ącGN
1
γ0pt, 1q ´ xipt` t0q
‚˛
`
¨˝ż
I2
ρpx, t, 1qdx
γ0pt, 1q ´ x ´
1
N
ÿ
Lă|i|ăcGN
1
γ0pt, 1q ´ xipt` t0q
‚˛` ˆż
I1
ρpx, t, 1qdx
γ0pt, 1q ´ x
˙
“: 1
N
ÿ
|i|ąL
1
x0pt` t0q ´ xipt` t0q `A1 `A2 `A3 `A4 (A.65)
By rigidity we have |A1| ` |A3| ĺ N ε{L for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. The same
argument handling the error term E4 in the proof of Lemma 3.8 yields |A4| ĺ N εL{pNt0q with
overwhelming probability. The error term A2 is handled in the same way as E1 in the proof of Lemma
3.8 and we see that |A2| ĺ N ε{
?
NG with overwhelming probability. Choosing L “ ?Nt0 we see that
Btγ0pt, 1q “ 1
N
ÿ
|i|ą?Nt0
1
x0pt` t0q ´ xipt` t0q `N
εO
ˆ
1?
Nt0
˙
(A.66)
with overwhelming probability. Similarly we see that
Btγ0pt0 ` tq “ 1
N
ÿ
|i|ą?Nt0
1
x0pt` t0q ´ xipt` t0q `N
εO
ˆ
1?
Nt0
˙
(A.67)
with overwhelming probability. Hence, for |t| ĺ 10t1,
|γ0pt, 1q ´ γ0pt0 ` tq| ĺ 1
N
N εNω1
Nω0{2
. (A.68)
The same argument applies to γ
pscq
0 and γ0pt, 0q.
We now prove (A.63). We have,
k ´ j
N
“
ż γkpt,αq
γjpt,αq
ρpE, t, αqdE
“ ρscp0qpγkpt, αq ´ γjpt, αqq `
ż γkpt,αq
γjpt,αq
Op|E|{t0qdE `Op|γkpt, αq ´ γjpt, αq|t{t0q. (A.69)
Hence,
γkpt, αq ´ γjpt, αq “ j ´ k
Nρscp0q `O
ˆ
1
N
˙
(A.70)
for |j| ` |k| ĺ Nω0{2, and t ĺ 10t1.
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B Stochastic continuity
In Appendix A we proved rigidity for each fixed time t ľ t0 and each fixed α - i.e., Lemma A.8. In
this appendix we go from the estimates of Lemma A.8 to estimates for all time t and α simultaneously.
We continue with the notation of Appendix A. Recall the definition of Cˆq from Section 3.
Lemma B.1. Let D ą 0 and ε ą 0. Let 0 ă q ă q˚. We have
P
«
sup
iPCˆq
sup
0ĺαĺ1
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|zipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ľ N
ε
N
ff
ĺ 1
ND
. (B.1)
Given α1 and α2, the difference
ui :“ zipt, α1q ´ zipt, α2q (B.2)
satisfies the parabolic equation
Btu “ Lu (B.3)
where
pLuqi :“ 1
N
ÿ
j
uj ´ ui
pzipt, α1q ´ zjpt, α1qqpzipt, α2q ´ zjpt, α2qq . (B.4)
Hence,
sup
t
||uptq||8 ĺ C||zp0, α1q ´ zp0, α2q||8 ĺ C|α1 ´ α2| sup
i
t|xipt0q| ` |yipt0q|u. (B.5)
With overwhelming probability we have that
sup
i
t|xipt0q| ` |yipt0q|u ĺ CNCV (B.6)
for a fixed CV ą 0 by our assumptions on V . Hence in order to prove Lemma B.1 we can just prove
it for a set of α of at most size N2CV ; i.e., we need only prove the following.
Lemma B.2. Fix 0 ĺ α ĺ 1. We have,
P
«
sup
iPCˆq
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|zipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ľ N
ε
N
ff
ĺ 1
ND
. (B.7)
Proof. Consider the equation for mN for general β ľ 1,
dmN “ Bz pmN pmN qq ` β ´ 2
N
B2zmN `
ÿ
i
1
N3{2pλi ´ zq2
a
2βdBi (B.8)
For η ľ N´2 we see that for any t we have by the BDG inequality,
P
„
sup
0ĺsĺN´100
|mN pz, t` sq ´mN ptq| ľ N´5

ĺ N´D (B.9)
for any D ą 0. From Appendix A we know that the local law holds on the domain Dε,q defined in
Section 2.4 on a set of times t “ kN´100, for 0 ĺ k ĺ N10010t1 with overwhelming probability. Hence
we can extend the local law to all times t on the domain Dε,q. Rigidity is a consequence of this.
We also want to prove that
sup
0ĺαĺ1
sup
i
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|zipα, tq| ĺ NC (B.10)
with overwhelming probability for some C ą 0. This follows from the above argument again. First it
suffices to prove it for fixed α. We can assume that it holds for a mesh of times t with overwhelming
probability. Consider then mN pzq with z “ N2C ` iN´2. At each time in the mesh we have that
|mN pzq| ĺ N´4. By the above argument it then holds for all times t. Therefore a particle cannot
cross E “ N2C or at some time t, we would have Im rmN pN2C ` iN´2qs ľ 1.
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C Re-indexing argument
Recall our set-up in Section 3. We have the process xiptq that satisfies
dxi “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
xi ´ xj dt (C.1)
We fixed an index i0. In this appendix we want to show that we can assume that N is odd and
i0 “ pN ` 1q{2. Our method is to construct an auxiliary DBM process x˚ of 2N ´ 1 particles s.t. for
every index j s.t. i0 ` j P rr1, N ss,
sup
0ĺtĺ1
|x˚N`jptq ´ xi0`jptq| ĺ
1
N100
, (C.2)
with overwhelming probability. Similarly, we construct a process y˚ of 2N particles s.t.
sup
t0ĺtĺ1
|y˚N`jptq ´ yN{2`jptq| ĺ
1
N100
. (C.3)
Then the argument of Section 3 goes through using the processes x˚ and y˚ instead of x and y. We will
also see that the estimate of Lemma B.1 also holds for the x˚ and y˚ (with an appropriate modification
of γpscq for the particles added to the GOE flow that has no effect on the rest of the paper).
We now construct x˚. Let rr1, 2N ´ 1ss “ C1 Y C2 Y C3 where C1 “ rr1, N ´ i0ss, C2 “ rrN ´ i0 `
1, 2N´i0ss and C3 “ rr2N´i0`1, 2N ss. Recall that by assumption there is a CV s.t. |Vi| ĺ NCV . Let
Bi be the Brownian motions for the xi as above. Let B˜i be independent standard Brownian motions
except that
B˜i “ Bi´pN´i0q, i P C2. (C.4)
We let x˚ be the solution to
dx˚i “
c
2
N
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
x˚i ´ x˚j
dt (C.5)
with initial condition
x˚i p0q “ V˜i (C.6)
where
V˜i “
$’&’%
´2NCV `200 ` iN5, i P C1
Vi´pN´i0q, i P C2
N2CV `200 ` iN5, i P C3
. (C.7)
Define now the process xˆ by
dxˆi “ dB˜i?
N
` 1tiPC1YC3u
1
N
ÿ
jPC1YC3
1
xˆj ´ xˆidt` 1tiPC2u
1
N
ÿ
jPC2
1
xˆj ´ xˆidt´
xˆi
2
dt, (C.8)
with initial data
xˆip0q “ V˜i. (C.9)
Then the process xˆi decomposes into two independent processes txˆiuiPC1YC3 and txˆiuiPC2 , and xˆi “
xi´pN´i0qptq a.s. for all times t. For the process txˆiuiPC1YC3 an easy argument using standard large
deviations bounds on Brownian motion and the fact that initially the particles are far apart, so the
interaction term is negligible gives that
Pr sup
0ĺtĺ1
|xˆi ´ V˜i| ľ 10s ĺ N´D (C.10)
for any D ą 0 and i P C1 Y C3. In particular we see that with overwhelming probability, the xˆi retain
their ordering xˆi ă xˆi`1.
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Since with overwhelming probability the xˆi retain their ordering, the difference ui “ xˆi´x˚i satisfies
a parabolic equation with overwhelming probability,
Btui “
2N´1ÿ
j“1
uj ´ ui
pxˆi ´ xˆjqpx˚i ´ x˚j q
` ξi (C.11)
where
ξi :“ 1tiPC1YC3u
1
N
ÿ
jPC2
1
xˆj ´ xˆidt` 1tiPC2u
1
N
ÿ
jPC1YC3
1
xˆj ´ xˆi . (C.12)
By the estimate (C.10) we see that if i P C1 Y C3 and j P C2 then
sup
0ĺtĺ1
1
|xˆiptq ´ xˆjptq| ĺ
C
N200
. (C.13)
Therefore
sup
0ĺtĺ1
||ξptq||8 ĺ 1
N190
. (C.14)
By the Duhamel formula we conclude that
sup
0ĺtĺt1
||x˚ptq ´ xˆptq||8 ĺ 1
N180
(C.15)
with overwhelming probability. This yields (C.2). We can make a similar construction for y. The new
process y˚ satisfies the estimates of Lemma B.1, but replacing γpscqj by V˜j for the indices j for which
γ
pscq
j is undefined.
We remark that the N appearing in (C.5) and the corresponding definition of y˚ no longer equals
the number of particles which is 2N ´ 1. However, since N — 2N ´ 1 and the same factor appears in
the definition of x˚ and y˚, this will not affect any of our methods.
D Sobolev inequality
Let M1 ăM2 be natural numbers. Let ui : ZÑ R be a sequence. By Cauchy-Schwarz,¨˝
1
2M1 ` 1
ÿ
|i|ĺM1
ui ´ 1
2M2 ` 1
ÿ
|j|ĺM2
uj‚˛
2
“ 1p2M1 ` 1q2p2M2 ` 1q2
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
|i|ĺM1,|j|ĺM2,
i‰j
pui ´ ujqpi´ jq
pi´ jq
‹˛‹‚
2
ĺ 1p2M1 ` 1q2p2M2 ` 1q2
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
|i|ĺM1,|j|ĺM2,
i‰j
pui ´ ujq2
pi´ jq2
‹˛‹‚
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
|i|ĺM1,|j|ĺM2,
i‰j
pi´ jq2‹˛‹‚. (D.1)
Clearly, ¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
|i|ĺM1,|j|ĺM2,
i‰j
pi´ jq2‹˛‹‚ĺ C
¨˝ ÿ
|i|ĺM1
M32 ‚˛ĺ CM1M32 . (D.2)
Therefore, ¨˝
1
2M1 ` 1
ÿ
|i|ĺM1
ui ´ 1
2M2 ` 1
ÿ
|j|ĺM2
uj‚˛
2
ĺ CM2
M1
¨˝ ÿ
|i|ĺM1,|j|ĺM2
pui ´ ujq2
pi´ jq2
‚˛. (D.3)
We can iterate the above inequality to prove the following lemma.
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Lemma D.1. Let ui : Z Ñ R be a sequence and let N be a natural number. There is a universal
constant C s.t. ¨˝
u0 ´ 1
2N ` 1
ÿ
|i|ĺN
ui‚˛
2
ĺ C logpNq2
¨˝ ÿ
|i|ĺN,|j|ĺN
pui ´ ujq2
pi´ jq2
‚˛. (D.4)
Proof. Choose n ĺ C logpNq numbers Mi s.t. M0 “ 1, Mn “ N and Mi`1 ĺ 3Mi. Define Ai by
Ai :“ 1
2Mi ` 1
ÿ
|j|ĺMi
uj ´ 1
2Mi`1 ` 1
ÿ
|j|ĺMi`1
uj . (D.5)
Then, ¨˝
u0 ´ 1
2N ` 1
ÿ
|i|ĺN
ui‚˛
2
“
˜
n´1ÿ
i“1
Ai
¸2
ĺ n2 sup
i
pAiq2. (D.6)
By (D.3),
pAiq2 ĺ C
¨˝ ÿ
|i|ĺN,|j|ĺN
pui ´ ujq2
pi´ jq2
‚˛ (D.7)
which yields the claim.
E Fubini lemma
Lemma E.1. Let Xpuq for 0 ĺ u ĺ 1 s.t. there is an event F with PrFs ľ 1´ε on which supu |Xpuq| ĺ
A. Suppose that for each u there is an event Fu with PrFαs ľ 1´ ε on which |Xpuq| ĺ Y puq. Then,
P
„ż 1
0
Xpuq ą
ż 1
0
Y puqdu` δ

ĺ ε
ˆ
1` A
δ
˙
(E.1)
Proof. We write
1F
ż 1
0
|Xpuq|du “ 1F
ż 1
0
|Xpuq|1Fudu`
ż 1
0
|Xpuq|1FXFcudu
ĺ
ż 1
0
Y puqdu`A
ż 1
0
1Fcudu. (E.2)
By Markov’s inequality,
P
„
A
ż 1
0
1Fcudu ą δ

ĺ Aε
δ
. (E.3)
The claim follows.
Remark. We usually apply this with A “ NC for some fixed C and ε “ N´D for a large D and
δ “ N´D{2.
F Fixed energy universality under relaxed assumptions at interme-
diate scales
The purpose of this appendix is to indicate a proof of fixed energy universality under a relaxation on
the behavior of the initial data at intermediate scales 1 ľ η ľ N´δ2 . The purpose of this kind of
relaxation is in an application to the universality of band matrices [19].
As before, we will denote the initial data by V and consider the matrix ensemble
Ht “ V `
?
tG (F.1)
where G is an independent GOE matrix. We have the following theorem.
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Theorem F.1. Consider Hs “ V `
?
sG as above. Let s “ Nωs{N , and assume that
1 ą ωs ą 2
3
. (F.2)
Assume that
||V || ĺ NCV (F.3)
for some CV ą 0. Assume for some E0 and constants c1 and C1, we have the estimates
c1 ĺ Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ C1 (F.4)
for all z “ E ` iη obeying
|E0 ´ E| ĺ N δ3s, N´δ1s ĺ η ĺ N´δ2 “: η˚. (F.5)
For the exponents δ1, δ2, δ3 ą 0 we assume that,
0 ă δ2 ă δ3, δ2 ă 1´ ωs
4
, δ2 ă a (F.6)
where a is some small universal constant. Under the above assumptions, the conclusion of Theorem
2.2 holds for Hs.
As in Theorem 2.2, there are three components to the proof of Theorem F.1. They are:
1. Local law and eigenvalue rigidity - the estimates summarized in Section 2.4.
2. The homogenization theory of Section 3.
3. The mesoscopic central limit theorem of Section 6.
Compared to the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, the assumptions of Theorem F.1 have been weakened
in two different ways but strengthened in the assumption that s " N´1{3. The two weakenings are
(i) The size of the window of regularity of V has been reduced from about size
?
s to s.
(ii) No bounds on the behavior of Im rmV pE ` iηqs have been assumed for intermediate scales
1 ľ η ľ N´δ2 .
Let us first discuss how to deal with (i) as it is quite simple. The work [55] proves the local law and
rigidity for initial data V regular in a window of size s and down to scales η „ s; that is, the proof
of [55] already handles the weakening in (i). We will show that the proof given there extends to the
assumptions of Theorem F.1; i.e., we will show that for the rigidity and local law, (ii) does not affect
the proof. In particular, with overwhelming probability, the matrix
V 1 :“ Hs “ V `
?
sG (F.7)
will obey the estimate (F.4) for |E ´E0| ĺ N δ3s{2 and N´δ2 ľ η ľ N ε{N for any ε ą 0. We then fix
a time t0 “ Nω0{N for a fixed
0 ă ω0 ă 1
10
, (F.8)
and consider the fixed energy universality of
H 1t0 :“ V 1 `
?
t0G
1 (F.9)
where G1 is an independent GOE matrix. That is, we will condition on V 1 and try to apply Theorem
2.2 to H 1t0 . By the assumption that ωs ą 2{3 we see that
c2 ĺ Im rmV 1pE ` iηqs ĺ C2 (F.10)
for
|E ´ E0| ĺ N1{10
?
t0, N
´δ1
1t0 ĺ η ĺ N´δ2 (F.11)
where δ2 is as above, and δ
1
1 ą 0. The first estimate holds since s " N1{10
?
t0 by assumption. We
are therefore now in the set-up of Theorem 2.2 except for the weakening (ii), and we only need to
check how this affects the proof of homogenization and the mesoscopic central limit theorem. This is
outlined below, as well the proof of the rigidity and local law under these assumptions.
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F.1 Rigidity and local law
In this section we give the proof of the following theorem. We define the spectral domains,
D1,ε :“ tE ` iη : |E ´ E0| ĺ tN δ3{2, N ε{N ĺ η ĺ 10u (F.12)
and
D2 :“ tE ` iη : |E ´ E0| ĺ N10CV , 1
10
ĺ η ĺ N10CV u. (F.13)
and Dε “ D1 YD2.
Theorem F.2. Let Ht “ V `
?
tG, and t “ Nω{N , where V satisfies ||V || ĺ NCV for some CV ą 0
and
c1 ĺ Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ C1 (F.14)
for
|E ´ E0| ĺ N δ3t, N´δ1t ĺ η ĺ N´δ2 (F.15)
where
0 ă δ2 ă δ3, δ2 ă 1´ ω
4
. (F.16)
Then the local law of Theorem 2.6 holds in the spectral domain Dε for any ε ą 0, with overwhelming
probability. The following rigidity estimates hold
|λi ´ γiptq| ĺ N
ε
N
(F.17)
for |γi ´ E0| ĺ sN δ3{2, with overwhelming probability and any ε ą 0.
Remark. Compared to Theorem F.1 we have crucially dropped the assumption that t " N´1{3.
Inspecting the proof of Lemma 7.19 of [55], we see that in order to prove the estimate (F.17) we
need only the local law in the spectral domain Dε as well as the estimate c ĺ ρtpEq ĺ C for E near
E0. The latter is the content of Lemma F.3 below. The local law in the spectral domain D2 is proved
identically as to [55] as the behavior of Im rmV s for η ! 1 is not used. The local law in D1,ε is discussed
after the statement and proof of Lemma F.3. This lemma is our version of Lemma 7.2 of [55] and is
proven similarly. The changes are given below.
Lemma F.3. Suppose that V satisfies the assumptions of Theorem F.1. We have the estimate
c ĺ Im rmfc,tpzqs ĺ C, |E| ĺ tN δ3{2, 0 ĺ η ĺ N´δ2{2. (F.18)
We also have
c ĺ |1´ tR2pzq| ĺ C, |E| ĺ tN δ3{2, 0 ĺ η ĺ 10. (F.19)
Remark. This immediately implies the estimates
c ĺ ρtpEq ĺ C, |ρ1tpEq| ĺ C{t, |E| ĺ tN δ3{2, (F.20)
as well as
|Bzmfc| ĺ C
t` η , |B
2
zmfc| ĺ
C
pt` ηq2 (F.21)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7.2 of [55], and so we address only how the proof
changes. First we prove (F.18). The key point is that instead of the bounds (7.12) of [55] we have
only the weaker bound
|mV pE ` iηq| ĺ C1 logpNqN δ2 , |E| ĺ 3tN δ3{4, N´δ1t ĺ η ĺ 10. (F.22)
Consequently, the definition of η˚ that is used in the proof in [55] is modified to
η˚ :“ inftη ĺ N´δ2{2 : |mfc,tpE ` iηq| ĺ 2C1 logpNqN δ2 , c ĺ Im rmfc,tpE ` iηqs ĺ Cu. (F.23)
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The assumptions (F.16) assure that η˚ ă N´δ2{2 (as t|mfc| ĺ tη´1 ! tN δ3 for η close to N´δ2{2), and
then the rest of the argument goes through, proving (F.18).
The proof of (F.19) is unchanged in the small η ĺ N´δ2{2 region. In the larger region η ľ N´δ2
we use |tR2| ĺ tη´2 ! 1 due to the second assumption of (F.16).
Finally, we prove the local law in D1. For this it is simpler to rely on Theorem 3.1 of [46]. This
result will give the local law in the domain
D1 “ tE ` iη : ηIm rmfcpE ` iηqs ľ logpNq10{Nu. (F.24)
Since ηIm rmfcpE ` iηqs is an increasing function of η we see that D1 contains D1.
The caveat is that the work [46] operates under the assumption of bounded initial data. This
assumption is due to the fact that [46] deals with the more general case of DBM flows with a general
potential Upxq on the RHS of (2.10) (in the paper [46] this is denoted V pxq but we instead use here
Upxq to avoid conflict with our use of V as the initial data). Specifically, in the main calculation
(Section 3.2 of [46]) there are error terms involving the potential Upxq that are handled using the
assumption of bounded support. In our case Upxq “ 0, and so these error terms are not present,
and moreover the calculations involving the limiting hydrodynamic equation are simplified (i.e., the
characteristics ztpuq of (2.25) of [46] satisfy u “ ztpuq ` tmfc,tpztpuqq).
The changes to the argument of [46] to the present set-up are otherwise notational. One has
to replace to the b of the domain Dt defined in (3.2) of [46] with b “ 3NCV . Since U is 0, it is
straightforward to prove the estimates of Proposition 2.7 of [46]. The arguments of Section 3.1 of [46]
go through without change. The key use of the bounded support of the initial data is in Proposition
3.9 of [46]. This proposition bounds an error term that is not present in the case that Upxq “ 0. The
remaining arguments of Section 3.2 directly apply and we find the local law in the domain D1,ε as
required.
F.2 Homogenization theory under weakened assumptions at intermediate scales
Inspecting the arguments of Section 3 which lead to Theorem 3.1, we find the following theorem.
Theorem F.4. Consider H 1 “ V 1 `?t0G. Assume that V 1 satisfies ||V 1|| ĺ NCV and
c1 ĺ Im rmV 1pE ` iηqs ĺ C1 (F.25)
for some c1, C1 and,
|E ´ E0| ĺ
?
t0N
δ3 , t0N
´δ1 ĺ η ĺ N´δ2 , (F.26)
where
δ2 ă 1´ ω0
2
` δ3, δ2 ă 1´ ω0
4
(F.27)
Then under the assumptions (3.9) we have that the estimate (3.10) holds.
Remark. The first assumption of (F.27) is of course redundant but we keep it to match up with
(F.16).
The key inputs to the proof of Theorem 3.1 are the rigidity estimates, the local law and some
estimates on the behavior of the free convolution law mfc,t. Due to Theorem F.2 we know that
the local law and rigidity will hold for the model under consideration (note that (F.27) is the same
assumption as (F.16) after accounting for the t0 Ñ
?
t0 change). The required behavior of the free
convolution law follows from Lemma F.3 and the estimates (F.20),(F.21). Note that we do not have
the boundedness of Im rmfc,ts all the way up to η „ 1. However, mfc,t only enters into the proof
with an argument of mfc,tpE ` iηq with η ĺ N´1{2 (specifically, Lemma 3.8 and Appendix A). For
η ĺ N´1{2 ! N´δ2 , the estimates for mfc,t are unchanged.
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F.3 Mesoscopic estimate under weakened assumptions at intermediate scales
The estimate we need for the proof of Theorem F.1 is the following.
Theorem F.5. Let Htm “ V `
?
tmG where tm “ Nωm{N . Assume
1
20
ă ωm ă 1
10
. (F.28)
Assume that V obeys the estimate ||V || ĺ NCV for some CV ą 0 and for some c1, C1 ą 0 we have,
c1 ĺ Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ C1 (F.29)
for
|E ´ E0| ĺ
?
tmN
δ3 , tmN
´δ1 ĺ η ĺ N´δ2 (F.30)
where
δ2 ă 1´ ωm
2
` δ3, δ2 ă 1´ ωm
4
. (F.31)
Let φ be a test function as described in Section 6 on the scale t1 “ Nω1{N where
ω1 “ 10´5. (F.32)
There is a constant a ą 0 so that if
δ2 ă a (F.33)
then for some c, ε ą 0 we have the estimateˇˇˇ
E
”
eiλtrφ
ıˇˇˇ
ĺ e´cλ2 logpNq `N´ε. (F.34)
The first thing to do is apply the preliminary argument near (7.20). Fix an auxilliary time t2 “
Nω2{N with ω2 “ ω1p1`K´1q where K is constant so large that
ω2
2
ă ω1 ă ω2 ă ωm. (F.35)
This is done so that the constraints (6.6) of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied with ω0 “ ω2. We then write
Htm “ V `
?
tmG
d“ pV `?tm ´ t2Gq `
?
t2G
1 “: V 2 `?t2G1 “: H 1t2 (F.36)
where G1 is another independent GOE matrix. As in (7.20) we will use Theorem 6.1 to calculate
Ereiλtrφ|V 2s, (F.37)
after, of course, checking that the argument goes through under the relaxation of item (ii). Due to
Theorem F.2 we know that with overwhelming probability that V 2 obeys (F.29) for |E´E0| ĺ
?
t2N
δ3
and t2N
´δ1 ĺ η ĺ N´δ2 .
Conditioning on V 2 we now repeat the arguments of Section 6 to calculate (F.37). The main input
into the arguments of Section 6 are the local law and the behavior of the free convolution mfc,t2 . Due
to Theorem F.2 we know that the local law holds for H 1t2 and we will say nothing further of this.
On the other hand, the estimates for mfc,t2 in the regime 1 ľ η ľ N´δ2 do in fact degenerate
somewhat, and so we need to show how to handle this. This is where the condition (F.33) is required.
First it is important to note that the estimates for denominators appearing in the argument
|1´ t2R2| ľ c, |V 2i ´ z ´ t2mfc,t2 | ľ cmaxtt, ηu (F.38)
still hold. The first was established in Lemma F.3. For the second, we always have that the imaginary
part of z ` t2mfc,t2 is larger than η. For η ą N´δ2 , η ľ t by assumption. For η ă N´δ2 , we have that
Im rmfc,t2pE ` iηqs ľ c by Lemma F.3. Therefore, the second estimate of (F.38) also holds.
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The estimate (F.38) ensures that all denominators involved in the calculations in Section 6 in the
present setting obey the same estimates as before, when we did not have the weakening of item (ii).
There are two components of the mesoscopic central limit theorem. The first is a calculation of the
characteristic function, i.e. the arguments of Sections 6.4-6.8, and the second is the calculation of the
variance term, Proposition 6.11. Let us first examine the calculation of the characteristic function.
In this part of the proof the worst that will happen is that some of the estimates may degenerate,
in that the error terms becomes multiplied by a some factor pη˚q´k where k is a bounded constant,
typically k ĺ 5, arising from some of our resolvent expansions. These resolvent expansions are always
to some low order. As an example, the estimate (6.28) will degenerate to
A˝j “ Op
?
tN´1{2 ` pη˚q´1tpNηq´1{2q. (F.39)
Then, this combined with the fact that (F.38) still holds will give an error of Oppη˚q´1|η|´1pN |η|q´1{2q
in (6.35). Other estimates in the calculation of the characteristic function will behave similarly.
With these considerations, the error we will find in the estimate (6.7) will be
OpNω2{4´ω1{2pη˚q´Cq (F.40)
for some constant C ą 0. If a is sufficiently small, then the error here will still be OpN´cq for some
c ą 0, since we have chosen ω2{4´ ω1{2 ą 0.
We have to be more careful in calculating the variance, as this quantity is OplogpNqq and so losing
a polynomial factor N ε would cause trouble. First, let us examine the proof of Proposition 6.13.
Here, the estimates are unchanged until the last part of the proof, in which the region η˚ ĺ η ĺ 1
is integrated over; here is the only place where our estimates behave differently than before. In this
region, we may simply estimate the integrand by some power of pη˚q´1 and absorb it into the prefactor
t2. The contribution is then op1q and so the statement of the proposition is unchanged. Proposition
6.15 also involves an integration over the region η˚ ă η ă 1, and similar considerations apply here.
Prior to this proposition, one must handle the terms (6.158)-(6.161). However, they involve only the
behavior of the free convoluton for small η ! η˚, and so these terms can be treated in the same
manner as before. The remainder of the proof, i.e., the handling of (6.200)-(6.204) is also unchanged,
involving only the behavior of the free convolution at small η.
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